December 21, 2018
Dear D38 Families,
I had anticipated sending a very positive thank you letter which included our December 5-16
Thoughtexchange results. Unfortunately, it has become necessary to include much more in this
communication. A member of our community submitted a Colorado Open Records Act (CORA) request
asking for all of the submitted comments in our Thoughtexchange event including those which were
removed for inappropriate content and were never made public.
Early in December, we invited you and our entire community to join us in an interaction on a “new-tous” platform called Thoughtexchange. This platform enables participants to provide feedback, see
other community members’ thoughts, and rate the ideas – all confidentially. We valued the
confidential, respectful nature of the platform. We wanted to learn from our community in regards to
the recent election results. We were looking forward to a high-level, thoughtful, and respectful
interaction.
During the December 2018 LPSD38 Thoughtexchange, 216 thoughts out of a total of 1648 thoughts
were flagged for review by a participant or a moderator. Of the 216 thoughts which were flagged, 97
thoughts were removed. The removed thoughts were less than 6% of the total number of submitted
thoughts. All thoughts were reviewed according to the Thoughtexchange rubric (you may access this
information below).
Thoughtexchange provides moderation which removes potentially hurtful or accusatory comments as
well as any comments that refer to a person by name. We provided the most lenient guidelines but did
not want individuals to be called out. According to Thoughtexchange, “Finding the right balance
between transparency and protection is key.” We wanted this to be a high level interaction not a name
calling platform. Thoughtexchange moderators removed many obviously inappropriate comments from
our exchange without forwarding them to us.
We are deeply grieved. We were trying to facilitate respectful discourse and chose this tool in part
because it moderates out disrespectful comments. As we worked with Thoughtexchange to gain the
information we are required to provide under CORA law, they too were surprised by this request. We
believe it is important for this information to be available in its entirety with the guidelines used for
moderation to all of our community members if it is made available to one community member.
Each of us makes a choice - to be part of a solution, finding positive ways to move forward, or to
perpetuate negativity and name calling. I hate that I have to share the negative comments because this
undermines our goal of higher level interactions. We share these comments in an effort to

contextualize and provide information about the Thoughtexchange moderation process. We don’t
know if the requestor of this information may share some of the comments out of context. We can’t
control the choices of others. We at LPSD are extremely sorry that some of our community members
might be hurt by these comments, many of which were removed regardless of whether they ultimately
supported the district or not. I hope as a community we can continue to use Thoughtexchange in a
productive manner that works toward solutions rather than attacks.
I ask that you consider how you might contribute to a future of respectful and productive
communication and not post or further perpetuate negative comments attacking others but contribute
to solutions that raise concerns in a respectful manner.
At this time of year, I hope we can focus on what brings us together rather than what divides us.
Ultimately, I believe we all want the very best for the students in our community. The passion for
solutions is what we will focus on as we move forward.
And thank you to those of you who contributed to our December Thoughtexchange.
Sincerely,
On a great path...

Karen Brofft
Superintendent of Schools
Lewis-Palmer School District 38

Moderation Guidelines
A recommended practice in Thoughtexchange engagements is to set thresholds for the moderation of
thoughts using the guidelines below. The Thoughtexchange moderators use the guidelines based on the
selected approach, either transparent or protective. D38 selected the transparent approach.
During the December 2018 LPSD38 Thoughtexchange, 216 thoughts out of a total of 1648 thoughts were
flagged for review by a participant or a moderator. Of the 216 thoughts which were flagged, 97 thoughts
were removed. The removed thoughts were less than 6% of the total number of submitted thoughts. All
thoughts were reviewed according to the Thoughtexchange rubric below.
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Question: "What are some important things we need to learn from the outcome of the recent bond and mill levy election?"
Thought Summary
Use plain language to describe where the money is
going and why. Do not include caveats that allow the
1 money to be used on any topic.
Dont put wording such as “including but limited to” in the
text. That gives you the freedom to do whatever you
2 want with the money.
Builders continue to buy and build on the land without
contributing much to infrastructure and overcrowding it.

Thought Detail
Clearly explain the costs over every year, don’t
attemp to hide future costs as politicians do
We trust you with our money, we expect what it is
that you say you need the money for, not limited to
whatever we want.
If you can’t increase taxes or force builders to pay
for more infrastructure including schools then the
district is going to have a lot of issues.

3
Voters want to know exactly what requested funds will be
used for, including the details of any financing to be
4 obtained.
Be more specific in how the money will be used, no "to El Paso County is still a very conservative
include but not limited" to phrases
community. Earn trust with more specific
5
categories, do not ask for an open checkbook
6 We want great schools for our children.
Should be a top priority.
Developers should be made to pay an impact fee that
Developers must be part of the solution if they
goes into an escrow for future district infrastructure
want to build here.
7 expansion.
The district needs to remodel or get rid of Grace Best.
The perception is that the district has an "empty"
8
building and they are not using it.
Find a plan for GBEC and follow through with it.
The community is convinced GB can safely be
brought back into service as a school, if it can't
then make it clear why, and prove it in a clear
9
way.
Make the MLO easy to read and understand. Tell us
The ESD MLO passed because is stated that they
how much you want, and what exactly it is going to be
wanted $1.59 million, 80% to teacher pay, 10% to
spent on.
increase security including a SRO, and 10% for
10
tech.
Voters will vote for specific, well-defined items
The requests were too vague: "Either an
auditorium or maybe a gym... we don't know". If
11
you don't know, I'm not paying for it.
Why should developers make huge amounts of money Force developers to help pay for schools.
on all these new neighborhoods and we (taxpayers)
12 have to pay to build all the schools.
Listen to our teachers...they are in the trenches every
They are saying it is very hard to teach 29 kids at
day!!
different levels...they need our support!!!!!
13
The most pressing need is middle school seats
Our middle school is over flowing and a neglected
14
focus in the community
The board must have some parents and community
The future of the district and our property values.
members on the superintendent search committee if
15 they want to have any buy-in for the new one.
The district needed to do a better job communicating the Election time is noisy, Yes and No signs do not
seriousness of this bond and make the urgency more
communicate anything, nor do post cards.
16 clear.
Leadership needed to do more.
Change codes in the Town of Monument to require
I understand it would be hard to change code in all
money for schools from Developers.
the towns D38 is in but most of the building is in
the Town of Monument. Stop the Greed.
17
Make builders pay for more.
Builders build and move on, they don’t care what
happens to the community. If there building
creates infrastructure issues then they need to
18
pay.
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Financial transparency is needed to rebuild trust
between the school board and some members of the
19 community
If any school is at capacity, then choicing-in from outside
the district needs to be denied.

As a community we need to find ways to move
forward to benefit our students and teachers and
support district growth
Very frustrating to hear discussions of
overcrowded schools yet also hearing
advertisements for people to choice into our
20
district. Stop advertising.
Developers have reaped enormous profits at the
Schools are already overcrowded and teachers
expense of existing residents. They should be forced to underpaid. The outlook is dismal.
21 contribute to school infrastructure.
Town of Monument has been negligent in allowing
Residents need to get involved with town planning
excessive development without providing for school
meetings, etc to insist on proper funding for
funding (and other infrastructure as well).
education. We have been too complacent!
22
Explain to the public what other alternatives have been People want to know that raising taxes was
investigated and why the best solution is a MLO.
considered a last resort.
23
Vague ballot language. I'm not voting yes for something I'm not voting yes for something that doesn't
that doesn't provide how, when and why the money is
provide how, when and why the money is going to
24 going to be used.
be used.
This conflict between the district and MA needs to be
25 resolved.
Bond language is important
Many in the community were concerned regarding
26
the $66 million figure
Very poorly written. No way would I vote for a bond or tax You want my money and won't specifically tell me
increase when about 5 million was unaccounted for
what you'll use a portion of it for.
27
Voters want to know where their money is going
Don't say "we'll build 'x' OR put $ in the general
fund...if you say 'x' do 'x.' Period - don't use
language that says the district has free reign.
28
We want to keep our amazing teachers.
We should do what we can to keep our teachers
29
and not lose them to other districts.
In reading these comments, it's obvious there are very
People can't make good decisions with bad or no
split opinions. Information is going to be key - opt in
information. Educate, use clear language with
choice #'s, overcrowding #'s, etc
responsible, defined uses and people will vote for
30
it.
Our community seems distrustful of the district’s wise
We must fund our schools in order to provide a
use of funding.
quality education for the citizens of the future.
31
Teachers are overworked and underpaid in our district. It’s just not right and many leave for other districts.
32
It would be helpful to better understand differences in
The relationship between the district and MA
fiscal obligations of the district & the charter school.
doesn't need to be oppositional - but real legal
33 How are they the same or different?
differences must be understood by the public.
More transparency
From talking with others, many felt information,
especially numbers, were being withheld or too
34
vague
Distrust of the school board.
The public right now has zero confidence in the
school board doing the right thing, and therefore
won't give them more money that they can't be
35
trust.
The Board must make decisions more timely AND
The Board did not take an active role in eduating
provide visible, consistent support for their decisions.
voters and took far too long to approve the ballot
measure. There was not adequate time.
36
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Make data/information readily available and very easy to We require access to data in order to disseminate
find/navigate on the website: such as opt ins, enrollment, correct or incorrect information without having to
building costs.
dig through dozens of old board meeting docs.
37

38
39

40

41
42

43

44

It's a shame that developers don't pay more to help with Existing tax payers want developers and new
things like building new schools. Don't keep adding
members in the community to pay their fair share
hundreds of houses with no funding!
toward schools as they are adding to the over
crowding.
Need to be specific where money will be spent
If it is too general, everyone thinks it goes to
administration
I am relatively new to the area but my understanding of If the community does not trust the board to do
why the bond was not passed had to do with mistrust
the right thing with this responsibility then
between community and the board.
something must be done to gain trust.
Don't penalize the schools because the town has
Developers SHOULD pay more for roads and
mismanaged growth.
schools. But that doesn't change the fact that
school need IS GOING TO GROW and they are
not free
Don't say "including but not limited to" in ballot language. When I vote to pay tax for something, I want to
know exactly where it's going.
I voted no on both ballot items but that doesn't mean I
I didn't feel the way the loan was packaged was in
am not willing to pay increased taxes to provide the best the best interest of our community. Better
education for our children.
financial plan?
Long term planning
When all these buildings permits (business &
homes) are given out there needs to be long term
community planning.
The real needs of the district need to be looked at, not
Class sizes are soaring and it is not for the good
just the wants or the wouldn't-it-be-nice.
of the schools. The teachers are spending more
time trying to control behavior instead of teaching

45
Trust in process of those identifying the requirements

School board needs to build trust in community

46
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53

For district social media sites, would be helpful for
When people read these, some post opinions and
someone that knows each school situation and numbers some state facts, but are the facts they share
to reply to posts with factual information.
reputable? Help us vote by knowing all the facts
please
Many parents support the teachers and individual
schools financially and by volunteering, but do not trust
the administration in Big Red.
The news regarding our school board in the last few
The discord leaves the community wondering
years has not been positive.
what is going on with the school district.
Monument Academy Gym
Why was this rushed on to the Bond? June
meeting was only for Bear Creek to be turned
back to Middle School and addition of new
elementary school.
Grouping multiple funding requests into a single item is I would have supported the new elementary
NOT a good idea
school, but not when it included $1.5M for an
undefined charter school project. Let voters vote
separately.
The District should not have sold the land at 83 & 105.
A reason the community doesn't support the
Never sell real estate! The District should have leased it district now is because the BOE is too acting like
to MA.
it's MA's board, not LPSD' Board.
What more proof of quality education does one need
There is a massive connection between money
than to look at our community's two high schools?
and achievement - likewise a connection between
a lack of money and an achievement gap. Which
do we want?
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Make an effort to overcome the points of the opposition. Need to stop false information
54
There needed to be more information given to the public The public only heard the negative.
on the for side of the issues. The people who were
55 against it were speaking loud and often.
Ballot language is still too vague.
For example, if the money will go towards
increased safety, state specifically what that will
look like: Security personnel? Metal detectors?
56
etc.
There was not enough information given to the public
There were many measures going up on this last
about HOW the money would be spent specifically
election that would affect tax dollars - knowing
how the money is to be spent is important
57
Schools were asking for a lot of money without a clear
Well educated community members who
description of how it would be allocated.
understand the pros and cons of each side will
make a more informed decision about their
58
community.
D38 needs to be crystal clear and transparent where all People don't know where their tax $ are going or
of their current revenue is being spent. Simple easily
why.
59 understood terms are best.
Too many things were combined into one making the
Other schools were up for $24 million (ish. $66M
total $66 million without explaining what the $66 million seemed insane for one school, but it really was
was for. It looked like just the school.
going toward security and upgrades at other
60
schools.
The numbers behind the numbers need to be published. Sometimes it is the "cold, hard facts" that lead
Teacher's lunchroom turned into a classroom at the MS. people to decisions. Most the community is not
Elementary -no available classrooms.
aware of the conditions within the schools.
61
You have to deal with Grace Best before the public will Spend less on bulldozing what you have to,
be willing to give you money for new buildings.
rebuilding what you need, sell it, something. It
remains a big question mark for voters as you ask
62
for $
Developers in the county usually use a special district to required to pay for new schools. Other counties
pay for land improvements. They aren't funding these
work this way and so should ours. I know its
63 projects themselves, but should be ...
difficult to convince BOCC of this.
Need to do a better job of using data/analytics for
When will schools be over capacity? How large
showing need to build new schools. Also show impacts will classroom sizes grow to? How many trailers
to teachers and students.
will have to be purchased? Show and share the
64
data.
Overinflated cost of new school compared to District 20! District 20 is building 2 new elementary schools at
21mil each this year. Our new school cost was
overinflated. Be responsible with our money.
65
Facts on the exact numbers in each school and the
John Q Public has no ideas how badly we need a
capacity in each school would be very informative for the new school.
66 voters.
67 People need more info.
Focus on your in-district families (voting taxpayers) and D38 already provides an exceptional educational
stop trying to woo out-of-district students through paid
experience. People already know this. You don't
68 advertising.
need to pay to tell them.
Education is extremely important
It influences the future of our community and
69
country.
No funds for charter school gymnasium.
Community should not be required to support a
70
charter school.
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I was discouraged there was no 'pro' vote information in Taxpayers use the blue book to guide voting. If
the blue book.
we cannot even get that information in the blue
71
book, maybe it is not that important.
D38 needs to address community concerns over Grace If the school isn't safe, don't use it at all. Asbestos
Best. Publish the numbers for demo & rebuild.
abatement is expensive. Either sell GB or fix it.
72
Plan more!
There have been issues with needing more
schools, cops, fire departments, roads, and
corporate business. No money. Where is the
73
planning?
The district needs to work harder to get information out This area has a high number of retirees and
to community members who have no children in the
empty-nesters, who are not active on the
school district.
Facebook community pages or receive emails
74
from the district.
The focus group event I attended had many questions
There aren't always answers, but for some things asked that could not be answered.
like how much will a bond be, I think people need
to understand why the answer is 'I don't know'
75
Make builders pay 2.
If builders create overcrowding of roads along with
damage then they need to pay to widen the roads.
I have seen districts refuse building permits.
76
Cities and county within district 38 need to asses greater You want to live here you need to pay for it.
impact fees on the new residential development to pay
77 for add’l facilities
The school board, with help from the community, needs It has never been easy raising money in
to re-evaluate how they go about asking the community Monument. The last two attempts have failed by
to support new bonds/mill levys.
large margins. No sense trying again using same
78
process.
The total potential cost was confusing. It would help to k Tax payers need to know the total cost of the
79 ow what financing option is being selected.
investment.
Community wants very detailed & transparent fiscally
Overall, the voters tend to be very careful about
80 responsibility
tax increases
Developers need to pay more to support the schools.
This will help alleviate over crowding.
81 Right now they pay more for sewer fees.
There needs to be clear information out to the
The community doesn't see the daily problems.
community about the problems the schools are facing
82 everyday.
There is a large disconnect and perhaps lack of trust and We must fix this disconnection because the
communication between the district and community
STUDENTS are suffering due to adult decisions
83 perceptions.
I’m tired of our school district catering to Monument
They want same funding but want autonomy by
Academy. If they want to be treated equally they should having their own school board. Can’t have it both
84 adopt the same district calendar & times
ways. Time for they to comply.
More detailed information and accountability is needed end of the year that it was spent as intended.
for exactly where the money is needed and where it will
85 be spent and objective evidence at the
Provide more detail!
Be specific. The information available to the
community was a little vague surrounding how the
86
money will be used.
Be specific and detailed exactly where MY TAX money Letting the public see in detail a listing of
will go, not general. How about creating for general
projects/updates that each D38 school needs
knowledge and view a listing of all needs.
funding for will help vice just saying classroom
87
sizes.
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The district IS growing and has a legitimate need. The
Our schools and staff can't keep going they way
board needs to make some decisions and communicate things are. Changes need to happen and the
their plan for next fall.
board must make some hard decisions now.
88
State EXACTLY what the money will be used for on the
89 ballot. Nothing more, nothing less
Very disappointed that D38 did not even submit any
arguments "for" the bond/MLO in the voter guide while
the opposition was very organized and vocal.
90
Tell the community what it is like to teach classes of 30
or more students in a classroom with differentiated
91 learning.
D38 did a terrible job of detailing what security/safety
92 measures would be funded.
Support comments have to be submitted for the blue
book.

Voters want specifics on how our dollars will be
used.
If D38 cannot concisely articulate why a
bond/MLO is needed and address arguments
against, it is a waste of time to make the request.

What impact does this have on teachers, their
opinions of how it affects students (SPED, ESL,
G&T, IEP, and "regular")
This lead to skepticism and doubt as to the need
for the funding.
No assumption can be made that the measures
will speak for themselves to voters. It must be
made abundantly clear why these measures are
93
necessary.
There is an obvious disconnect between how the school Unless the district aligns with what the community
district and the community want to move forward .
will support, we are all headed for a long-term
stalemate that will hurt students and teachers.
94
As a staff member, I have heard “We hear the
Because how? By law we’re not allowed to w/in
teachers/staff are so upset, if we only would have heard contract hours and two, fear of ramifications.
their side...why didn’t “they” speak up?
However, this has GREATLY impacted BOTH
95
teachers&students
The message should be about needing an additional
The middle school is bursting at the seams.
middle school as much as it should be about building an Staff understands the connection between the
96 elementary school.
two, but we don't think the community does.
There needs to be many public meetings where the
Everyone who want a chance to ask questions to
board explains the what and why of new schools the board should get that chance. It is our best
months of them.
chance to combat misinformation campaigns.
97
We need to address the physical building of the former Until this resource is positively addressed, it will
Grace Best Elementary School.
always be seen as the district wasting an asset.
Remodel, repurpose, or sell the property.
98
When I lived in Golden, Jefferson County required that
The developer was going to add 500 homes, that
the developers provide the infrastructure first.
means a new elementary school. Boom, build an
elementary school before any Certificate of
99
Occupancy.
provide your list of priorities to the public- make it
Transparency and information to the public,
specific and current- make a big announcement when
100 priority is completed- show you’re effective
The "Love my school, hate the district" attitude was loud The district could do several things to work on
in this turnout. Even worse when staff feels the same
repairing its relationship with the community- more
way.
transparency, verbiage change, more
101
explanations.
Be more clear on the vision and the D38 infrastructure , More support for teachers and space not
102 where exactly the money would go.
additional admin staff
You should never use the term; "to include but not
Trust
limited to" in any bond wording. Be clear what the
103 money will be used for and nothing else
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It needs to be better communicated exactly what funds
will be used for and need to do a better campaign to get
104 the facts out to the public
I would feel more inclined to approve more funding for
new schools if I felt developers were also helping
105 contribute money.
The board needs to show full support
106
The language was ambiguous as to exactly how money
107 would be spent
The school board needs to be very specific in their
wording of any future ballot initiatives in the future.

We have good schools and need to maintain and
build upon the great reputation of District 38
Right now it seems the overcrowding is from
massive building of new homes but no thought as
to the infrastructure needed.
There needs to be a pro statement in the blue
book. Also there needs to be full and vocal
support by the board as to the need.

There was too much vague language in the MLO
and Bond ballot measures leaving voters
uncertain about how the money would be spent.

108
Plan wasn't articulated for how taxes would be spent.

MLO or Bond is still tax increase

School district needs to work with developers to plan
communities and ensure developer/new home owner
finding is provided and growth projections.

Granted a new elementary school is needed, but
there really needs to be planning for the
overcrowded MS and very soon potential for
overcrowded HS.
Whether you have children in school or not it is
investing in the future of our community.

109

110
It is our job as a community to help insure a good
111 education for our children.
Several voters did not want MA included in bond. If MA
wants money they need to have a separate bond asking
112 for their own money.
Initial schools were build with much less population for
the area. Now it's double or triple and a new school can
113 not be funded?
I did not get a good sense what other options were
explored before feeling that revenue increases are the
114 best option.
Why are we continuing to allow opting-in when our
schools are over crowded? We who pay taxes here are
being crowded our of our neighborhood schools.
115
Enrollment numbers for the district need to be more
visable.
116
Many in the community feel the board does not listen at
all.

I would think every subdivision a builder wants to
put in would come with a hefty fee to pay for
schools, fire, and police.
I would like to understand that the District has
assessed all possible options prior to requesting
revenue increases.
Even if it is only 350 kids across the district that is
the size of a small elementary school! We should
assess/prioritize before opening up to all.
Our community doesn't understand or know the
numbers of students in our district and classroom
space in our district.
Questions are not answered at meetings and the
board appears to have an agenda. This makes
people wary of the board and their motives.

117
I was shocked to see nothing from D-38 in the blue book The message to the community was that the ballot
voter's guide supporting the two ballot measures.
measures weren't important enough to make the
effort to write a pro ballot measure statement.
118
That wording is everything. Tell tax payers exactly
where the money is going.
119
The most critical requirement to get my vote for a tax
120 increase is to know two things.
Financial transparency of the district is of utmost
importance.
121

Cause we want to know exactly, nothing about
using moneies as they see fit. It will never pass
with that verbage.
Detail and clarity are the only way you get my vote
for a tax increase.
Financial transparency shows where money is
being spent and proves why the bond and MLO
are necessary.
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The Blue book issue is also really frustrating. I really
To the casual voter, this is likely where they would
don't understand how leadership could allow for the pros have gotten their information to make a decision.
122 to be absent.
To better articulate EXACT spending.
Our district's voters are conservative. They want
to know exactly how their money will be spent.
123
Total transparency.
Should have had Forest Lakes pay for a new school, or When you build these huge subdivisions there
Promontory Pointe etc etc
should be a plan in place before you allow the
124
builder to break ground.
There was not a "Pro" comment in the election "Blue
This was devastating to the cause. It made us
Book"
look ill-prepared and overconfident. Also, people
not in the "know" did not have a reason to vote
125
yes.
Undefined loan terms.
First the monthly fee was stated as $9 for a few
126
years and then it went up from there.
Where was the information regarding this bond?
In the booklet that went out to explain measures
on ballot the for argument was not even in it???
127
There are benefits to supporting funding for education
This generation will be the future workforce in no
even if a household does not have current students.
time. What will you expect from our future
generation and their abilities to work and serve?
128
Felt that the wording of 4A and 4B was very poorly done
and hard to understand. Didn't approve of the
129 accounting.
For some reason, our community doesn't trust our
We need to figure out how to build trust so that
school board or administration.
our schools can get the funding that they need.
130
I am concerned about the size of our schools.
I hope our children continue to get the attention
and care that small classrooms provide.
131
Not including information on the ballot booklet was a big It confused those that were already confused and
error.
paved way for "conspiracy theorists" to lay doubt
about the validity of issues and solutions proposed
132
rumors were spread that it was going to be an interest
Couldn’t find information showing a more
only loan wasting a lot of taxpayer dollars.
responsible choice or an explanation of why the
district would do that. That needs to be available
133
to voters.
134 Charge home builders a fee to fund future schools
They profit, they should also pay
I think the School Board did a poor job of explaining the The Board has a fiduciary responsibility to the
need and importance of adding more class room
community and if they’re going to propose a bond
capacity.
increase they need to get actively involved .
135
The board lumped too many things into the Nov 2018
Lumping multiple items into one ballot issue made
ballot measures. Ask for exactly what you need in
it difficult for voters to vote for the things they
specific ballot measures.
support and not vote for the things they don't.
136
D38 is an amazing district. We love our teachers and
Giving each student the best education wouldn't
staff and think funding for teachers and schools should be possible without amazing teachers. If we don't
be a high priority in this community.
support them, they will go to other districts.
137
We will start to lose good educators if we don't address I think this will go unnoticed for a while because
teh pay rate, class size and facilities.
we seem to have very involved parents who will
138
help their kids.
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Make sure you make the case for why voters should vote
for it in the voter guide. Failing to do so demonstrated a
139 failure to detail and reasoning.
School choice-ins should be stopped at overcrowded
Choice-ins shouldn’t be allowed at schools that
schools.
are already over building capacity. There are
other schools in the district that have room.
140
The uncertainty of the MA auditorium/gym funding was a Not good business to say if MA constructs its HS,
bad precedent to set when asking voters to increase
then MA gets the money; if not, it goes toward
taxes.
unspecified long term projects - way too vague.
141
Monument Academy
There is to much mixed information about MA and
I don't appreciate being strung along to think
these bonds were necessary for this Charter
142
school.
Felt that a lot of money was committed to building the
new school by the board before the funds where
143 approved by the voters.
We need to do more to inform the public of why the mill The public doesn't understand how education is
levy is needed.
funded and that much of our funding is specifically
earmarked and cannot be used for other things.
144
Why don't the area developers - who benefit from the
Other areas use this approach, which burden
housing boom - share in the cost of expanding the
shares.
145 district infrastructure?
146 The community is expressing distrust
With the massive growth in Monument, there must be a Why have we not made the developers pay into
massive increase in tax revenue. Where are all of these an account for a new school? They are getting
$ going?
rich and we are left with the repercussions.
147
Seems very clear that there was no Plan B in place if the You can’t put all your eggs in one basket and then
ballot measures didn’t pass.
be left scrambling for solutions like we are.
148
Ballot language needs to be specific
Public doesn't care for verbage on ballot "to be
used for this but not limited to ..." to open ended
149
The board must do a better job of communicating to its It’s not enough to read about it in the paper. It’s
residents. Monthly coffee with a Board member;
not as impactful just attending the meeting. Facequarterly open houses at different schools.
to-face chats are hugely effective.
150
The lack of unity by the school board was an issue
opposition said it was an interest only loan and the
board refuted it but did not give a complete
151
explanation to clarify
Stigma
Please reconsider any misconception you may
have regarding counseling in schools. We have a
child alive today because a counselor reached out
152
to us.
The BOE is fully responsible for the Bond & MLO not
Reason ballot measures failed
passing. They didn't decide to put it on the ballot until
153 late Aug. No time to educate community.
It was difficult for me to understand the forecasted
I would like to understand that the District has
benefit expected from the initial cost.
really assessed the expected return on investment
154
and can explain this clearly.
155 People are worried funds will be mismanaged
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Please make sure the "for" argument gets published in
the official guidebook put out by the state of Colorado!

I'm sure many voters were persuaded since there
was only an "against" argument published.

156
The bond for building the new school should have been
a standalone proposition, separate from the Monument
157 Academy and safety issues
The process to actually commit seemed haphazard.
BOE seemed to not know what to ask for and were not
unified.
158
Community Development
159
The School Board and Administration did not provide
good data to educate the community on the need.

Clarity of the goal, no risk of using the money for
another purpose
If it appears those asking aren't unified solidly,
gives folks reason to withhold support. BOE
needs to lead the campaign and devote significant
time
Would like to see town and county really look at
the growth rate and school capacity before
approving more housing developments
Information provided should be targeted to the
audience. Most D38 residents are professionals
and the district should give them quantitative data.

160
All propositions should have had arguments for them in
161 the voter information booklets
I believe there was no planning from the city or the
school district when they “approved” the building of all
these new houses in district 38.
162
The pro faction must be smarter.
163
Some members of the Board showed great indecision
and no public support of the election initiatives. They
seemed to purposely drag out the process.

otherwise it seems that no one supports the
proposition
The city should have thought about all the growth
in the area and he affect on the infrastructure
before allowing all the new houses in the district.
Failure to have a pro position in the blue books
was very damaging. You know the anti-argument;
now build a counter.
This lack of real support hurt public acceptance.

164
Dont have political consultants draft the language - use
165 plain language and be transparent.
The proposed budget was based upon interest only and
166 did not calculate the long term cost.
I believe that past decisions made by previous boards
and superintendents have damaged our integrity in the
community.
167
The district needs to communicate how much money it
receives from the state's marijuana taxes and how it is
being used.
168
I believe making sure language is specific and helping
community members understand how children/teachers
will be affected could help in the future
169
How can the district better prove to those against any
bond or MLO that by voting for such a measure they are
170 improving the standard of living here?
People need to stop expecting others to "hunt" for
information...if the district wants a bond passed, they
have to canvass neighborhoods to do it.
171

The long term impact on property taxes was not
known.
This speaks volumes about integrity and
reputation. I'm not sure how we can heal the
wounds that exist in our district over past
decisions.
People I spoke with that voted no specifically said,
"I am not paying for another building. I thought
that is how the marijuana tax was to be used."

An educated community is vital to our future.

I"ve read comments that it's the voters'
responsibility to research info on the bond issue.
while that's true, that clearly won't get a bond
passed.
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The district needs to go into "attack" mode combatting
false and misleading information.
172
The community desires transparency.

While that may not sound "nice," defense isn't the
best position to be in. Invite naysayers to
meetings and hit them hard and repeatedly with
FACTS.
I do not like it when it appears that things are
being done and approved behind closed doors.

173
The district has deferred maintenance of existing
buildings and neglected Grace Best's maintenance.
174
175 Wording and funds usage too vague
Teachers/Staff are expected to do more and more and
more...with nothing! A teacher, by themselves, can’t
176 even afford to live in the district they work
The board needed to be more involved during the
campaign. More importantly though, a decision should
have been made earlier.
177
Sell or get rid of Grace Best. Make some kind of plan for
it.
178
While sending out postcards asking to pass the bond for
the children is nice., it did not give me the information I
needed to pass the bonds
179
There are many in the community that think the district
180 does not use money wisely
Good Start

Taxpayers will entrust new assets to the district
when they demonstrate they can manage what
they have.
Too much opportunity to spend unchecked
With the cost of living is also increasing...

Difficulty in deciding what to include in the
language doesnt give the community a very good
sense that they'd be able to decide how to use the
money.
It serves very little value to administration, it's in a
very poor shape and detracts from solving REAL
problems.
With so many retired community members, there
needs to be detailed information about how it will
impact them and where the money is going.
More education is needed to show financial
responsibility
Appreciate this forum, good start. I think multiple
info/inquiry/discussion groups with district reps
would be productive. Multiple times:locations.

181
I would like to see more information on how the schools In talking with some retired community members
are hurting and how additional buildings would help. I get they were not aware of the struggle that some of
the need but clearly most do not.
the schools are having due to the lack of space.
182
The wording on the bond in regards to repayment,
specifically the interest only part. It confused a lot of
183 people as to why the district chose this.
I think that there are some trust issues that have not
184 been resolved from the previous bond/mill levy.
School Board must be united and actively work toward
getting community to understand why the bond / MLO is
185 needed.
School board needs to better work with the city/county to
hold builders accountable.
186
The language on the ballot was confusing and did not
accurately describe the importance of the bond.
187
The school build itself was $26M what is the rest for?
Split up the ask so priorities can be approved. Inform all
188 funding uses clearly.
We may need more information about the builders roles
in developing schools when they build new communities.
189

It's the people's money you are spending and we
need a clearer explanation.
I think that people may not trust the district with its
money management.
More information needs to be in the public about
the growth and the need for the bond & MLO
Builders are taking advantage of the population
growth without any regard for how it impacts the
school district
People will not vote for something if they don't
understand it. Language/communication can
either be a barrier or a bridge.
So we can get the school we so desperately need
and develop a community of kids with a future not
a dead end.
While growth is nice if theres a way to get builders
to help with new schools that would be good
information for us.
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I am not a fan of Monument Academy .

I do not care to see them get several million to
build their “we are not sure”. Put them on their
190
own voting line.
I think one issue was that we (the district) did not have a I feel that a lot of people read those and then
pro to counter the con on the ballot issue in the voting
decide at that time how they will vote, especially if
material.
people have not made a definite decision.
191
Consider more public input when formulating proposals I want to consider each initiative seperately
192
Omission of "pro" text in the Blue Book was inexcusable Many folks use the Blue book to gain a last minute
and indicates a lack the thoroughness in the overall MLO perspective on the initiatives. lack of "pro" text
process.
indicates not important to promoters.
193
I was very disappointing that the bond and mill levy did
To retain quality teachers, they must be able to
not pass. I feel very undervalued in this district.
effectively do their job. With upwards of 32+
students in a class, that is impossible to continue.
194
I did not feel that the MLO provided enough specifics on
how the money would be used to improve the student
learning experience or overall education.
195
Painting individuals who did not support the measures as Productive discussions must include adequate
anti-child, anti-education, anti-teacher, and antirespect for all parties, even if the outcome is civil
196 community is unproductive.
disagreement
I do not believe in the philosophy of MA and therefore do MA should raise it own money.
not want to support it with my tax dollars.
197
The contention visible at Board meetings gave the
Reason ballot measures failed
impression the BOE didn't support the ballot questions.
198
Need clear wording on the ballot.
Leaving the ballot vague leaves too much doubt
199
and mistrust.
It was strange that the 4A and 4B were not in the blue
It's an important place to find information about
200 book
the referendums
The decision to attach funding for Monument Academy This turned away many supporters of our public
was completely irresponsible.
schools who couldn’t justify further tax money
201
going to the charter.
It’s important to know how many out out of district
202 students are attending our schools
Premature spending.
Why would anyone in their right mind give a
builder $1 million dollars prior to a vote to build a
building? Now we lost $1 million dollars.
203
When describing the financial impact, representatives
As a homeowner, we need to know what the true
characterized that financial burden would drop off after financial burden will be and how long it will be in
three years, which was not the case.
place.
204
I felt like the wording for the bonds left too much wiggle
room depending on what the board decided and felt like I
205 was signing a blank check.
NextDoor and Facebook were rife with misinformation. I nt.
don't know if there is anything we can do to fix this but it
definitely became a toxic environm
206
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BOE should be able to answer all questions that
community brings to them when wanting additional funds
207
The late addition of the Monument Academy gym to the
ballot appeared underhanded and very sneaky.
208
The relationships between the School
Board/Superintendent/Community seem strained and
lack Trust. Poor communication makes for poor
209 relationships.
MA building seemed like an odd afterthought

Many feel MA is taking precedence over the other
schools and taking much needed funding when
the other schools are overcrowded & need
upgrading badly.

While having another large venue in the District
would be beneficial for its growing size - this add
on appeared 'odd' and somewhat shady.

210
Most people I spoke with weren't happy with how the
bond/mill levy was laid out

I don't think people were opposed to supporting a
bond/mill levy for new schools. I think they
211
opposed how it was structured
The added words, "...including but not limited to..."
In a community where the majority of residents
do not trust the district, these 5 words caused
212
more distrust.
To say anyone who voted against the the mill and bond, Specifics matter
were not educated or didn't understand the issues is
213 wrong
When a company bidding on a contract to renovate is
Even if bids were properly done, the perception is
also bidding on a more lucrative contract for new
that the company stands to make a lot more
construction, the data is invalid.
money from the larger project.
214
More information!
I learned from my time working in D49, that
people need to know everything. We had to run
215
commercials and go door to door.
The community support is not there.
Our middle school is growing at a rapid rate as
well as the elementary school that my kids attend.
We need the support as D38 continues to grow.
216
A very loud minority was able to reach an
The facts were not easy to find if you didn't know
apathetic/uninformed majority. The rest of us need to
where to look. How would the average person
work harder next time to combat the negativity.
without kids in the schools know where to look?
217
I feel like we should have had a back up plan in place if
218 the measures didn’t pass.
I thought our community would pass these two
I learned that I was out of touch with many
measures, as most of my family and friends voted for
community members, and it seemed important to
them.
communicate more effectively before future
219
elections.
Already learned - space constraints are only getting
safety, feasibility to offer what our kids deserve
tighter at the middle school
because there is not room, traffic is awful, longer
hours for staff with more students care for
220
Finding information to support the ballot items was very Hard to vote for something when you don't
difficult - nothing in the blue book or newspapers that I
understand what you are voting for.
221 could find.
The community does not want to waste money.
We want what is best for the children but it needs
222
to be a viable and good solution.
We need to know what specifically is proposed in the
Are they state required or just recommended?
223 security upgrades.
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I'm extremely concerned about the board's
indecisiveness. They always use the excuse of, "we
need more information" which turns into months of
224 nothing
The School Board needs to be more engaged in
communicating to voters.
225
More transparency
226
Do not use words "including but not limited to"
227
Provide comparative data

228
Expecting school perfection yet withholding support will
squeeze valuable teachers out of this dysfunction. We
229 will lose good people.
Free education is a fundamental right of each student.

The board will never have the perfect amount of
info to make the perfect decision. That's why
listening to experts is important.
They're all afraid to act because "someone might
be mad." Make the decision that's right for
students, and then take the lead on
communicating the why
D38 should be more transparent about their
needs and what their funds are being used for and
why more is needed.
Be good stewards with tax dollars. Limit spending
on EXACTLY and ONLY where the money is
needed.
There should be statistics that could be used to
educate the community and these could easily be
published. Building support continually not just
1x

Education is a basic value of this country and
should be supported and funded by all tax payers.

230
$1 million to convert Bear Creek. Show itemized cost not Tax payers need to see specifics and not just
just an estimate.
rumors of needing to replace all the little potties
231
which don't exist.
The Blue Book must have a for/yes statement
Voters need to see both sides of why to vote yes
232
or no.
The spending on the plans for a new school before the
vote is a shocking waste and makes me question
233 judgement of the board. Never ever do this.
Ballot measures need a narrower scope. If the
An initiative that has excess revenue going into a
proposition was ONLY for teacher pay increases it would "general fund" or for items "TBD" amounts to a
have passed overwhelmingly.
blank check the voters don't trust the board with.
234
Don’t ask for the world ask for what is needed.
Asking for too much makes us wonder if the
235
money is being well spent
Monument Academy should not have been included in
Charter schools are in direct competition with
the bond request. They have their own means of
public schools. They should seek their own
funding. They can also request funding from parents
corporate funding.
236
People are burnt out of the constant drumbeat of money Voters have been told, vote for lottery, marijuana,
for education and the promises of, if you give us X you'll etc. and there will be more for education. Where's
237 get Y.
the money?
Personally our family has supported the recent mill levy Be careful not to lump too many wants into one
and bond issues. However, there have been parts of the election issue. For example, MA wants need to be
238 proposed issues we disagreed with.
kept separate.
Clearly communicate the difficulties that the teachers are Teachers do an amazing job, but we should be
dealing with over crowded schools and classrooms.
helping to make it easier for them to do their job.
239
Many people in our community do not want to waste
Those people made their opinion loud and clear in
money on high interest only payback rates.
multiple signs around town and persuasive
240
arguments in written publications.
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The impacts and consequences of the lack of funding
need to be all over the official media and social media.

The community needs to see the consequences
of its lack of action and support for LPSD.

241
Limits to out of district enrollment

Hard to justify the need when you are not capping
out of district attendees.
Ultimately, the voters have said they do not agree with
Such an overwhelming defeat means voters think
the board. This isn't an education or misinformation
you're on the wrong track or they don't believe
243 problem.
your arguments or data.
Why did the board not have other options for the
We should always have a back up plan. The idea
community to help the problems faced? The idea of no that it is all or nothing is not good enough-certainly
244 back up plan is ludicrous.
not for our kids.
Reduce ad budget for local information only. Cut the out Show tax payers that you value our teachers as a
of district advertising and use that money for staff
priority and are putting more dollars in the
245 bonuses.
classroom.
The crowded conditions the middle school students are I do not think some people understand what are
dealing with need to be more clearly communicated.
students are dealing with daily.
246
Why aren't developers/builders required to pay lot fees/ Seems like there should be accessible revenue
impact fees or the like? Further, what about the property from property tax.
247 tax revenue from new houses?
D38 needs to do a better job of communicating the need That is the only way you are going t get it passed.
for increased income. Show the public what you will do
248 with the money and why it is needed.
Multiple missteps were made in presenting the bond and The failure of the D38 leadership to earn the
MLO to the community. D38 leadership must have
community's trust hurt teachers, staff, and most
249 integrity in gaining the trust of voters.
importantly, our students.
The contentious political environment in TriLakes makes
people hesitant to share their views for fear of being
250 bullied online.
The District needs to respond to questions and share
This is an important data point for voters, and
information regarding the number of students who have could have caused many to vote "no".
251 choiced into the district
We have to educate the community about the
There is a misconception since MA is building a
differences between charter school funding and public
high school "why does the district need money?"
school funding.
This statement came from a district employee.
252
Get an engineering firm to evaluate not a contractor
A contractor will be more interested in trying to
convince the district into building a new school ,
253
more money for the contractors.
The meetings explaining the building of the schools was As a parent we where not allowed to ask the
a sales pitch not Q and A meeting
questions that where important to us, and
254
disenting opinions where met with hostility.
Why have the public repeatedly voted down school
The current state of excellence in this district was
issues in a community that historically has supported
built on a financially supportive and trusting
public education?
community- that is still a necessary relationship.
255
Address the concerns regarding the payback
People want to know that their tax money will not
schedule...that seemed to be a point of concern
be wasted.
256 regarding being fiscally responsible.
Ballot wording implied money could be spent on
The phrase, "including, but not limited to" was a
257 anything.
reason to vote no.
The cost of the school ballooned from 22 million to 32
258 million. Why?
242
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The board needed to start much earlier with much more We have a crazy anti-school anti-government
unified and public support of more schools.
fringe here who are very loud. They can convince
people if there isn't a sound message opposing
259
them.
Just because initiatives tout "its for the kids" does not
Asking people for money needs to be supported
translate to thinking people to just open their wallets.
by well defined requirements (not emotions) and
260
plans.
School board members should work with teachers, not Meet us where we live and work. Tour the building
just administration.
during the school day and find time to be available
for conversations after students leave.
261
I also feel like there needs to be more transparency in
Again, I can be a more educated voter.
where the money will be used, as well as what other
262 options you've explored.
School board members were under-prepared,
School board members need to do their research,
uninformed, and unnecessarily dragged their feet in
act with clear intent, and lead the way in creating a
moving the bond forward in the way they did.
clear, timely plan for moving forward.
263
we need a clear understanding of how the existing
financial accountablity
264 monies are being spent
The BOE should not have included bond funds for MA. Including MA in the bond question is one of the
Charter schools have other ways to obtain capital unlike reasons it failed.
265 traditional school.
If growth is not controlled, there will not be enough
Important so schools are not being placed in
resources schools/police/fire
"reactive" role of scrambling to find building
266
solutions for students
You need need to highly transparent and very clear on
Because our community seems to not longer trust
how money is going to be spent.
educators or those in education to spend money
in the best interest of the community. This is sad.
267
Social media is a HUGE problem.
There needs to be some countering to the
negativity published by a certain community
268
group.
People are tired of the developers paying so little for
That is the the other reason people didn't vote for
schools when they R the ones driving the increased
it.
269 populared compared to other towns / cities.
Ask your underwriter to speak at a community meeting School Districts have legal restrictions to debt and
so the public understands Districts options and interest the public understanding what they can/ not do
rates.
may address concerns- interest rates/payment
270
Consult with districts that passed bonds recently. There Clear messaging is important. Ex: see the
were 5 districts in this election with measures -- three
Academy D20 bond page (asd20.org/bond) for
passed (Harrison, Falcon, Manitou).
their 2016 bond that passed and what's being
271
done at each school.
Didn't look good that district was advertising for students
272 outside district (open enrollment )
Not enough details provided on the $30M loan for the
This makes it hard to get behind the voting, I saw
new building proposal. The details of the loan were not numbers over $65M for total loan payback. The
adequately explained to the public.
terms and conditions should be expressed.
273
Present our school budget publicly and annually to the
Showing us what you spend and where the money
274 district-use social media.
goes is always a good idea.
The community is not confident their tax dollars are
275 being wisely spent regarding education
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The community still lacks trust with the school district.

I feel that the community still harbors some
resentment about the way the district has spent
money in the past and they can't see changes
276
we've made.
Connect the dots very clearly for how growth looks in the Simple messages that make sense to all people
community. Example, since last levy, 6 restaurants, 3 tire are more effective. The addition of schools
stores, 800 homes, zero schools
balances the community and makes values
277
increase
There didn't seem to be a clear and definitive plan as to Can't vote for "blanket" bond without very specific
278 what the money would be spent on.
fiscal plan. Wording was too broad.
The voters said "no" by an overwhelming margin. Does Instead of trying to figure out why the measures
it truly matter why?
failed, it's time to come up with a new plan using
CURRENTLY available resources.
279
Any new building should rely primarily on function without The focus must remain on educational goals
extra costs for unnecessary features.
instead of "state of the art" architectural features
280
at great expense.
Revenue from population growth should come from new My taxes pay for my neighbors kids. When
property taxes, not an increase on existing residents.
people move to town, their taxes and subdivision
fees, should pay for the new kids and new
281
schools.
Separate the funding for security and counseling. Both
valuable but totally unclear what the breakdown of funds
282 would be.
We cannot support a mil levy that provides additional
They are not required to follow same educational
funding to monument academy.
requirements that our public schools must follow.
283
Ballet verbiage was to broad.
Tax payers don’t trust that elected officials will
spend money on the original purpose if loop holes
284
are written into measure
RE: building a new Elem School and converting BC back People are hesitant to raise taxes and feel the
into Creekside, people feel developers should be paying increase in population should pay for the new
285 more of the bill.
schools.
Why hasn’t anyone asked the developers to build a
school? A huge subdivision was just built on W Baptist
286 and another on the East side.
Thoughtfulness in writing the bond
I think the bond was muddled by too many
287
objectives, some of which felt vague.
D38's needs need to separate from Monument
MA gets their own funding and does not
Academy's needs.
participate in the district as the other school so
their needs should not be included when D38 is
288
needing funds
Many long time residents are not happy with the
The continued area growth without consideration
unconstrained growth/allowing students outside the
for the school needs is the major factor for the
district. These folks should cover more of the cost
problem but has/continues to have been ignored
289
The board did not even put together an argument for the If the opposition takes time to place their
bond measure in the voter guide
comments in the voter guide then those who
support the measure should present their view too
290
The planning and organization of the campaign was
If you are unable to sell the idea, or meet the well
lackluster at best. Not submitting a pro argument for the publicized dates for standard issue procedures,
voter guide was one of many red flags.
why would I trust you to manage a multi $M job?
291
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Based on limited exposure to the student count at both I believe class size impacts educational results.
of the schools my girls attend (Bear Creek & LP middle), While we may have enough room in our schools
I do believe additional space is ltd.
now, I believe that is changing rapidly due to
292
growth.
The more facts that can be published the better the
It did not pass.
293 outcome will be....Next time.
The charter school was never mentioned as being part They need to secure their own financing, it's not
of the bond until the last minute when they bulldozed
the responsibility of the community to finance their
their way onto the ballot.
school when a small % attends their schools.
294
Show the community what overcrowding looks like.
What do classrooms look like with kids sardined
295
in?
I have three kids at LPHS and am appalled by how
I have read that substitutes in our district only
frequently they have substitute teachers....need to pay
need a high school diploma....given the reliance
296 teachers more
on them, that is terrifying
Issues of expanded Elementary, extended Middle,
It's time to get creative & more responsible with
increased safety, increased teacher salaries are STILL current spending, to accomodate
297 critical & need to be accomplished
The climate and direct effect to the school population is It's important to allow community member more
not readily understood by community members, not
insight into school day to day operations so they
involved in the day to day functioning.
can better understand what is needed to be
298
competitive
299 Not specific as to where the monies would be spent
An open checkbook is unappealing
Updating and getting rid of asbestos in Grace Best was D38 has an existing school building and the public
not put forth as a viable or in-viable option clearly
needs to understand the cost benefit/comparison
enough
of updating vs building new
300
LPSD Admin needs to take a more active role in
In Douglas County, the superintendent canvassed
promoting the next bond/mill levy to the community.
neighborhoods and knocked on doors. Principals
were legally active in campaigning. And it passed.
301
First of all, I believe that communication and the decision The bad press was overwhelming, and we did not
to add issues to the ballot came much too late for
have the time and adequate publicity to answer
educating the public.
questions and make the issues/needs clear to the
302
public.
Definitely too rushed. I saw a signs around town but I
If I was getting most of my info on it because of
only really knew about it because I work for the district. working for the district, the regular population was
303
getting info on NextDoor.
We desperately need funding ASAP.
I am willing to pay more taxes for our teachers
304
and security and capacity.
The school district’s reputation is a huge selling point for We need to be on the cutting edge of education
our community and we would be wise to steward it
for the benefit of not only for our precious children
carefully.
but also for our overall community wellbeing.
305
Why is the school district still using the old Grace Best
Why can’t the school district use that building?
for special education students but it’s not safe for
Don’t say it’s becauae of asbestos because it was
306 anyone else to use??
someone mitigated in Big Red
You'll never sell voters on paying more than double for
307 the cost of the school once it's all said and done
I strongly believe the issue of trust is at center of the
People won’t suport if there is a lack of trust in
problem. There is little transparency with admin and the leadership. Meetings w/certain questions not
Mark Pfoff.
addressed/filtered out by mediators adds to
308
mistrust
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Smaller school size for elementary students is a top
priority for our family.

I have not ever heard of another elem school of
that size in CO. We are asking a lot of our littlest
citizens & decreasing their learning potential.

Parents are afraid to speak out in public if they have
310 concerns that are not 100% pro D38.
Solutions provided by the same organizations bidding on
the work reduce the board's credibility.
311
You give we give. You show us what you are bringing to
the table and say this is what we are short and need
from taxpayers.
312
Not everyone in our community really understands the
over crowding of many schools. Unless you are there
313 you really don't know!!
Need to properly promote reasons for the bond passage.
314 Efforts were very passive.
Public was not informed of "pro" postion of 4A and 4B.
Need was not "marketed" professionally to public. Need
a simple, clear message that is not co
315
The wording of the mill levy was vague and unclear. The
community was unsure how that money was going to
used.
316
There was nothing in either 4A or 4B that supported
teachers and raising their pay and compensation.
317
I could not get past the $30 million interest cost of the
$36 million bond...it is poor financial management
318
Inflated cost to build a new elementary school.
319
The board's reluctance to decide to put the mill and bond
on the ballot in a timely manner hampered a successful
320 result from the beginning.
Some things such as the uses for Grace Best seemed to
321 not be fully thought out or explained
The board needs to move quickly to rectify the situation.

Therefore the main ‘opposition’ is the only voice
that is heard.
Cost estimates and proposed solutions should be
provided by qualified, independent groups for
improved credibility.
Be creative and use current resources. Prove you
are being good stewards with tax money. I will
gladly approve more money if you show me this.

309

mplicated.

I think this speaks volumes about the past
decisions of our district and that the community
still holds some mistrust of the efficient use of
funds.
This was the reason, I only voted for one of the
issues. We have to take care of our most
important assets in schools., the teachers.
Our last bond had around a 30% interest cap, this
one proposed almost 85%...
The land is owned. Certain infrustructure is
already in place. Why was the cost so high?
When there is dysfunction at the highest level of
our school district (BOE), it is nearly impossible to
build momentum.
Vagueness can make people wary

LPMS is beyond overcrowded and
behavior/bullying is on the rise. To add more
322
children than it can handle is dangerous.
I was surprised the measures didn’t pass. For those with Kids are the future. We are lucky to have top
kids in school here, the upcoming need for more
performing schools here, and need to maintain
education space is obvious.
the high level of education for upcoming students.
323
Please tell us how many kids choice into the district. Do Are the crowding complaints truely related to
324 it often.
choicing in.
As fiscal conservatives the rationale for these ballot
As residents on a fixed income we want to also
initiatives was not well articulated, at least as pertains to hear what you can do to stay within budget and
our household.
the consequences of same. That is only fair.
325
Would like to see school capacity issues addressed prior
to continued growth of housing developments in the
326 area.
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327

328

329

330

331

Not including a salary increase for teachers in D38 in the Our teachers are underpaid compared to other
next bond/levy ignored a major issue.
districts. This job is VERY important to our
society.
Prepare. Plan. Commit, and then run with it. Be
THere has to be united front. A very vocal and
proactive, not reactive. Positive messaging has to come informative presence with educators, staff and
first, loud and strong. All one team!
parents. Tout your accomplishments. Education
matters
We need to visually demonstrate how dire the need for For people without kids, it would not have been
these schools is.
obvious how over-crowded our schools have
gotten.
I don't think it was clearly addressed why the grace best I realize this would not fix the middle school
bldg cannot be used in a larger capacity. People see a
overcrowding
mostly empty resource sitting there
We MUST have a written argument FOR the issues in
We are asking folks to spend their money. Those
the Blue Book. When I saw that there was none, I knew who aren't connected needed a reason to do so
passing would be unlikely.
and all they saw was the mostly false reasons to
not.
I saw nothing in the mill levy to give raises to our
It seemed like all I could find was information
teachers. I understand now that there was a raise
regarding more security guards and mental health
proposed.
professionals. Our teachers need a raise!

332
I voted for the measure for more buildings, but hated
doing so because MA, a barely disguised Christian
333 school, would get some of the funds.
I don't live in district, but as a teacher here, I was
following closely. I was disappointed that there was no
334 info in the blue voter's guide.
District Failed to Provide Financial Information on Impact
of Out of District Enrollment

MA is a charter school that is already taking taxes
from our real schools. They should not get any $
from this!
Inform, inform, inform!

If we declined out of district enrollment, would we
still need more schools? What is the financial
cost-benefit analysis - INCLUDING capital needs?

335
I want the language to be much clearer about what is
being paid for and how. I am happy to pay to increase
336 teacher salary first, more schools 2nd.
Taxpayers will always prefer not to raise taxes or
leverage their community.
337
The District needs to take the time to put together a well
written proposal to the community.
338
Do not include the charter school in bond measures.
Charters are public schools but are distinct from their
districts. Educate public on this fact.
339
The need for a new middle school needs to be more
340 publicized so that it will be believed.
MLO/Bond not organized

I saw many objections to the language of the
proposal and the discrepancies in amounts.
Appealing to the community at large is important,
but making sure that all student-families
understand the bill is a requirement.
The missing write up on the "positive" view was a
huge mistake! For some community members,
this was their only way to be educated on these
issues.
MA and D38 agreed to this distinction when MA
formed its charter. MA gets PPR and share of
MLO funds. Do not include MA or MAHS in bond
issues.

Not having a set loan vehicle in place and stating
that it would be finalized after the vote only aided
341
in its demise.
As long as you put the phase, "the funds will be used for I have been alive too long and seen too many
but NOT LIMITED TOO", I will always vote no on it.
times, where funds are approved for one thing just
to be used for another. Limit the funds to the
342
project
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I would like to see new schools, especially on the west
side. I just think land developers should foot the bill or
343 not build residential housing.
344 Use existing resources wisely
Blue Book had no positive argument for the Bond
345
Did not like how upgrading security was lumped in with
building of new schools
346
I want limited, but encompassing requests.

I always use the Blue Book to understand the
issues on the ballot. The negative argument was
all I had to go by this year.
Those are totally different ideas and one really
has no bearing on the other. I think if these were
two separate bonds you might have had more
success
If we need a new elementary school because of
growth, ask only for a new elementary school to
be built, equipped, and staffed. I will vote yes.

347
There is a very loud, vocal, minority in our district that will We need to be united as a community and
do whatever it takes to keep bonds from passing.
educate the public not just with numbers but the
services that will be lost without proper funding.
348
The voters in Monument need to know that their money
will be used with integrity.
349
The wording of the vote included a statement of the
district using the dollars as they see fit.
350
The other issue was that MA was included to receive
funding and there are many people who do not agree
351 with MA receiving additional tax dollars.
The proposals were overly inclusive of more than one
issue or funding item. It led me to think that the Board
either doesn't know what to do or wants
352
Portables do not provide adequate security today.

Some of my neighbors and friends expressed
concern with how money has been handled within
our district in the past. These people need
reassurance.
This sounded like it could change from the original
intent of the vote, so that wording was another
reason I voted no.
Maybe funding to help MA can be done in a
different way, but I think this will be a sticking point
for many for a long time.
the public to not know what they are thinking. You
want funding for a school building, ask for that one
specific amount of funding. Don't lump several
Vestibule improvements and electronic door
hardware are now a norm for school buildings.
There is no possibility of that for portables.

353
I feel the community was not as educated on 4a and 4b
as they should have been. In spite of the school board
meetings-we need to have more community

outreach. There should have been Q&A sessions
at each school to help explain the need and where
the money would be going.

Need campaign to restore trust

Board needs to develop and push a transparency
and trust campaign. Perhaps hire a 3rd party

354

355
I wish we could find a cheaper way to pay for the bond
for a new Elementary school

So most people would have voted for it to pass
instead now we have to wait longer for a school to
356
be passed
Stop allowing housing companies to build 100s of
Again be a voice of reason. Listen to your
houses, without checking to see if monument
community. By not voting for tax increases, they
infrastructure can handle that many more people, drivers want monument management to actually listen.
357
Building a new Elem & returning Creekside MS was to
Actual examples of repurposed spaces, locker
get ahead of overcrowding, but we don't see modulars
rooms, conference rooms to classrooms needed
yet - public can't see evidence of crowding.
to be discussed in local news and online to
358
support bond.
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Students and school staff are affected by the current
situation.

The middle school is overcrowded and students
have overheard teachers talking about there not
being a single extra desk in the building.

359
How do we reach and show value to those that may not
have children but see as important

Quality education is paramount and has been
seen with all my children. Our teachers need
360
supported and provided with tools and space.
I voted for both actions to support the school system. I
Investing in the next generation, our children and
am a university professor and understand the tight
grandchildren is crucial for their future, and our
361 funding/support for education.
future.
People felt lied to about the amount of money and what it Money is a difficult thing to part with, and if you
was actually being used for.
have doubts about it's use, it won't be parted with.
362
Board members must actively and consistently engage Personal engagement is necessary to overcome
with community members. There is a deep reservoir of the community's hesitation to commit to long-term
distrust in community about the school board.
projects that may seem to have no defined end.
363
Little information about how the district is in need, and
Constant "do it for the children" has lost emotional
little explanation about where the money is going leaves value of the plea, and voters don't believe you are
voters in the dark
wisely or responsibly using existing revenue
364
Our District should have announced it's vision earlier.
It takes time to communicate. The late decision
Waiting until less than 12 weeks before the election to
didn't leave time to communicate with the
365 make a decision was unacceptable.
members of our community.
The items on the last ballot were very ambiguous and
It sounded to me like the new school was not the
366 left too much open.
priority.
Do not make any secret deals about a bond issue like
Earning the public trust is essential. Making
367 the D-38 Board did this past July
backdoor deals in private destroys that trust
The board's behavior towards staff and the committee
The public knows there is a problem and will not
that worked on the plan in public degraded the chances vote yes due to this.
368
Listening to, finding common ground with those who
Creating a regular forum for listening, answering
criticize district leadership would lead to better solutions questions, and incorporating ideas from
& be healthier for the district.
community members, even those who criticize D369
38.
Based on the signage in the neighborhoods, there
We need to communicate that our resources are
seems to be the impression that the school district is
scarce, and dollars are spent according to
spending money wastefully.
state/federal guidelines and then according BOE
370
direction.
D38 didn't make the case a new school is needed.
Educate about conditions, communicate the need.
Opposition cited choice-in policy, pre-school using space D38 published choice-in numbers by grade a
in elementaries, no modulars in use, etc
week before the election. Important! Why wait so
371
long?
Didn't look good that district had architectural plans
The optics were that the district felt approval was
372 already drawn up.
a done deal.
The language of the bond was not clear.
It allows for misinterpretation of the facts. It
should have just said exactly what the money
373
would be used for.
People are very uninformed. When a house is permitted the developer pays $1200. Tell the county to fix it.
in El Paso Cty, the developer pays less that $500 to the
district. When house is built in town
374
Don't bundle items in a ballot measure. For example,
When presented as separate issues, you're more
375 mental health and security.
likely to pass something.
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The connection between D38 and Monument Academy
needs to be addressed.
376
30+ students in a classroom is not feasible anymore

377
As long as the School Board and its Committees
continue to make outsiders and people who disagree
with them unwelcome, it will struggle to succeed.
378
The amount of interest paid by the loan that was
provided was a bad deal.

I don't understand why I am paying for a charter
school expansion when public schools are in
need.
With multiple students having educational plans
(IEPs), learning styles that need to be addressed,
having more than 22-24 in a room is
overwhelming.
If a person is not made to feel welcome at the
table of ideas, or is dismissed by the existing
culture of groupthink, they will harden their
position.
I know a lot of people just spend and spend but
this is not a great example to set for your children.

379
You need transparency w/how mil levy is sourced/funded
380
381 Definitely needed Pros in the ballot book.
The community did not trust that the school district
382 needed the bond and MLO funds.
I think people generally thought that a bond was needed,
but thought that the district did not put forth an honest
383 plan.
Draft and open to community for public comment before
384 finalizing. Take feedback and adjust
the needs for the MLO were not communicated properly
to ensure the voters truly understood its need.
385
There are deep seeded conflicts and mistrust that are
only hurting our children and educators caught in the
386 middle. LP is an amazing district!
We need more explanation & honesty about Monument
Academy. Where does the money come from? Why is
a gym/HS so important when our kids are maxed out?
387
Developers and new home builders responsible for
overcrowding of the existing schools should bear their
388 share of the cost burden.
I think there were a lot of misconceptions about how the
money was going to be spent.
389
One, the final cost to me and the other homeowners and
taxpayers.

People will not vote for the district if they do not
trust it.
If the people think they are trying to be "scammed"
they will not for for something that they believe is
needed.

set up door to door, have town hall converstions,
go beyond normal proceedures

We have children in huge classes & crammed in
the halls--this leads to much more...lack of
instruction time, bullying, kids lost through the
cracks
It was not made clear to taxpayers how much of
the cost developers and home builders were
contributing to the funding.
People voted one way when they may have
actually voted the other if spending plans would
have been made more clear.
The most recent bond election's language was
vague and portended potential significant
increases in prices, with no plan to reduce them.

390
I did not vote for the bond issue and mill levy because I
do not want to support Monument Academy with my tax
dollars. MA should be a separate issue

I do want to support public education and would
have voted yes if MA was not part of the ballot.

There were no advantages listed in the blue book. This
was unacceptable.

For those community members not privy to the
ballot measure, if all they saw were cons, of
course they’d vote no.

391

392
Deciding how best to handle preschool, the Grace Best
building, the use of portables at the middle school etc.
393 What is best for the students/ staff?
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Board credibility is an issue but so is voter ignorance

Those who base their decision on something that
happened 10 years ago are fooling themselves.
It's a new board and a different situation.

The board blew it when they spent the school year
working with the community to write a ballot initiative
395 then included MA stuff at the last minute.
The community will support a bond for a new school; so
long as the wording is clear and no funds for other things
396 like the charter school.
We should have one bond with one goal; a new school
to address capacity. The board never should have
397 added the charter school on the bond.
You need to address the existence of Grace Best. Do
something to get that property fully functioning.
398
How bad does the overcrowding need to be before
399 something is done?
Offer an oversight committee comprised of any citizen
that wants to participate

It felt like some sort of back door deals were going
on when the ballot language suddenly included
MA at the last minute.
The community knows there is an issue with
growth and there is a need for a new school.

394

Wasting of taxpayer dollars. Our school board
needs to address our needs, not the charter
school's.
It's real estate we own and we should be taking
care of it. Fixing that property will be a benefit to
Historic Monument.
It seems like were are late to address this
problem.
It instills trust as community endorses financial
activity to ensure it abides by the language of the
MLO without accusations of skewing participation

400
Please show the voters how the school board is trying to
save $ and reduce costs, for example is solar power
401 being considered to reduce energy $?
The language on the ballot wasn't specific enough about
when it would end and how much it would truly cost me.
402
the was vague information about how the money would
be spend
403
With your careless proposal you have put our children
behind on getting the classrooms and security they
404 need.
We have some of the best teachers, but you will not
retain them if you don't pay them a competitive salary. A
405 building does not educate the student.
The funding usage needed to be specified. It was
406 VERY Vague.
Charter school (MA) participation in the monetary
process is unclear, complicated, and often unfair.
407
Concern that we will not be able to attract and retain
408 great teachers
Portables are not cost effective.

409
Two, the value for my investment.

No information was available on reducing building
costs . None. How does this show fiscal
responsibility?
I don't write blank checks.

The bill felt like a blank check for the builder, with
minimal oversight, about what the parent wanted
or the teachers
This problem will be much worse by the time its
fixed.
A child can be educated in a portable classroom
with a great teacher, not in a great classroom with
a portable teacher.

When additional funds are requested of the
community, explain, succinctly, WHY MA should
be considered to the detriment of D38.
We must continue to be a district of excellence
More frequent maintenance, higher energy costs
and lack of easy moveability make portables a
poor option. The ones at GB may be too old to
move.
The most recent election included vaugue
language and a lack of specific details on what the
investment in security upgrades includes.

410
Ballot wording is key and be overly thorough. Leave no
411 room for interpretation.

This was used as a reason to vote no.
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Having the evaluation of the old school and design of a
new school be conducted by the same firm creates a
412 perception of conflict of interest
Inspire trustworthiness that money is spent wisely and
make use of operations and logistics planners to make
the planning and operations more
413
414 teacher pay raises should be a stand alone vote
The community is not going to support this so something
else needs to be done.

This creates distrust even if their analysis was
accurate.
efficient and reliable. Do not think that because
you are highly trained educators that you are
instant experts in all fields such as operations.
keep bills simple
If teacher pay is not brought up to the same as
other top school districts in the area then there will
be a mass exodus of our great teacher

415
This is an excellent school district.

I don't believe people understand the caliber of
teachers and programs that are available.
The bottom line is that you need to be more honest with educational options and more importantly, being
the voters. This honesty is both in terms of projected
honest regarding the potential financial impact to
417 numbers of students for all
residents of paying for the bond.
The district as a whole seems to have little
Because we need to think long term. The growth
understanding of how to grow appropriately w/ the
doesn’t seem to be going away or slowing down.
growth of the area. Solutions seem to be short sighted
418
All alternate options were not sufficiently explored prior The district has made clear they have a
to opting for one of the most expensive options.
conclusion in mind and do not ask, but demand,
419
unconditional community support
Statistics Matter
Very few statistics presented to justify increasing
taxes. Bonds poorly written, left a lot of doubt
420
where spending was going.
The request for money should have been very specific
If you need a school, build it. Don't leave a way
and restrictive. If we don't do this, it goes into the
out to use the money for something else.
421 general fund. Wrong.
To pass a tax increase, the mill levy needed to be run
sense to enter into a dialog with the anti tax folks
like a campaign. Not having the Pro information
ahead of time, offer to let them view our space
available was a huge problem. It might make
issues.
422
What was the interest rate of the bonds. Cost should
Again, seems like there are better funding options.
not have doubled by the end of the loan period.
423 Especially if backed by the taxpayer.
When a measure is defeated by a 2-to-1 margin, that's This is a sign that voters don't agree with the
not just the voters telling the Board "no", it amounts to a board, NOT a matter of inadequate voter
424 "H--- No!"
education.
Many of our friends and neighbors don't trust the Board. It's impossible to vote in favor of a Board
recommendation when you don't trust the
425
members.
We need to understand the reasons behind the lack of
We need to reach common ground in order to
426 support for this issue.
solvea very serious community issue.
District Mistrust
Why is there mistrust of district leadership? In
order to move past this, would a town hall,
427
planned in advance, open forum, benefit?
Focus on the most immediate need, not asking for more I think the new school building should have been
prioritized. Adding in the MA gym-shared property
was a turn off even as a person who voted yes
428
Monument tends to be a fiscally conservative
include a slush fund. IE safety and security
community. If you expect to make a mill levy and create improvements at all schools, including adding
massive bonds palatable, you had better not
more staff. If you genuinely need another school,
429
show it
416
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In general, the community does not trust the decisions
that the District leadership makes and the information
430 that the board makes public.
The Board, Administration and Community all need to be
on the same sheet of music
431
there are many assumptions in the voting populace that
"money raised is poorly spent"
432
Why are we building homes without a master community
433 plan first?
Amount of funding requested
434
I believe concrete numbers will help.

No increase in taxes will be approved until the
community understands the public criticisms are
unwarranted or addressed/corrected.
Perception is that there's infighting on the Board
and that the Board doesn't reflect the community's
needs.
future efforts must counter the perception that the
money is "wasted" and poorly administered

I think it came off as asking for too much to do too
much.
Stressing how overcrowded LPMS and other
schools are with numbers will help people
435
understand the problem.
Tax the new subdivisions and builders more
This would generate the money needed from
those that are making us require more schools to
436
be built.
We need to learn how to rebudget
Because it did not pass, how will we reshuffle the
437
budget and needs of the district
As a Monument resident who had 3 kids graduate from On-line surveys (this is a good example) promotes
LP, the current school mgmt is distant not willing to leave the idea the school mgmt is scared to meet or
their offices to engage the community.
discuss their ideas with the community.
438
If the some board members want to support MA so
A reason the community doesn't trust the current
439 much, they should run for that board.
board of education members.
Mill levy verbiage was vague. Funds were to go towards D38 doesn't need another gathering place. If it
MA gym-D38 would own? This was not explained well.
did, it could fix up GBest-similar funding. Most
And even if it was, it is not justifiable.
school dists do not fund charter school capital
440
bldg
Current Budget Transparency
Accountability and transparency are needed for
tax payer funds to be better utilized especially if
more funds are needed. Potential greater buy in.
441
The community will support the growth and needs of our Citizens did not have accurate information upon
district but accurate info must be disseminated widely on which to base a decision. The dis-information
multiple platforms
campaign outperformed the district campaign
442
Detailed information about voting yes was not readily
When there are reservations about big ticket
accessible in layman's terms.
items people default to declining the request
443
when adequate information is not provided.
D38 made an absolutely terrible effort publicizing the
I think the results of the voting showed why my
need for the bond and levy. They didn't even place a
point is important.
444 "FOR" argument in the ballot supplement.
I was disappointed to see that there was no "for"
Voters who had not been following the district's
comments included in the voters' information booklet for plan only had very convincing "against" arguments
either measure.
from which to learn about the community's view.
445
Not enough information shared on wht Grace Best
446 wasn’t the answer to the over crowding issue
People simply don't like taxes, and expect public funds
447 to be utilized responsibly
We need to communicate the value of voting to those
448 who do not have kids in our schools.
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Responsible growth in Monument on all fronts needs to
be addressed. Use current areas more effectively and
having a clear future vision including traffic planning

Limited vision for.long term planning, currently
feels that this is a quick fix need to be more
proactive on a longer vision

449
Stop doing back deals with MA, they are a charter
school!
450

451
452

453
454

455

Once you added them in a secert backdoor deal
you lost my vote! Be up front and hold to it, stop
babying MA!
As a parent of a student in the regular public school
I believe that the monument academy has been
system, I will not vote for any tax increase that gives
mismanaged and I also believe taxpayer money
money to the monument academy.
should go you there needs of the regular public
school.
Don't have a slush fund attached to the mill levy
Because I want to know where the money is going
and why
It is time to rectify the drastic steps (combining schools) Overcrowding in our schools makes it more
that were taken in 2008 and 2009 when the school board difficult for our students to succeed.
was faced with budget shortfalls.
Planning for MA to take on the additional growth for MS
and HS is not acceptable nor reasonable
Taxpayers will support clear, concise, and itemized fiscal Ballot language was vague and did not clearly
requests they consider reasonable solutions to existing express SPECIFIC needs.
problems.
A conservative president once said...
Govt. does best what we can not do ourselves. I
do not know how to put out fires or build schools,
but I will make sure my tax $$ can help who can.

456
D38 Pissed Away $400,000 7 years ago on the
Creekside to Bear Creek move, that was STUPID and
you are suffering because of BAD decisions like that.

Shows complete lack of accountability and
understanding of financial responsibility.

Be intentional, responsible and transparent about the
use of the funds that the district already has.

If current funds are not used appropriately how
can citizens put trust in the use of future funds?

would like to understand the projected growth of the
community

Would like to see developers in the area
contribute more toward school development
through taxes on newer properties etc.
The money is NEEDED. We must now choose
between security concerns (mobile classrooms)
and learning concerns (too many kids in each
class).
My spouse saw that and said "They didn't even
bother to submit a writeup?!" He doesn't read the
local papers so didn't see the ad you placed.

457

458

459
The current D38 board and superintendent do not ask
for money lightly. History in the district makes both
hesitate to ask for anything.
460
I realize the missing pro writeup in the voters guide was
a mistake, but I think it contributed to losing the vote.
461
People are wary of increased taxes, the district needs to
make strong arguments about the current use of
462 resources to justify the increase to taxpayer
Property taxes are quite low here, despite comments by
angry voters.
463
I voted against the tax because it was too broad. this
464 should have been put into several proposals
I am disappointed in my community

465

If the district isn't responsibly managing its
funding, why should we pay more?
Many object to higher taxes, yet the property
taxes here are ridiculously low compared to most
other parts of the country!

The opinions shared by community members on
Nextdoor around this issue made me stop logging
on. Result of vote showed these comments were
dominant.
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People thought Grace Best was still a viable option.
466
If nobody wants to pay to build new schools then we
need to stop new home construction and building tire
467 shops.
The bond failed because the school board deceived the
community. Voted for the bond publicly and then added
468 MA funding in a secret meeting.
District 38 needs to stop voluntary student transfers from
other districts.
469
How about adding on to schools? Cheaper than entirely
470 new building.
Marketing was flawed

Explain why it's not safe, and not large enough to
house very many students.
We keep trying to add water to an already full
glass.
The school board has to be open and transparent
if they expect voters to support them; they were
neither.
We don’t have the space apparently for our own
students why would we fund additional facilities for
students outside the district.

The message of security and facilities was too
vague; it was a poorly constructed and didn't
adequately address why the district was seeking
471
the MLO.
More communication with those people in the district that Without being in the schools that cannot fully
do not have children currently in the schools.
understand how over crowded the classes are.
They don’t realize the impact of the overcrowding
472
What was the money to be used for?
Staff & the community have seen funds be used
for things other than supporting teachers &
473
educational needs.
As a staff member I knew where I could find
As a retired community member I don’t believe I
information.
would’ve known where to find the information.
474
475 Communicate better
Ask for public’s opinion vs a consultant
We need a better brake down of where exactly the
money is going to be spent, not just blanket statements
476 of toward a new building/ security.
Grass roots work was not done or done in effectively.
The Board and Admin should have developed a
plan for communication and community
477
involvement.
Important to keep up with growth or community will
Recently relocated from a district that under
suffer. Loss of property values, downward spiral of
projected growth and the schools suffered from it
upkeep, and ultimately loss of appeal.
severely. The district performance suffered as
478
well.
I just couldn’t understand why the loan was done as an
interest only. Wasn’t there a more fiscally responsible
479 way to go about obtaining the loan?
Be open on builder selection. Tax payers felts like it was Need the right mix between cost for taxpayers and
not open and transparent. The good old boy network
student needs. Don’t need all of the bells and
480
whistles.
Issuing more debt is a poor way to do business. I voted I want to raise more money for our schools, but
to raise the taxes, but against what seemed like a huge not by kicking the can down the road to future tax
481 debt burden.
payers
I think the school should have made it clearer how
Anti-mill folks were saying the mill levy paid for
district would pay for the staffing of the new school (were building but not anything else "inside" it
482 it to be built).
Need to know the actual growth projections for the next The pro and con sites had very different
483 1-5 years
information, which is correct?
So many against Grace Best!
Then sell Grace Best and Big Red and use that
money to partially fund a new school. Come to the
table with funds and we might say YES
484
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When you ask for money you need to have all your
ducks in a row.

You have lost public trust because we don't know
what the need is and the solution Options

As I recall, the school district never got the mill levy
approved to maintain Palmer ridge.

I don’t trust the district. They do what they want
first then ask approval after. That’s backwards.

485

486
Teachers in this area have needed a raise but both 4a
I like to see a raise happen for the teachers and
and 4b didn't state they were going to provide that raise. being able to ease the burden for teachers too.
487
The first few years of the payout would have been much ...the uncertainty of a balloon payment.
different than future years. I didn't think this was
488 explained well enough, and didn't like...
The school district needs to be able to reach out to the
Obviously there is a disconnect in communication
community more effectively
and LPSD needs to better understand the mode
of communication of their needs
489
Where is all the money from lottery ticket sales? Where I think the people want to see frugality in the
is the money from marijuana sales? That should be a
government before they hand over one more
490 huge revenue stream.
dime.
Naivete. I never thought that the mill levy would NOT
I now know that we cannot trust our community to
pass. We have done so much with so little for so long, I understand our needs. We are going to have to
assumed the community would support us
communicate SOMEHOW to the community that
491
we need help
Is there a strategic plan? Rapid onset of voted initiatives You need a long-term, well nested strategic plan
and recent news of the new MA high school are
to prevent random activity, and to forecast
indicative of a lack of long-term plan.
resources to support the plan's goals.
492
I think parents need to lobby the community harder for
The levy didn't have pro-comments in the ballet
funding. That the levy didn't pass is a disgrace to the
pamphlet. There were few news stories about it.
district and our children.
The board and families need to engage publically.
493
There was no repsonse in the State's Blue Election
There was no language from the pro-bond side
guide.
about the benefits in the State's Blue Election
Book. Please include the details I mentioned
494
above in tha
Voters don't seem to understand how much Monument Future ballot issues should explicitly state how the
has grown in the last decade and what the true impact is classrooms & kids are stretched & what services
to schools.
or interventions are being threatened.
495
The way the bond was set up was fiscally irresponsible. The BOE owes it to the taxpayers to present them
We'd have been better off paying for the construction
with a well thought out fiscally reasonable option.
496 with a credit card.
The bond was horrible.
Why is the district giving bond money to MA? It felt like a
carrot being thrown their way to earn votes. Another turn
497 off...
Middle School/High School needs (cont) Admittedly, we
do not know what your classroom utilization is at our2
high schools – it’s your job to tell us.
498
The tie of new HS funding to Monument Academy
Some feel MA is elitist public school and will reject
clouds the overall need for a new HS. The community is issues related to additional charters regardless of
divided on charter school versus non-charter.
need for a school. More voters non-MA.
499
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Community education

It's critical for people to understand what the
issues are - but how do we educate those that
don't do research and just listen to the negatives?

500
Give community straight talk basics to understand where There is a large disconnect in this state and this
monies come from and WHY MLO and bonds are
district as to where funds come from and why.
required for public school buildings.
Strip that down to short teaching lessons.
501
I like the idea of a centralized preschool - there's no
reason why 5 classrooms should be taken up for
502 preschool - 2 of which aren't used in the after
Not enough public board support. Admin is limited, but
board didn't back this enough publicly. Coffees,
503 neighborhood, HOA visits.
Perception is the District has not demonstrated good
stewardship of funds in past or shown cause/effect of
more $’s = improved student performance
504
The advertising of the tax increase was dishonest. Hiring
an architect and owing them money before the project
505 was approved was a waste of funds.
The total cost seemed way too high for the one new
elementary school
506
This was one of the few education bond issuses that
507 failed to pass.
Tired of paying more taxes when builders should be
508 paying impact fees to build more houses.
Conservative, but...

noon while other kids are supposedly crammed in
a closet for reading group
It seemed that the people asking for the money
were not providing real need for it by being more
public in their support.
It is easy to ask for a spend tax dollars when there
is no real accountability.

Residents shouldn’t carry the burden of growth.
Developers and home builders are profiting and
they should pay for the schools.
We need to use wise fiscal management of the
taxpayer dollars. Ten years of interest only
payments when the growth forecast is so high is
unwise.
We need to learn from this.

Yes, El Paso County is strongly conservative, but
D2, D3, D11, and D20 also reside in EPC and all
those districts have said yes to bonds and ML0's.

509
Mobile units are not a solution - they are an expensive,
non permanent band-aid.
510
Need to seperate money for teachers and security and
511 buildings into separate proposals.
Once reason I've heard about people voting against was
the MA gym that was included
512
District should have redrawn school zones.

When there are other solutions available, why
would we want kids to be forced to leave the
mobile units to even use the restroom throughout
the day.
So people can have a clearer understanding.
Being very specific and transparent on the funding
and keeping it to a few priority needs may be the
way to proceed in future
The district is procrastinating on redrawing school
zones when some schools are overcrowded and
other schools have. No planning, still no action.

513
Mill levy verbiage was vague. E.g., "enhancements
include, but not limited to." This leaves it open to vast
514 interpretation.
A bond needs to be simply worded
515
Needed to provide info in the blue book voters guide missing out on that was probably a big reason the bond
516 and levy didn't pass

The verbiage should be specific. "Gray" verbiage
eliminates accountability. There is nothing to
measure against.
This bond was confusing for some community
members
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Quite a few people I know and respect voted no.

517
The builders should be responsible for providing
518 infrastructure not the tax payers
We need to raise the pay for teachers.
519
If I am going to accept additional financial responsibility
to pay for education, I want to feel confidence in the
520 decision.
As a teacher, I question working in an area that doesn’t
support the schools. My wife-a teacher-no longer wants
to work here because of this.
521
People do feel its important to fund education, but to do
522 so in a financially responsible way.
I cannot support a bond issue giving more money to the
district until a plan is more firmly in place for what will be
523 done with the money.
It will be difficult to win approval, so it makes sense to
present a long-term plan and long-term funding
proposal.
524
The Public Schools of Choice law
525
There were so many seemingly unanswered questions
regarding the use of current facilities, the terms of the
526 loan
The district has already intoned intent to maintain their
trajectory, despite resounding voter rejection.

A lot of them did not understand the measure.
The financing wasn't explained clearly. Not having
a "pro" statement in the blue book was
unfortunate.

We want to keep them, I have heard from several
they are looking for jobs in other districts or at
possible career changes.
It seemed like there we lots of unanswered
questions. Like why do we allow children to
choice in and yet we have overcrowding?
I’ve thought about quitting a lot. It’s hard to work
where people say we’re “great teachers” who then
don’t support what we need to teach students.

I need to know what I am voting for.

I would rather see something on the ballot once.
Voting for an increase this year, followed by a
request for more in a couple of years is tough.
This has been the law of the land since 2002 and
if you have an issue with it, take it up with your
state rep not your school board.
I wanted to vote yes for my kids and their
education, but not at the expense of future debt
and taxes they may be saddled with.
supporters assume voters were not adequately
informed. On the contrary - voters are demanding
a change in district culture and change of course.

527
Not enough details provided on what would happen with
528 the old Grace Best School Building.
Revenues are already up $25M over the last 2 years
529
We somehow need to relate to our local voters the
extreme difficulties we are facing for students and
530 teachers because of overcrowding.
More specific plans are needed before asking for voters
to approve additional funding. Also need to explore all
531 options first.
A common understanding in the whole community about
the funding structures and status is crucial to success
532 when asking for additional funding.
Bond issue should only include new elementary school,
returning Bear Creek to a middle school, and providing
533 teachers .
Accountable financing
534

People providing funding need to understand how
the funding would be used, in detail.
There's no revenue shortfall. Where's the money
going?
We are already seriously overcrowded at our
middle school and most of our elementariness are
at capacity.
I want to know that my child’s school will be
receiving funding, rather than just a new school
being built that she will never attend.
Without the knowledge of why additional funds are
requested, most folks will vote no.
There is not enough classroom space for our
increasing student population
Dont take a loan that will cost double the amount
to pay off.
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Teachers Salaries......

535
The wording was negative and garbled- confusing.
536
I think adding the clause for a new gymnasium for
Monument Academy's brand new high school was
vague and put people off.
537
538 Support our schools!!!
I'm concerned that public uses D38 Accredited with
Distinction status and high state rating as a crutch to not
539 properly fund needed capital.
In preparing to vote, I used the County's "blue book". I
was quite surprised to see there was nothing for pros on
540 the bond or mill levy. Although I
Explain why the abandoned school won’t work. A report
from the contractor who will benefit from the new school
541 is biased. Get independent report.
I believe the district needs to educate the community
about how Monument Academy is funded.

If I could be ASSURED that the teachers in D38
would be brought up to AT LEAST the Colorado
average (LP pays 9% lower) then I would vote
positively.
Give me bullet points on what you want the money
for. I support new buildings, teacher pay
increases, technology.
It didn't seem very transparent as to where that
money would go and if it was even necessary to
alleviate the overcrowding of our school district.
It only helps your property values.
D38 status is due to many reasons, but none of
which can be sustained without the necessary
space to teach and be taught.
Supported both, I think many voters felt the lack
of info was a reason to vote no.

When the new MA high school is built, the
community may assume the district built another
HS when we needed an elementary school

542
LPMS is having to convert administrative spaces (staff
work rooms, conference rooms and staff lunch area) int
classroom spaces and intervention spaces

These spaces weren’t originally designed for
these functions, making them less efficient, while
denying the staff much-needed work areas

Money does not always improve outcomes

The supposition that more money produces better
outcomes is not supported by published statistics
in a community like Tri-Lakes.

543

544
Quick fix for BIG debt to the community with little return. My kids are done with D38 in 6 years, the debt
you ask the community to take on would have
lasted my life time as a community member.
545
The Board did not listen to the community or the staff
546 members.
We need to figure out how to separate this mill levy/new
school from partisan issues. Education should never be
a partisan issue.
547
With the loan that was proposed

548

It’s important to make contact with actual people,
whether over the phone or at their door, to explain
why a new school is so important for all.
What if the housing market crashes again (which
it will), how do you plan to pay back the loan when
the amount changes based on the lower home
values?
Accepting kids from other districts is a money
grab and jeopardizes our kids education.

Limit school choice - we have the right to say no to
children from outside districts if we are near or at
549 capacity.
The School Board effort on this completely
This funding is critical--so any expense to properly
underwhelmed me, at least from what I observed. Third advertise and advocate is well worth the expense
550 time, three strikeouts on the mil levy.
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While offering pre-school in each home school is nice for Develop a center based preschool in a building
parents, pre-school is not a right or mandatory like 1-12 designed just for this age. Charge people to use
is.
this service. It is optional, not mandatory
551
education.
Open seats at the charter school are not a solution for
Parents must have a choice of public or charter
public education needs.
school for their child. A full public school that is
overcrowded must add to the facility.
552
We need to simplify the information, get the message
No one cares to do their own research. We have
and facts to more people and respond to the opposition to make it as easy as possible to get the word out.
553
You did not provide a "pro" statement for the Blue Book I read the Blue Book and use it to make my voting
decisions. When there was only negative
feedback on the two issues, I voted No.
554
The question of why the measures didn't pass is
Instead of dwelling on defeat, it's now time to
irrelevant (until the next election cycle).
move forward and come up with a plan on the
555
best use of currently available resources.
Since safety, security, and mental health were a big part As a teacher, I see these things are not getting
of this mill levy, why does the community not value these the full attention they deserve
556 as important enough to invest in.
Does the district take advantage of the new
We need to take advantage of new
developments (PUDs) to get new schools built? Ex: D- neighborhoods / Planned Urban Developments'
38 did not demand this from Flying Horse North, etc.
requirement to set aside areas for new schools to
557
support the growth.
Having a contentious, poorly managed school board
results in the majority of us not supporting the
558
vote
Limit choice enrollment. If we really are that crowded,
Build trust in the community. Right now there is
559 then remove that option
no faith in the leadership of the district
The pre-ballot deliberation seemed much different than Deliberation was specific. Ballot wording was
the ballot wording.
general, which left uninformed voters unsure of
560
what they’d be saying yes to.
Citizens have a high degree of distrust in the leadership Citizens must first trust the district if they are to
561 and board
consider providing further financial support
There was skepticism about the way the bond for
Better financial management to reduce interest
investments was structured
paid would have countered the argument
562
Need creative funding solutions
Tax payers don’t believe that enough was done in
563
that area
The district has not sufficiently demonstrated fiscal
Taxpayers expect their funds to be spent wisely,
responsibility
regardless if the assumption is "they can afford it"
564
That our community is divided on certain issues
Not everyone sees the value in taking care of the
565
schools
Many felt the cost of the new elementary school was just We need to not only get district parents on board,
too much.
but those who no longer have students in D-38
566
schools.
My home is 30 years old, therefor it has been
The developers (new home builders) are the ones
contributing to D38 via prop. taxes for a long time.
who are contributing to the influx of student
increase, creating the need for more/larger
567
schools.
The developers should be required to pay for the land or The city wasn’t planned at all. We do not have the
part of the building of the school. There are way too
schools, roads or grocery stores to support this
568 many new houses in monument!! I hate it
growth. Totally against it!
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We need to consider closing choice enrollment so
students that currently live in the district are given the
first priority.

It is the families who live in the district that would
be paying the additional taxes. Many families
moved here specifically to be in this district

569

570
571

572
573

574

575

576

577

578

579

There seemed to be a lack of understanding among
There were a lot of comments around just shifting
community members how overcrowded the schools are. populations of students around. But, more space
is needed, not creative shifting.
I think our community is concerned about the large
amount of debt that would of occurred
Miss leading information! D-38 acted as if they have NO Lying to the community is NOT OK!!
money to build and find solutions. When indeed they
have the money to build another elementary
Not sure that adding a gym for Monument Academy
Seemed like an afterthought to attempt to gain
helped. They have their own funding sources
more votes.
Our elementary and most of all the middle school are so Our community is continuing to put up new
overcrowded. It's not the children that should pay for
housing everyday. Monument/Palmer Lakes
these conditions in which they learn.
population is only going to grow. Especially young
families.
The biggest issue I think came down to the district
This is why the community does not trust the
spending 1.4 million on plans for a school we did not
district to spend funds wisely. This is the
already have the funds to build.
definition of cart before the horse.
Educated NO Vote
I knew EXACTLY why I was voting NO and I bet
many, many, others did as well. Ignore our
knowledge at your financial peril.
Use social media to post links with CURRENT and
This is great forum. Keep it going. Use other
ACCURATE information about spending and needs.
social media avenues to keep us INTERESTED
and INFORMED.
What relationships does the district have with the towns Our community should be a team, are we?
leadership? Lots of talk about development codes, can
38 impact these codes?
I believe the community is still upset about district
trust is important and impacts voters
decisions from a long time ago. It's more of a political
decision not to vote than finacial.
In general, but not limited to is not terms educators
This is a blank check and should be wise enough
should.
not to use this unaccountable verbiage.

580
581 Too many items listed
I think the result show that the board need to be more
prepared with facts, figures, & opposing opinions before
placing a bond proposal on the ballot
582
That the community needs to be educated about the
583 need for new schools.
What is the deal with the MA charter school, are
taxpayers subsidizing a private / selective school with
584 these initiatives?
Information did not reach the public until late August.
585
Is more money the right answer?
586
I was all set to vote yes until I read the wording of the
587 vote items.

Should keep items separate

Confuses the 'lack of space' main voting issue.

A ballot measure of such importantance might
benefit from a longer campaign period.
Voters wondered if the District has handled
money responsibly in the past and if taking on
debt is responsible now.
Revise the wording to be more specific and in line
with how it is being advertised.
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Labor is an EXPENSIVE component of any government Attracting the best teachers is directly correlated
organization, the schools are affected by increased labor to performance of our students over the long term.
costs more than any other public entity
588
Monument Academy had a Workaround?

Very sad to see MA had a "Workaround" to their
property for the new high school and gym this
whole time. Very mad as a parent to see this.

589
The district was good about sharing a need but late on
informing community members that a Bond and MLO
590 would be on the ballot.
Fiscal Responsibility - Financing a building with an
interest only loan for ten years, and then start paying?
fiscally and financially irresponsible.
591
I cannot support the bond if the money, even in part,
goes to the Monument Academy.
592
Inform people without students how it will benefit them!
593
Even district employees are not aware of the differences
in funding. I know how hard the district and community
594 worked to provide opportunities for
The board was not a united front.
595
Deferred Maintenance
596
District needs to be more frugal in spending.
597

The lack of having Pro information on the
"newspaper" Ballot information flier really hurt.
We are now requiring all hs students to take a
personal finance class-"practice what you preach."
We should not push off payment to future
generations
A charter school is to be financially independent, I
strongly feel that LPSD should not be funding the
MA planned expansion.
Show how property values increase when the
district stays at the top of its game.
educating the community however a huge part of
the community continues to remain passive in this
process.
This builds trust in the community and schools.
Can we get a clear amount the district is in arrears
on deferred maintenance? I have heard $50 mil
and $32 mil, both are too high
Building PR was way over budget and could have
been built for less. How do we know district won't
do that again.
Rigid mindset of a some

There is mistrust of the district's agenda regarding fund
598 allocation
There needs to be more information given about what
ing opinions. You would have more educated
would happen for each of the outcomes. I felt like I was voters being able to make better decisions.
599 searching for information, and only find
Was limiting the amount of students that are choicing in
600 from other districts addressed?
We need more schools because we are overcrowded.
We have too many kids in elementary and more
importantly in the middle school. The education
for the kids takes the hit. The teachers are tired.
601
We need acccountability in spending. The two ballot
The community does support teachers and our
issues just didn’t make sense.
schools. We need to know that money will be well
602
spent though.
In order to keep property values up we have to spend
Schools are a driving force for property values.
money on the schools whether or not you have kids in
Why is it cheaper to buy a house in D49?
603 them.
Very poorly put together and poorly socialized
D38 just assumed it would pass without
604
information shared with voters. Big mistake.
Explanation for "Yes" on 4A and 4B was NOT
The "no" was extremely well written, detailed, and
PRESENTED in the voters guide explaining all ballot
accurate. No one put anything in "yes" so it
issues
looked like there was no reason to vote for it.
605
Get input from the community
Otherwise we can't pass bonds needed to support
606
the district
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Getting frustrated with community over not supporting a
bad financial deal! Supporting our teachers has nothing
to do with this bad deal.
607
608 We cannot let the vocal minority run the narrative
The language on the ballot needs to be clearer.

609
Need to express to the community what a "no" vote
means
610
Taxes being used for charter schools.
611
Bear Creek Costs?

It was obvious more schools would be needed
why didn't the town plan for this? Poor planning,
it's on the Towns hands that they didn't plan
ahead.
There was not a place in the voting blue book for
the "pros" of the bond passing. People may not
have understood specifically where the $ was
going.
No new buildings = a) no moving of the 6 graders
out of the elementary schools, b) potential for
portables on campus to handle increase in
student #s
Taxes are public money and should be used for
public schools! Charter schools should secure
their own funding.
Why was $1mil needed to turn a school that was
built to be a middle school from an elementary
school back to a middle school? Weird to me.

612
The repayment plan on the new school seemed really
expensive and other legitimate ideas to deal with
crowding were not given full debate.
613

614

615

616
617

I attended D38 deliberates sessions and felt like
the room was loaded with cronies and my opinion
was not heard not taken very seriously. Trust
issue
Keep the D38 PUBLIC School funds and any Charter
Charter School is an individual choice. Why
School separate! I do not want to see public funds go to would I pay additional taxes going towards the
support any Charter School programs.
few, when it is needed for the many in the public
system.
The School Board needs to actually use the information The board spent a bunch of time and energy
it collects from engaged community members.
hearing from stakeholders about what long-term
planning should look like for D38. Then they
ignored it all.
Public district meetings should be available on-line for
Posting public district meetings on-line would
live & future viewing by district patrons.
endorse full transparency & allow patrons to stay
better informed about new & ongoing district
issues.
increased debt in out community that was not needed.
having an interest only payment for so many years
was financial irresponsible.
Community engagement is everything
There are still hard feelings about the MLO for
PRHS. Many in the community haven't forgotten
or forgiven the district for its actions after that vote

618
Need to take time to better educate the community
619
One worn out, crowded middle school building is
insufficient for our students in the critical transitional
years between child and teenager.

Invest more time and energy and promoting the
bond
The measure to fund the middle school was not
passed. The current middle school building has
deferred maintenance and is crowded.

620
The Board needs to become more involved in cohesive
decision making in a timely manner.
621
The answer is to not always increase taxes
622

It hurt the time frame in which to educate the
public. The board was wishy washy on estimates
and the new board members were not 100%
educated.
Seems like the standard approach is to raise
taxes rather than analyze other options. Be
creative and think outside of the box.
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People say it's the retired people who voted against this. Information about the reformers is important - but
Maybe some. But many parents of students in the very most people are not involved enough to care.
schools that are overcrowded voted NO
Prepare $$$ of portables, conditions for teachers.
623
The increase of students will become more difficult for
624 teachers to provide quality edu
Colorado is 38th in the nation in education funding per
pupil but 12th in the nation in median household income.
625
I think the district and teachers have done a great job of
protecting the students from the financial hardships the
626 district has experienced.
There are many different groups to market this to - they
need to hear why it matters to them - Parents, Singles,
Elderly - all have different views
627
Community does see a need for increase funding to the
district.
628
There was no 'pro' argument in the El Paso County
issues book, but there was a lengthy 'con' argument.

Some children will be overlooked whereas before
they would have been noticed.
Public education is a public good and it is our
responsibility to fund the education of Colorado’s
students.
The parents don’t realize how bad it is and how
much teachers are “making up for” the lack of
resources.
Not everyone has kids in the district so why pay
more. So you need to find why it's important to
them. Better house values, better community etc.
Votes will not support a bond until it is believed to
have some value back to the community.
That omission actually spoke volumes--that the
District was not interested enough in this to write
and submit a compelling argument for the levy.

629
Backroom Deals?
630

631

632

633

634

635

636

637

638

639

Recent school board meeting said "Backroom
deals were made with MA", what other backroom
deals are we not informed on?
People don't want to spend more money on public
Tax and levy increases need to be presented
education anymore. They feel like it is out of control
early and often, not just at the last minute for
spending issues.
approval. Include people in the process more.
The actual cost (monthly and annually) per homeowner Homeowners need to know exactly how much the
was not well identified or well publicized.
taxes will go up in order to asses the value of the
proposition.
The situation might not yet be painful enough.
Before the bond passed for the construction of
PRHS, LPHS was overcrowded, closed to open
enrollment, and portables were in use.
Those against Grace Best!
Obviously it would be remodeled so no mold, no
asbestos and could be one of many Elementary
schools needed.
Specifically, the community is concerned about teacher A well-compensated teacher in a portable building
salary above a shiny new building.
would have value above a mediocre, poorlycompensated teacher in a state-of-the-art
structure.
Ballot language
Educate the community of the legalities required
for ballot language. Educate why all options need
to be written. NO interest only.
More conversation, via social media too, to offer
Clear fact based information FROM the district is
laymen's explanation of the vote to educate the
crucial. Not everyone can attend meetings, so the
community
loudest voices is from biased community
members
The decision to pursue this bond came too late to have a Needed time to educate the community and set
strong chance of it passing, given that the opposition
the stage for discussion.
was better organized
There was no marketing, plan development or
Monument needs the Jackson Creek Elem School
information sent out to residents explaining what the
so that Bear Creek can turn back to a middle
funding was for so people thought it was mismanaged. school and accommodate our growing town.
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I do think the D38 MiddleSchool is overcrowded
640
District was not specific enough about how the added
money would be used.

What other options are available to decrease
enrollment at the one middle school D38 currently
operates?
Did not address problem of underutilized and
eyesore in middle of our community, Grace Best.

641
Voted against because proposals contained MA in them Seperate all the iniatives
642
Would like to see better communication/information
available to understand current issues/data supporting
643 current situation with schools in district
Lay out Exactly what the money will go towards.

People want to educate themselves on this area,
they can look at meeting minutes & websites, but
not all info is available.
There was SO MUCH ROOM for interpretation on
the bond, I want to know exactly how this money
would be distributed to the issues proposed.

644
What are the main trigger points for those who voted
645 against the bond?
High interest bond
646
The loan being "interest only" was one cause for my
spouse and I voting no.

It is a fair assumption that those points were not
adequately addressed.
No one explained why this was the best choice. A
High interest bond would have put us in debt
forever.
I never saw any explanation for that loan type.
I'm opposed to that type of loan in general, & I'd
like to know the reasons for choosing it.

647
While this expenses are certainly unwelcome by some, it
seems necessary for continued success locally.
648
I would very much like to approve a new middle school
649 with tax dollars.
Participation by qualified community members in
meaningful committees is routinely stifled or rejected

I'm all about our children's education
The district communicates that alternate ideas are
not genuinely welcome by filtering deliberation
through DAAC and subdividing committees

650
Timing is everything.
651
Your residents are better at math and finances than
those in other districts, and you didn't work toward
closing that information gap
652
When the community sees how poor school capacity
planning is people don’t want to pay more taxes for
653 another school.
Voters, as a whole, are not very energized to do real
research. Unfortunately, without pushback and prolific
messaging, the negative will always win.
654
We have done so much with so little for so long, the
public does not see our sacrifices and the challenges
655 that we face daily and year after year.
Find a way to show (easily-understandable-graphic)
funding through the years.
656

The Board took too long to approve things, so
there was less time for action.
Intelligent voters need more than emotional cry of
"fOr ThE ChiLDrEn" when it comes to taking
higher rates out of already artificially inflated
values
If there is room at other schools then use it first!

We need the BOE, teachers, administraters to
have a safe platform to talk to the parents in their
schools and give real facts to the parents of kids
Because we are committed to students, the
appearance is that "everything is okay. No one
knows the sacrifices we make.
Too many think in terms of 'when I was young...'
Things are different, face it! Kids needs are
greater as are the teachers, staff, admin.
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The school needs to start telling the commissioners that Reasonable, planned growth is growth that is
growth MUST start following sane and reasonable plans capable of financially supporting itself. The mental
or this problem will never be solved.
neanderthals in govt. are not able to understand.
657
I feel the educators that are impacted should not do
more with less. The community needs to see and feel
the strain and squeeze at the middle level.

The burden should be shared by all. Please stop
coming up with bandaids to fix a community
problem, that only the community can fix.

658
Related to the school bond, there is no doubt that there
comes a time when additional facilities are needed to
659 serve a growing community.
Trust in competency and a common vision need to be
660 built
Closed-door dealings are unacceptable.
661
If you don't support you children's teachers and the
highly qualified staff members that you rave about, they
will be forced to go else where even if
662
I was never clear how the money for monument
academy gym being a district asset was going to work.
663
664 Should include salary increases
The social media campaign against the measure was
665 very effective.
Disappointed in our community. We can do better for
666 our students.
Other districts get their initiatives passed--isn't it time to
hire firms that create the case and get the word out in all
the right methods?
667
District 38 includes households with a much higher
average income. Our property values are highly
668 influenced by the quality of the school system.
Reaching the greater public, those who are retired and
who do not have children that live in the area, we need to
find a way to educate these people.
669
Campaigns in the futute need more funds and
volunteers.
670
I'm tired of taxpayers funding the cost of new dev.
students. Bio;ders make their tens/hundreds of mil and
leave the residents with the tab .
671
Ballot wording: be transparent! The vaugueness “not
limited to”...is not comforting. Tell the community exactly
how the $$ will be spent.
672
Why do some people have extreme dislike for educators
of District 38, when our schools have consistently
performed at such a high level?
673

The voters are just not convinced that now is the
time.
There is no incentive to invest in poor
management or an uncertain plan
Land deals, DAAC and committee politicking, and
deals done in private sessions do not dispel
notions of impropriety
they are sad to leave. Unfortunately, everyone has
a limit and family duties. Teaching/providing
services without proper community support is
draining
Important for best use of our resources

Attract and retain good staff
I don't know how to combat the hatred and
bitterness in this community.

Retirees on fixed budgets don't like taxes--but a
compelling case about land value, need, etc,
conveyed in the right media, can convince many
Paying a little extra each year should be expected
to maintain our district amongst the best in the
county.
I think these are the people we keep missing and
then educating all the new people to the district
with background as to why decisions were made.
It takes a LOT of legwork to reach 8000 voters,
and even more to counter lies and opposition. The
campaign needs more help.
They need to fund a large chunk toward schools
and infrastructure for every home they sell and
trust the town of Monument will allocate funds to
dist
Many ppl I talked to said, if the MLO specifically
stated “including increasing teachers salaries”or
for operational costs would have voted yes.
We need to understand the root cause(s) that
lead to such opinions and feelings, which resulted
in a resounding rebuke of public education.
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BCES preschool and PRE-K seems to be growing faster Preschoolers take classrooms from ES students
than needed to meet the needs of special needs
and then the administration complains there isn’t
students.
enough room. Limit the number of preschool
674
rooms.
Community is experiencing growth, but with it additional How much is the district short to expand with the
revenue is generated -- it isn't clear what the offset
growth
675 would be
I did not like it was no interest loan .
Interest have been the lowest they have been in
last 10 years. I like to see school lock in a interest
676
rate for the duration of the loan.
Passing a bond that would have to be paid long after the Yes, Monument and D38 is growing. But making
people who voted for it is not right
our children's children pay for the growth is not fair
677
Don't bully/belittle the ones who didn't support the last
That doesn't mean they're anti-schools or hate
vote. Just because they didn't doesn't make them
their community. Some of them have good and
"uneducated" or "angry" or "heartless"
creative ideas. Listen and work w/ them may get
678
more votes.
There should have been other alternate options instead This could of provided the space necessary for
of building a new school, such as renovating existing
growth at a lower cost.
679 schools.
The wording should have been different on the ballot
Maybe give more insight on how the money is
680
going to be spent
The BOE members were invisible during the campaign. Reason ballot measures failed
They should have been the loudest cheerleaders.
681
Taxes are extremely high, home growth is WAY out of
Developers are not adding to the funding for the
control in our school district.
school district, only to the problem. No more
682
housing developments!!!!!
Certain groups that oppose the MLO's/Bonds have a
It will impact future requests.
683 powerful voice within the community.
MLOs for the district MUST be separated from MLOs for I have talked to many people who would/will not
Monument Academy
vote for any MLO ONLY because it has
Monument Academy lumped in with the general
684
district
Should have looked into rehabbing Grace Best more 685 many still think it's a viable option.
Why is Grace Best being blown off as an option?
Update it and get it going, cheaper to do that now
then in 30 years. Plus it would be a nice setting for
686
an elementary school.
687 We need to connect to the community more
To help people understand our needs
688 The cost was too much.
66 million over 20 years.
I'm not sure people understood that one issue was
I think it's important that we do a better job
building schools, and one was about school safety.
distinguishing the two, as a lot of the negative
feedback I've heard was around the school side.
689
School supporters need to listen to the people
The citizens felt this was a poor mill levy, and
anytime someone tried to speak up about possible
690
better way, they were shouted down.
We need to understand the voter demographics and
If we don't understand why they didn't support it,
691 thoughts of who voted against the mill levy
we will never pass a mill levy.
Dire predictions of overpopulation didn't come across as The overcrowding problem seems exacerbated by
credible. How many students choice in, and how many previous choices made by the board to increase
paid preschoolers are taking up seats?
revenue.
692
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Irresponsible growth encouraged and always approved
by our commissioners is the reason why every public
dept. has to keep asking us for more money.

They refuse to consider the whole picture and
leave it to us to always throw more money into the
pot for everyone, from schools to police to fire.

Most people in the community do not See or Feel the
growth in schools. They need to learn exactly how it
694 impacts the community as a whole
Open communication and positive messages from the
district, such as community nights with detailed
explanations, may have helped gain more support
695
Other local ballot outcomes impact our initiatives.

Schools are an integral part of entire communities
- we need to make that connection more clear

693

If you want community support, they need to be
informed about the purpose of the MLO & bond,
as well as have a forum to ask questions and get
answers.
Our community voted to raise taxes to increase
lanes along I25 only to learn it would be a toll lane.
Trust was with voters for all initiatives.

696
There should be a separate, one time 'school tax' levied This type of tax has been in place in California for
on EACH NEW HOME UNIT that is built here, and
the past 20+years and paid directly to the SD prior
charged based on $ per square foot created.
to permits being issued from the bldg dept.
697
What steps have you taken to prevent getting to this
point?
698
699 not being effective stewards of our money
The district needs to plan better with money and taxes.
700
Confounded by the advertising for students outside of
the district to choice in.
701
I feel the community has let our teachers and students
down with this vote.
702
Incorrect impression that $$ was needed to deal with
growth caused by accepting choice-students
703
School board needs to act more boldly. They seem
paralyzed by the need for more and more information.
We knew we needed a school years ago. Why can't

You need to convince us that you're smart with
our money. And this wasn't just a cash grab
results in vote failing
Instead of asking for huge sums of money for
schools and other projects the district should have
asked for smaller amounts over time.
To advertise for more students if you are saying
that you cannot care for the ones already here...to
what end? An empire?
We are so lucky to have great teachers in this
community. I really don't understand why they
continue to stay and teach with the lack of
support.
New buildings are due to growth within the district
boundaries, not so we can simply "accept out of
district students"
they move forward more confidently and quickly.
It doesn't take 100% knowledge to make good
decisions and data wont make decisions for you.

704
Do you count homeschoolers, virtual learners, and
charter schools.
705
They are out here saying...

Explain how/where/what percentage of money do
you spend to support alternative education
methods.
I went to one school board meeting, cost for bond
was 29 mil, then it went to 33 mil, then 36. 5 mil,
but on FB it turned into interest only, 66 mil?

706
True Financial Transparency is key
707
By and large the community of voters doesn't trust the
school board.
708
Make the need visible. Use portable building and
709 highlight traffic issues.

Weren't portions of marijuana sales revenue
suppose to augment the state's educational
budget?
Unless the school board earns the trust of the
community, the community will not allow millions
of dollars to be levied, even for a very worthy
cause.
Community may need invest until a need is
visible.
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LPSD continues to grow, population-wise.

710
Too many tax increase requests on this ballot.

The influx of new property-owners/taxpayers will
result in increased revenues without having to
place an additional burden on the existing tax
base.
There were a lot of ballot initiatives to raise taxes.
Not a solid appreciation provided for the need of
the new elementary and the overstated cost.

711
More time, much more campaigning. I don't know how
712 DougCO did it, but if we could replicate that!
Stop advertising outside d38 and trying to get students
from other districts.

Residents of d38 pay for the facilities in district
and should be able to send their own kids there
without being crowded out by choiced in kids

713
Voted yes, but wanted to vote no.

I voted yes for 4a/4b but was not thrilled that it did
not address all teachers salary, not address all
schools issues & MA gym added at last minute.

$1 million for safety and training

This sounds great, but there was little detail about
how the dollars would be deployed.
As the single biggest line item in our yearly tax
obligation this is what we would expect.

714
715
As community members we take justifiable pride in a
high quality, well-respected school district that our tax
716 dollars support.
Communication seemed to be limited in reference to the
extreme necessity for more space and safety for
717 students
Constantly withholding important decision making
information from the public and even the board itself
breeds morr distrust .
718
Staff needs to be first and foremost on any issue. All
719 staff from bus drivers to the super.
There was no clear focus for why we need a school and
so the debate came down to dollars and interest rates
720 (down in the weeds of details).
We need to address the safety of our students and can
721 not have students in modular buildings.
I voted for the bond and mill levy and I was surprised by
the number of people that voted against it.
722
Grace Best is not a viable option - the school needs
major reno/asbestos mitigation and where are the
students living? There are about ZERO kids in
723
In Cali, each district sets their own price per square foot.
Some are as high as $6.50 /sq.ft.

Class sizes too large

You never even knew the choice in numbers by
grade and school until one week before the
election . Therefore , it was never consider by
your LRPC .
Retaining staff is important for consistency.
Voters are more concerned about the personal
impact
Threats are real in today's society and can not be
ignored due to overcrowding.
I think there is a clear need for additional schools
to support the growth in this district/area
the boundary. Busing all would be insane, and
folks buying in the new neighborhoods don't want
to send their kids downtown to school. Not an
option.
Developers are taking advantage of our open
space and should contribute accordingly since
THEY are the ones creating the problem!

724
Educate the public on what your responsibilities are for
alternative education. What/why does 38 pay for
725 charter, virtual, home school expenses.
Get a better message

726

We need to know your budget

There is a small group that only wants
conservatives on the board, only wants GB
reopened as an elementary and oh yes No Taxes.
Find a way counter.
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I thought the items were put to vote in a rushed matter,
without sufficient & trusted financial rationale.
727
D38's effrot at explaining the need for a new MS was
horrible, especially when everyone knows a new
728 privately funded HS being built in the next yr.
Poor communication with community . Very ambitious
729 wording with the actual bond.
If the essential components of trust are authenticity,
logic, and empathy, what are we missing as a district?
730
With the failure of MLO’s over the last 10yrs and yet
there has been NO changes and we continue to be
731 accredited ..why would ppl feel the need voteYes
Our community accepts the falsehoods of those whose
only concern is "no taxes ever" and who want to see our
amazing district reduced to mediocrity.
732
There needs to be a bigger community outreach on the
changes in our district demographic profile going back a
decade+ and impending school crowding.
733
Wording is key. A definitive wording.
734
Much negative 'mis-information' was being spread with
NO counter from the positive
735
I don't trust the board.
736
Preschool services should be centralized to create one
high quality early childhood developmental & childcare
center.
737
Explain why it costs so much to educate a child and
screwed up the Colorado system is. Show people how
738 the state can't fulfill it's own laws.
I voted no because an interest only loan is not
responsible. Put forward a responsible plan and i will
739 vote yes.
I would vote for a new proposition next year for building
the elementary school as long as it the only topic in the
740 proposition
Loan with Balloon Payment - Really?

Voters need to have confidence in the fiduciary
discipline exercised by the district in running its
current operations.
Election Results

This will help us to focus on the right remedies
going forward?
I’m sorry but there has been ZERO affects “seen”
from these MLOs failing, there HAS to be
consequences for decisions! That’s life!
As a community, we must stop accepting bad info
from websites like integrityD38. Ever heard of
checking your sources? That website is
propaganda.
Voters need to understand in "plain terms" how
growth/change is trending and what is expected
and what IS already present. Some voters are
uninformed.
There was to much room for excuse if something
didnt go as planned.
There are many who hear only the negative, so if
there is nothing to indicate why the information
being spread is bad , you will go with what you
hear
They is not transparency. They say one thing and
do the other to meet their agenda.
Centralizing all district preschool services could
decrease multiple facility expenses (indoor &
outdoor) & place all ECE personnel in one
location.
Education about TABOR and Galliegar Law are
key to helping voters understand.
Doing an interest loan to show a lower tax
increase is deceptive and is not fiscally
responsible. Until that is fixed my vote is no
we need this school to keep our district at a
reasonable occupancy level
This was a SCAM that would really screw people
that lived here in 10 years. Even though our
increase was "modest," it wouldn't be in 10 years.

741
Out of district choice is fine, but when 10 percent of the
districts population is out district while imposing a
742 massive bond, you have a problem.
People don't understand the needs and options
743

This matters because it is the homeowner, many
of them without students, who pay the bonds.
Vocal opponents created confusion by
downplaying the needs and suggesting options
that may or may not be viable.
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744

745

746

747
748

749

The public cannot continue being the financial safety net The public has been trying to educate the county
for very poor growth management at the county level.
govt. on this issue for many years. It's time the
schools joined us in demanding responsible
growth.
Having a principle that bought all new office furniture
This shows me how lacking the Administration is
before a school was even build
to spend money they don't have for a building they
don't have yet.
I think having the statewide initiative on the ballot and a In essence, the community could have seen a tax
local initiative hurt both ballot measures
increase higher than what they would be
comfortable with paying
Very detrimental not to have a "pro" argument in the blue People not familiar with why we need a new
book.
school only read about why the district should not
be asking for money.
Grace Best facility is a money pit.
The public was not up to speed with costly
remodel const. vs new construc
I believe a Jackson Creek new build is the best solution Ample space is needed for teachers to provide
to our district's current overcrowding and conservative
proper education objectives to their students in a
figures for near future growth
way that is effective and meets the need of
students
Monument Academy
They will build regardless of these bonds passing
and I think there was a failure to inform us about
this, I feel it is creating a huge divide.

750
Inform constituents of the differences between Bond and Reading comments, it is apparent constituents do
MLO funds- how they they are collected and duration
not understand differences between the two
funding mechanisms and how they are
751
impacted/duration
Share timelines - now 3 years from getting anything
very round - 1 year to do Bond Planning, 1 year to
open
design, 1 year to construct = 3 years to get kids in
752
seats
There is no question that mental health and affective
Anxiety, depression, suicide
needs of students needs more attention. This must be
753 supported with funding.
With record numbers of new homes and property values, Whether revenue is tax based or per-child from
you should have a higher budget than ever.
the state, both should be at record highs. Fixed
costs like buildings haven't changed.
754
I think maybe too much was asked for. Perhaps only the It is unfortunate the measure didn't pass. Now, the
middle school initiative should have been put forth.
teachers don't feel supported. They will continue
to be underpaid. There will be a mass exodus.
755
Why did the School miss the deadline for getting the
756 benefit onto the election literature.
4A and 4B were not conveyed in the best manner to the Teachers, safety, overcrowding, funding new HS.
public. Two initiatives were often combined with multiple Too many items mixed into both causing rejection
757 issues involved leading to confusion.
of the overall.
I was happy to give schools money for safety, but that is Continued from above. For example, Monument
not what all the money was going to be used for.
Academy was going to use a large portion on a
Continued below
gym for thehigh school. I support safety, but not a
758
gym.
Prioritization is paramount to maintaining healthy
As in our daily lives, money is not infinite.
budgets.
Expenditures should be prioritized without the
assumption that more money will magically
759
appear.
not listening to those trying to help in "listening
will result in the vote failing
760 sessions"
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People didn't seem to understand the breakdown of
where the money was going. Some thought it wasn't
enough and the board would ask for more soon

Just more info needed to be in the community

761
The behind the scenes politicking of the MA board and
admin is detrimental to our community and school
762 district.
The district needs to be more honest why they needed
the 30 million

They actively sabotage the needs our kids in our
traditional schools and do so with the backing of
Lundeen, BOCES, and reformers.
Research showed that elementary schools costed
less that what was asked for. Also how much
would it cost to renovate Grace Best.

763
Unfortunately, community members who do not have
children in school (which to my understanding is the
majority of our voters) do not have a buy in.
764
focus on one MLO item at a time

Show them how thriving schools impact thriving
communities and what happens when
communities grow old and do not continue to
invest in schools.
Thinking people are budget minded - D38 should
act the same way - wouldn't it be better to have 1
ELE school in hand today rather than nothing?

765
People are tired of being sold on “Vote for
Recreational pot, where $35M will go into funding
766
public schools. Seriously???
I voted yes for 4a and 4b.
The district hasn't had a mill levy increase for over
20 years. That's radiculous. The middle school is
767
at max capacity.
Why haven't the school board members actually visit the Teachers are our first line educators and will
D38 schools and see first hand what is needed and
directly tell you what each classroom is in need of.
talked directly to the teachers!
They have recommendations and solutions.
768
Make cleaning up your financial reputation a priority, it
The ESD has been cleaning up their financial
will take years to clean up.
reputation for years and until this year struggled to
get a MLO passed, we did for teacher pay.
769
How to communicate the need for the funding increase Until we address this underlying issue, students
and discuss the unfortunate consequences of
will suffer
770 proceeding under current funding structures?
Our local and state government should reevaluate their If my family needs more money in a particular
budgets, allocating more funds to education, and making budget category, we don't ask for a raise; we
771 cuts elsewhere.
figure out where else we can cut back.
We all know that Colorado has some of the lowest
students.
teacher salaries. Any funds you ask for must be directed
772 to teachers or hands on people with the
Allow voters to realize that when they do not support
are inconvenienced or see that it affects their kids.
bonds, MLOs, etc. that there are consequences. The
Consider a 4 day week to save funds for a new
community will not get on board until they
building. Taxes are cheaper than day care.
773
Contractors and Consultants are NOT your friends
Companies and sales reps drool over the idea of
selling to government agencies because they are
poorly run, uneducated and ignorant. Beware!
774
D-38 needs to learn to live within a budget and not pay keeping Creekside a middle school.
administrators much more than teachers and make
775 better operational planning decisions like
It failed due to miss-trust of State politicians who use
our taxes inappropriately.
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I am registered to vote in Ohio, but we also own a house In some communities, land developers are
here in Monument. Though I did not vote in the election required to pay for infrastructure and schools for
I would not have voted for the levy.
the land they develop. The city then maintains
776
them.
The bond measure was a quick fix to add an elementary Community growth discussions and develop a
school, versus a thought out plan for growth. The board viable plan to accommodate that growth . That
really needs to partake in growth
plan has not been made readily available to
777
voters.
Where money is to be allocated is important
I think the bond failed because it appeared to be
all for security and building a structure when we
have some of the lowest paid employees around.
778
Has the district considered the numbers if they were to The perception is that we are not thinking "outside
have two middle schools (L-PMS and Creekside MS)
the box" and utilizing our existing facilities most
779 and house fifth through eighth grade?
efficiently.
I was surprised how 4a an 4b were grouped together in They seemed different to me
780 discussion.
No "pro" statement in Blue Book
A lot of voters rely on these opinions to form their
own; not having a "pro" statement led many to
781
believe the "con" was actually factual
Perhaps if we could focus on one issue at a time, we
While security, counseling and a new elementary
could improve our district in a slow but steady manner. are vital...perhaps trying for all of these issues at
once was overwhelming for some voters.
782
The reason Grace Best Closed needs to be
As a community I don’t think many know why the
readdressed. The reason why it is STILL CLOSED
school is still closed-I don’t know.
783 needs to BE EXPLAINED.
As an education proponent, I voted for the school bond When the next school bond issue comes up (as it
issue not the security one as it seemed not well thought should), I believe limiting the ballot to a single
out or explained.
increase would increase the chances of passage.
784
Plan better next time and be honest wit the community
about the true cost . Start earning interest on the money
the district has in the bank now.
785
I am a long term resident and growth should pay for
current residents should not be required to
itself. Every new home built should have an impact fee
subsidize the cost and impact of new residents.
786 associated with it to cover the additional
The charter school plans were not part of original bond It appears that the charter school community has
influence on the current school board members
and is trying to generate funds from public
787
taxpayers.
A interest only bond for the first x years is a non starter.
This community does not want any future balloon
788 payments.
There was too much money involved with out a good
Additional taxes can add up and if you aren't sure
plan as to how it was going to be spent.
how its going to be beneficial, then its not wise to
789
spend the money.
In the Gazette article this link was in on December 7 one We agree. Seek first to understand why it failed,
of the board members dissented on going right back to tell us what YOU learned, then come back to us.
790 the voters next year.
This is exchange is a good start.
Read my lips, no new taxes
You're in a fiscally conservative area, you are
going to need to be specific and convincing if you
want residents to have money money stolen.
791
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social media was loud and negative

clear social media strategy with multiple returns
articulated to various stakeholders may be helpful

You were very financially irresponsible.

That you invested 2 years bringing this to vote, but
couldnt control total payback cost indicates you
are not a good steward of money.

Teachers are what make this district great

It’s frustrating to see administrators receive more
money while our teachers are passed over . This
contributes to the 30% turnover at BCES.

792

793

794
We don't want any more new taxes. Use existing
795 resources
Recognize you have a highly intelligent and engaged
community. Run Board meetings to let us be heard. I've
read so many reports from people saying oth
796
Bear Creek should have never been converted into an
elementary school in first place.
797
Grace Best

Up to $66M in new costs for int & principal is very
excessive.
erwise with moderated questions not read
correctly, not allowing comments on important
issues, etc. If done right, passing bonds is easier.

Proposing to convert it back into M.S. clearly
indicates the plans for this school were never very
well thought out.
Why not move Pre-school, Pre-K and Warp to
Grace Best? That opens up how many rooms?
798
Maybe move K over too.
I'm not quite sure what it is going to take to convince the Because it affects the quality of education that
majority of residence that steps need to be taken to
students receive.
799 address overcrowding.
Strong schools need to be tied to successful and strong Kids and teachers matter, and the message from
800 communities.
the community is that they don't.
The days of citizens writing blank checks are over
Bad feelings and politicization of kids and their
education has caused many in the community to
question the motivations behind funding requests.
801
It is not helpful for disappointed people to continue
Please be specific
claiming the bond failed because of a disinformation
802 campaign . What disinformation?
I need to be educated on how education is financed at
I can't offer financial support (MLO/BOND) until I
every level: nation, state, county, district, school, student am convinced that funding is short
803
Some of us have been here long enough to remember
Past behavior is best indication of future behavior
the lies told about building PR and increased student
804 population.
Lots of thoughts about Grace Best. If you know enough This has been said over and over again, but antito ask about Grace Best, then you know it is filled with
district people keep bringing it up to imply the
805 asbestos and not a viable option
option is being ignored by district admin.
The School Board needs to be more proactive about
The school board's actions afftect many people in
making decisions.
many different ways, staff, family, etc. People
need time to adjust to changes and plan
806
accordingly.
This community is swayed by negative social media that This group hinders other community members
is utilized by a dominating small group of negative
from speaking up.
807 community members.
Enrollment of out of district students should be phased
Students of families living within district
out beginning with the 2019-2020 school year to
boundaries deserve uncrowded learning
808 decrease classroom overcrowding.
environments.
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Mental Health (cont) You already have counselors on
staff. Counselors that just help students select next
809 year’s classes have gone the way of the
I think the amount to build one new building was
outrageous! $60 million when D20 was building 2 new
buildings for around $20 million.
810
The other issue was that there was not time to really get
out to educate the greater public with actual factual
811 information outside of the internet.
We appreciate all the efforts made by the school board
and involved parents to promote the school bond and
mill levy.
812
I'm concerned some of our public will not vote for a bond
without an mlo for additional teacher pay.

the dinosaur. Existing counselors need to be
trained in identifying possible mental health
issues, including family troubles.
We are asking why you need $60 million for one
building when Grace Best could be renovated for
$11 million. How is the $60 million justified? It’s
NOT
There are too many people in this area that either
choose or do not have time or are not on
computers to gain the needed information.
We parents take for granted the work done by the
board. The results of the election should be a
wake-up call to those of us who didn't get
involved.
I'm involved in 2 of our district schools and know
many teachers here, not 1 of which voted it down.
Listen to teachers! Voting no did not help them!

813
I voted to pass the bill for another school
814

Because there has been a lot of growth in
Monument
There's confusion that MA is a private school vs being a MA assists with SOME if the burden with growth
charter. It falls under D38 curriculum and is subsidized
but with having one MS in the distict with multiple
by parent fees.
ES and two HS is seen as poor planning

815
The negative "cons" appeared to be more visible in the
816 community
Everyone thinks they are experts in education.

Comments here show how little people know
about teaching and school finance laws. They
817
disrespect the experts.
If the increase in taxes was needed to build a new
People can better understand paying for a new
school, then the cost of building, and the tax should have school building if the term of the increase (tax) is
been time limited.
limited. (for example, three to four years)....
818
In public forums, D38 reps. appeared to be biased and How can you trust a decision if not all the
not willing to hear/consider dissenting opinions
facts/opinions are considered? This was a BIG
819
negative for the MLO.
I voted yes.
I am discouraged that the bond and mill levy as
well as the state measure failed by such a large
820
margin.
Many in community still perceive issues from years ago, Perception is everything
even though they know nothing about current board or
821 admin.
The reason the district needed the money was not
That's part of the reason they voted no.
clearly articulated. Those without children in the schools
822 especially were not convinced of a need.
Community Involement
Although I live in our community, neither my family
nor I received any information regarding the bond
or MLO and why it should be passed.
823
Discuss how the last time CO students were at the
Also the rise of technology, need for support
proper PPR amount was in the late 1980's and its been personnel (IEPs, counselors, mental health,
falling since-caused need for MLO, bonds, etc.
safety/security, required PreK, and CO legal req's.
824
Compare.
I think the reason people voted it down is because the
It is a failure to get the money from the right
government collects enough money from the people. It is sources.
825 not a failure to prove what you need.
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People don't want a tax increase.

Seems like too much admin costs vs teachers vs
needs
Tacking on miscellaneous services on top of building
You lose trust when you sell "A", only to find out
827 cost was poor and greedy idea
it's for "A, B,C,". Shame on you.
D38 said they wanted more “Mental Health” workers but Para-professionals will cost the district less money
then indicated they were not going to fund licensed
but you will not be getting individuals who have
School Counselors or School Social Workers
the correct education ,training ,or experience.
828
Shut down the nelly naysayers.
There is a group of Facebook parents that are
misinformed at best and bullies at worst. Figure
out how to a "get ahead" of the misinformed.
829
DO NOT put a bond & a levy on the same ballot - terrible Voting results
idea. ONE OR THE OTHER, the both strategy gave
nearly zero chance of getting either passed
830
How can we best engage the older/empy-nester
They are a large portion of the voting population
831 demographic?
School board and district admin need to be more out
ways to get out front and seed the community with
front in this campaign. I know that there are limitations
the issues long before anyone gets to the point of
832 on campaigning but there are legitimate
voting.
Stop recruitment outside io D38.
This recruitment that is simultaneously occurring
with the call for increased taxes for more buildings
due to overcrowding is maddening. Why???
833
In our tight economy, people are very reluctant to add to
834 their tax burden.
The opposition thought the bond was too expensive and
835 current resources are not being used wisely.
No new bond issues on ballot until 2020.
New Superintendent in 2019. Three board seats
up for election in fall 2019. See what this new
836
leadership determines, then act.
Charter schools are not the solution to free public
There is an undercurrent in Monument to expand
education - especially those charters that are profit
charter schools and undermine public schools.
based.
There is big money to be had - be informed.
837
We cannot wait until we are at an urgent/crisis point
Teachers and supporters have been thoughtful
and planned to develop plans to address
838
overcrowding but roadblocks
I saw no plan for staffing of a new building once it's built. buildings? Utilities, on-going maintenance,
Where will money come from for not just teachers but all teachers, admins, etc. It seems like we can't
costs associated with more
afford the buildings we have how can we afford
839
more.
If advocates for the school wish to learn about why the
bad things are" and let the individuals who voted
measures did not pass, it may behoove them to take a
"no" have their say. We know why people voted
pause from lecturing citizens on "how
"yes". I thought you wanted to learn why we voted
840
"no"
The financing method was not optimal.
The entire cost should not be borrowed, and not
with an interest-only initial period. A large
downpayment with a fixed interest loan would be
841
better.
Do more to promote the benefits of a strong school
system to the community as a whole. Make it personal &
have advertisements all over the community.
842
826
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Even though, both 4A and 4B are necessary, it would be
best to have just one ask, for the most pressing need for
843 new elementary school.
You need to start now on the reasons for the next bond
election. There was a big and vocal group that was
against it. You will have it again.
844
An election guide was mailed to voters with an argument
presented for voting against the bond issue. Nothing
was presented arguing the case against.
845
Method for bid process was improper.

Shows focus

This is an advertising issue and it needs to be
treated as such. Make it a purgative to focus on
some of the older voters & the reasons to vote
yes.
Every venue of public information should be used
to fullest.

Bidding processes, particularly those dealing with
governments, are designed to minimize the risk
for corruption and ensure the best outcome

846
Spam budget details as well as a very thorough
"layman's terms" interpretation of the details via
mail/email/gazette/OCN etc.

While many people only vote with their
pocketbook, factual information can help those of
us who use our brains to convince others.

Surprised it did not pass.

Seems like it should have been a no-brainer for
our school district and our children. Anyone that
lives here can see Monument is growing rapidly

The plan to open another elementary that would only
house 650 students was not adequate to meet the
current needs of Bear Creek.
There are too may kids who choice in from out of district.
Kick them all out and that would give us more room for
our own kids
The school board said the bond included funds for
Monument Academy(MA).
Where are all of the portables? If population is so
overflowing, why arent portables used to house the
excess students
I was a bit shocked to find out that it included money for
psychologists & social wkrs, but not for schl nurses.
How many kids ask to see a soc'l wkr

One additional, immediately full elementary school
did not address future growth. It barely addressed
our current overcrowding.

847

848

849

850
851

852

People may not support a bond if it includes MA.
Doesnt appear all options for supposed growth
management have been exhausted
When my kids were in D38, they saw the nurse for
physical & emotional support. They are trained
for this where the secretaries manning the hlth rm.

853
I think a few persuasive people in town "poisoned" social
media with scare tactics regarding the ballot issues
854

855

856
857

858
859

Many people in the community don't think another school The school district should explain why they think
at this time is necessary.
the requested items are necessary and how much
they will cost.
I supported the measures only because of the
overcrowding, but was concerned about the lack of
logistical information available . More data is needed
The community did not feel as if both sides were equally
presented.
Sad that the measure didn’t pass. I heard people were Terrible perception of school board...I see them
worried the district didn’t ask for enough and would
as hardworking INVESTED parents. Not
come asking again in a few years.
scammers
Misrepresenting needs / school population numbers
the vote failed
results in failure to pass
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Need to address growth in our area. We so do not! have Need to say no to more building if we don't have
enough water and infrastructure for all the new builds.
room in the schools and other infrastructure.
860
Get the facts
861
Our demographics will prove themselves.
862
School Bond (cont) The voters questioned the structure
of the bond repayment (were you intentionally
deceptive?) and want you to further explore less

Don't just listen to some bellyacher...find out the
truth. The middle school decision was valid at the
time. Times change.
Until the community sees the mobiles piling up
and hears from their kids how bad it is, the vote is
unlikely to shift
expensive and more creative options.

863
When bonds/mills aren’t passed the students and
teachers suffer the most. It’s starting to feel quite
like DCSD did 5+ years ago .
The community is watching how funds are spent in the
Everyone needs to do their part and not just use
district 38 schools and since the high school is not full
the reason its best for the children, that is not
adjustments needs to be made.
always the case.
Administration in education should be a lesser priority to Teacher's salaries are hideously low while
instructors.
salaries paid to administration is too high; when
money is needed, look inside before looking to
voters.
Do NOT include Monument Academy in future milk
A charter school is a charter school. No public
levy’s
funds should be given to them at all.
People are unhappy with the current leadership of the
If people aren't happy with the board they will be
board.
unsupported in their execution of their plans or
ideas, especially if it involves asking for money.
Seems we could learn a lot from our neighbors to the
north, Douglas County.
864

865

866
867

868
You can not keep adding on tax's (You all miss the point) $15 here, $20 there, $10 there it all adds up.
Every time we are asked to vote on more tax
increases. And the left says "it's only $15 a
869
month"...LOL
We need to figure out a better way to educate the
Not having any information in the voter's guide
community on why funding is so very important.
was very damaging. Unfortunately, there are a lot
of ignorant people who just don't research.
870
People don't trust bureaucracies because it isn't possible Need to show the efficiency and effectiveness of
or easy to access how efficient funds are being utilized. current expedenditure
871
The cost was just too great - I feel there are more
financially responsible solutions that need to be pursued.
872
Affluent area? Someone mentioned in the thoughts
Most people bought in at $200,000 to $300,000
this is far from being the Broadmoor area.
873
I feel that D38 staff did not stand up for themselves and Social media had many against spreading false
state their reasons clearly for the bond especially via
facts and their arguments were never properly
874 social media.
addressed.
If Grace Best is good enough for homeschoolers, add
some preschool classes there to reduce the impact on
875 BCES.
I never felt that it was communicated clearly what was
I am a parent of a 5th grade student, and I wanted
going to happen if the bond and/or mill levy passed.
a clear explanation of what was going to happen
for middle school. I don't think I got one.
876
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Many in community do not want taxes raised for any
reason, even education; not sure we can combat that
877
Our district is not adequately funded for optimally
878 educating our students.
This is suppose to be a great district

We need to be a bigger voice than the nay sayers
and show why a tax increase is ONLY way to fix
the current population problem, no focus on
growth
Educating students optimally benefits all of us,
now and in the future.
We moved here because it is such a great district
and with all the higher income families in the
district it is sad we aren't supporting our schools

879
The Bond issue and the Mill Levy seemed like a bandaid for a broken bone.

The plan doesn't seem sustainable. If feels like
we will have ongoing financial responsibilities that
are not considered or communicated.

880
Stop trying to screw the taxpayers and treat us like idiots Because we work very hard for our money and
are NOT Idiots
Sadly, people don't want to give money to our school
It's sad because it supports our property values to
district to build new buildings to support our population
have a successful school district.
882 growth.
Connect the business case for any future MLO or bond People on all sides of the debate would like to
to our residential and commercial property values.
retain high property values, so demonstrate how
the lack of school investment impacts the wallet.
883
Neglecting to get the "pro" argument on the ballot
I know people who simply read the "con"
information mailing was a huge mistake.
argument and based their one on that, as there
884
was no "pro" contradicting it.
Disappointed in the outcome, but not surprised. I've lived 1. A high % of voters have grown/no children &
here for > 10 years and there are many factors drive the oppose any school taxes. 2. A vocal minority of
lack of support D38 funding.
critics will likely never support any D38 ideas.
885
Please inform voters on choice
LPD38 is following what all districts in CO do, it is
called The Public Schools of Choice law allows
resident pupils to enroll at schools in Colorado
886
Well orchestrated opposition who put ups tons of signs
887 just before the vote.
Very little information was sent to the public.
Opinions, especially on NextDoor, were sited as
888
fact
You were asking for a HUGE amount of money all at one to help the schools, I don't really care to have my
time. And there were other big asks on the ballot too. It property taxes skyrocket.
889 felt like overreach. Although I want
Capital and operations costs within finite financial
The bond and MLO initiatives are only one
resource constraints are about managing priorities.
variable, and the initiatives alone did not provide a
good understanding of where this need fits with
890
others
Using Public school bonding to fund Charter Schools is a
non-starter. They should be separate issues.
891
Community forums
Need to be better publicized, and better
moderated. If there is to be no debate then NO
ONE should be allowed any leeway from the
892
beginning.
Grace Best needs to utilized as a school again. Asset for Taxpayers have paid for Grace Best already. Plus,
the west side of town and for centralized preschool.
we bus the students from the westside to Bear
Creek. Resolve this issue by renovating this
893
asset.
881
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Would have been more successful in passing in
narrowing the scope

Only request $$ for a) a new elementary school
and b) transition BCES back to a middle school

894
Communicate in many different methods what the bond
and mill levy would do for the schools and how it will
895 affect property owners.
D38 should have done way more community outreach
and round tables before trying to get this passed.
896
I have a trust issue with the district based on how money
897 has been handled in previous years.
Is the Grace Best building an option?

Many people aren't able to attend Board of
Education meetings to get the information.

I can't give more money to people who haven't
been wise with what I've already given.
This school is used for Homeschool enrichment
and craft fairs/community events...why can't it be
updated and used as a school?

898
The Board was to slow in its decision making.
899
There was a lack of information available regarding the
difference between part A and part B

There was not adequate time for the public to
learn about the proposal.
As a voter, I did not feel informed. I could not be
sure what was going to be done and how it would
impact act my personal budget and for students.

900
Lack of Meetings in Schools

We live in JC and there was not one meeting in
Bear Creek to discuss the impact this would have
on the neighborhood. One was scheduled and
901
then cancel
GBES is not a viable option for an ES on the south/west Mitigation and repair costs and risks do not
902 side of town
outweigh the benefits.
We have way too many students choiced into our district If additional space for students is so critical then
.
we cannot allow over 600 students from out of
903
district
Voters need to be reasonable. "The perfect is the enemy There will be aspects of any public policy that we
of the good."
don't love. We need to work hard to get the best
options, but people need to be reasonable too.
904
We need to be clear - polite, but clear - that voting NO
We are losing our Superintendant, it will be an up
undermined our entire public school system in
hill battle to save our schools , educate public that
Monument. NO voters DID NOT support teachers!
not funding schools is undermining them.
905
Expansion - are we able to expand existing schools to
Saves money, reduces footprints, makes
906 help cover projected growth?
transportation easier and more cost effective.
People believe what they want to believe about public
It is difficult to convince people to support public
907 education. Facts don't seem to matter.
education funding.
Be more inclusive.
When you exclude those who aren't 100% on
board with your plans/ideas, you stifle creative
908
solutions.
You must counter the mistaken impression that the
It's why you lost. You're never going to get the
District has been given plenty of money of the years and retired military high rank folks who settled here but
has squandered or mismanaged it.
have no connection to the community.
909
What are next steps? On Ballot next year? 3 board seats Logistics
are up next year...how will this affect decision to put on
910 next year?
Messages for the measure need to explain why support Crowded schools hurt home values.
is needed from households without kids
Communicate that to those without kids and they
911
might support the measure
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Do not include any charter school in any public school
bond issue

It would be inappropriate to use public dollars to
fund the building of a privately-owned building

912
People don't trust the board in the way that they spend
913 money!
Bond measures to improve the quality of our school
district should be widely socialized before the elections.

If they are not trustworthy, no one is going to vote
to give them additional funding/money.
Even my spouse who works in the school system
did not support these bond measures! The people
who will benefit should be ardent supporters.

914
I see a lot of comments about the district's fiscal
irresponsibility. I almost feel like they have been TOO
915 responsible. They have managed so well
School Board members and key supporters have
demonstrated ruthless tactics and bullying to achieve
916 "justified ends"
Those opposed were very vocal. They made some good
points although others weren't accurate. They were
consistent and they dominated the discussion.
917
I voted for the bond and MLO. I was disappointed in the
lack of vocal support from the BoE on these initiatives.
918

919

920
921
922

923

924

925

through funding cuts that the community doesn't
understand how bad things really are. So unfair to
our wonderful teachers.
Excluding alternate points of view is harmful to
productive collaboration and sows deep
community division
Difficult to approve a tax increase. Need strong
voices leading the effort. Tri-Lakes Fire got their
bond passed -- consult with Chief Truty.

The BoE are our elected officials who put together
the bond and MLO they should have been out
there - visible and vocal - holding educational
events.
Preschool is a luxury not a necessity. We are sacrificing We have lived in other states where pre-school is
precious classroom space to accommodate a “nice to
offered at a central location.
have”.
I was very disappointed by the pro MLO crowd on social Any opposition to the MLO was equated with
media.
hatred for D38/teachers/students, greed, or blind
following of the vocal anti-D38 suspects.
Limit the building permits granted
We can only offer so many resources
sad the bond and mill didn't pass.
Unhappy about the thought of my kid needing to
attend classes in trailers.
BCES should never have become an ES in the first
Also, seems that the district can't even keep up
place, it should have stayed a MS.
with the ES problems they already have. Limit
choice ins then take care of your own students
first.
D-38 has Grace Best sitting empty and could be
The District and City Council should get an
renovated cheaper than razing it and building a new
assessment from a certified engineering company
school.
to asses required mitigation steps and renovation
costs.
ENCOURAGE all district community residents to spend The district does too good a job at successfully
a day in a school.
handling the crowding shortcomings. SHOW
people. Pictures, videos, tours. Get the news
stations/media
Is there not a mid-term solution that can be offered for
People may not vote in a $60M loan payment long
less than $30-65M over the course of the loan?
term, but they may have an affordable creative
idea that would pass a vote if this were an option.

926
It's important for the State to understand the impact of
Statewide initiatives on local communities ballot
measures

I think there would be a higher percentage of voter
approved tax increases for their local communities
if there were not a competing State wide vote

927
The community has a hard time forgetting previous ballot They think that money is mismanaged.
928 measures.
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The severe need for mental health support in our district to all counselors in d38 by restricting access to
can now not be met. Per the vague language on the
funds for mental health support. Our counselors
ballot, the district has done a disservice
are drowning and have zero resources.
929
The community deserves to know the services that are
being withheld from students - particularly special
education.

That special needs program is in dire need of
leadership and additional staff. Current staff are
incredibly overworked and the district is at risk.

There was definitely some non transparent money
invested from somewhere in the campaign to defeat it .

It may not have been disclosed bu the incessant
negative comments and manipulative tactics were
coming from a place larger than private citizens.

930

931
Our community will pay for education one way or
another. By upfront, proactive tax support or loss of
932 property value as the district buckles.
I have spoken with several neighbors and they voted no
based upon school choice where students can move
between schools and home schoolers voted no.
933
That you need to be more conservative in your spending,
you guys are doing a great job on the surface but I want
to see how much you spend on admin.
934
Sadly, education doesn't seem to be a priority in our
community.
935
Monument Academy

However, this does not be an either-or
proposition. We need to find a third way.
Because we need to educate based upon the
need. Community education has to start at least
several months ahead of time without changing
last minute.
Because you need to have money saved for future
projects because getting a loan isn't always going
to be assured.

Renovate Grace Best to be our 2nd middle school -someone said reg buildings are built to last 100 years.
GB has 50 more years left!

We need so many things such as more help for
special education and more room for our
increasing student population.
Any plan presented needs to include the impact of
MA both financially and with projections for
enrollment.
GB is the perfect location. D38 has said a reno is
$12mil and new is $30mil. District leaders would
never be this wasteful with their own money.

Board still isn’t listening to the concerns of the
community - tired of the board thinking they know it all

Until board acts like the community is in control
and not them we will continue to vote no

936

937

938
939 Grace best should be used and revamped
I don't think the community understood what issues
schools have and HOW we would use more money to fix
940 the current problems.
I voted in favor of the mill levy but heard from those
against it that the school board could not be trusted with
941 the money
Money won't solve your problems

942
The school district is going to have to make some hard
choices to maintain quality staff.

It's an existing asset

My guess is this that is the reason those on the
fence voted against it.
The education establishment thinks the cure for
what ails America’s public schools is more money.
But spending a fortune is no guarantee. IBD &
Cato.
Teachers in our district are not paid as much as
their peers in surrounding districts. A four day a
week school schedule should be researched.

943
Educate your community on School District Funding

944

Adversaries do not understand laws on School
debt and compare to charters building without
taxpayer consent, not grasping impact to general
fund
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I think there needs to be a communication endeavor that Too many of the people who live in this
talks about the benefits of public education.
community are anti-government they view D38 as
gov't. They all benefited from public education
945
remind them
Option to reuse Grace Best appeared not to be very
Thinking people aren't buying the case its cheaper
thorough and biased.
to demo and rebuild than to remodel, esp. since
the advice is from same contractor.
946
Pro and Cons needed addressed
Needed three courses of action with positive and
947
negatives for near and distant future.
Seeing the sign for the new Monument Academy HS
Deal with security concerns & OVERCROWDING
was a slap in the face! Our kids are busting at the
before building a new HS when the other 2 are not
seams and no money but somehow they get a $$$ HS? even at capacity! MA seems to really have the
948
Board!
Would like to see remodeling Grace Best as a more
Would like to see things like year around
949 financially responsible solution
schooling explored
950 Change Bear Creak back to a middle school
Return middle school to grade 6-8
I've seen first hand some district misappropriation of
An example of this misappropriation of funds is
funds.
the amount of ineffective positions and some
frivolous or under performing at the district office.
951
I was for it
I'm a big believer in education and I see firsthand
the space and staffing challenges at LPMS. I did
the research and voted for the measure.
952
Monument is full of growing families - I can't imagine
Monument needs the Jackson Creek Elem School
they don't want good schools. It was the wording of the so Bear Creek can turn back into a middle school.
proposition. Split out the JC Elem Schl
The school was close in funding to other
953
propositions.
The board and MA board needs to squash the misnomer MA needs to eliminate the negativity from their
of the two not getting along.
current parent population. This is hurting our
954
community!
We need a school and I am in favor of the location but
We live in an affluent area and can afford the tax
we also need to address the low pay for teachers and
increase, but don't need to make poor financial
955 high turn over rate.
choices to get the school we want.
The community meetings explaining why $ was needed An easy to find (with a basic google search)
for the schools were really good. When I went to vote, I summary should be available! My searches were
could not find a good written summary.
just leading me back the the videos from
956
meetings.
Seemed to be limited counter argument to all the
I'm not sure how this could be improved. The
negative "press" I had to seek out a knowledge individual negativity was stressful
957 and a lot of people may not take the time
Renovating Grace Best is not the best option for our
City growth is primarily on the east side;
students; more cons and pros.
infrastructure of site is not good for traffic; would
displace bus barn and programming in new
958
section.
D38 needs to address community concerns over
These are funds that could go towards security
supposed millions spend on advertising D38 outside the enhancements or TEACHER salaries. Every bit
959 district. Save that money for existing students!
helps!
Grace Best needs to be demo'd. I am familiar with the
building and it is beyond anybody putting a penny into it.
960
Manage your payroll (cont) The highest performers (i.e. go regardless of length of service.
the most effective teachers) deserve the highest
961 compensation. Low performers need to be let
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There is no trust of the admin or board when it comes to
finances . The same people responsible for bad financial
962 decisions of the past still remain.
1.Voters do not believe your enrollment projection
home school, and virtual education. You have
numbers. Competition is fierce for student enrollment
under estimated these impacts to your enrollment.
with more parents opting for charter school
963
Since our state is supposed to be supplying money to
Where is that $$$? I would have thought that
the school systems with the “Pot Sales,” why can’t we
money would be used to help build schools too? I
use money from that income to help?
don’t want to pay for a loan/higher property
964
taxes☹
️
965 2/3 of the voters did not support 4A and 4B
I believe that the community will not be on board if the
Folks without kids are not seeing the relevance
city administrators are not on board. The city needs to
beyond schools.
966 communicate support.
Voting "no" without discussing feasible alternatives
Every single student is affected by not having an
leaves the district in a tight spot for remedying issues
alternative plan and resorting to scrambling as
related to lack of funding/space.
more and more students influx into the district.
967
Too many make their decision on emotional basis
Be smart. Learn the real facts, learn the real
history, don't just listen to a bunch of malcontents
968
who hate everything.
Unwelcome
Looking at my results compared to others, seems
like the same faction that was so successful on
social media misinforming is winning here as well.
969
Monument has a lot of flawed spending habits.
$3 million dollar public works building are higher
970
top priorities then police or schools
There is a lack of trust among staff and the community. Use of funds have been abused by the
971
administration.
During the school year parents are asked for endless
food, gift cards, fundraiser participation, booster
donations...
club purchases, volunteer time. When it comes
time for the mill levy vote, I have run out of $
972
Do What You've Always Done, Get What You've Always Money is not the solution, never has been. Figure
Had
out why you have issues, remove money, and find
973
better ways to solve them.
The # of kids in school choice should be public &
Transparency = Less Suspicion and stronger buyshouldn't take months to figure out. Your existing reg
in from the community. Makes you all look like
system cannot pull this report at anytime?
unprofessional to not know this number.
974
I feel that it is important to keep the 6th graders at the
There is research that shows that 6th grade
elementary school level.
students do better in school and on test scores
975
when they are in elementary schools.
It may have passed had the district gotten a loan that
We need to know what the true costs will be. How
was not a variable interest rate and no balloon payment. does it help our community to pass something that
976
increases in cost over years?
We have to figure out a solution for MA to either be a full It appeared to me that MA was always noted as
contributing part of our district or become a private
either the problem or the solution. This feels like
school.
a problem that is not going to go away.
977
Current student attendance
Are we collecting tax revenue for ALL students
(including those who opt in) in order to pay for all
978
school district needs?
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If D38 is out of room why are they recruiting students
from outside our district? This only makes the problem
979 worse!
There seemed to be an idea that every penny requested
by the District must be accounted for in the request
which shows lack of trust.
980
Are you putting a chunk of the capital reserves into to
decrease the bond amount.
981
It's more difficult to reach disinterested voters. Many
don't watch commercials any more and roadside signs to
982 vote "Yes" don't tell us much.
One middle school and two high schools is not what's
983 best for our students
There are angry people in this area who will not vote yes
984 for anything.
Both were written in a fear mongering tone.
985
It is hard to pass anything that requires an increase in
986 taxes.
Lack of Planning
987
The eastern part of the district needs a better option for
new middle school-not just MS/HS in center of town.

It looks like the district's goal is empire building.

I believe that elected officials and those who work
for the district should be empowered to make
decisions in the best interest of the district.
We want to see you putting forth an effort to
conserve and use what you have first before
asking for more.
Figure out new, better, different ways (radio
advertising, tv interviews, etc.) to get the word out
stronger, broader, etc.
Friendships are formed and then interrupted
during what can be a challenging time of life
It will take an extra amount of explanation to
change their minds.
We don’t need to be scared into voting yes, it is a
negative campaign action.
I think you need to stress to voters the growth and
issues that causes to the school district.
MLO/Bond seemed rushed. This was the
equivalent of putting 9 women in a room and
expecting a baby in a month!
Our district boundaries go FAR east. These kids
ride the bus for at least an hour to middle/high
school. Redraw boundaries or build East.

988
What percentage of students choice out compared to
choicing in? Youve made the assumption that any and
all student population growth would choose lpsd

There are too many options for schooling. Is what
youre selling worth the price for your customers?

989
Information tables at local stores might have reached a
broader audience.
990
991

992
993

994

People not directly connected to the schools or
social media would have had an opportunity to
gather information.
It's not $15 a month, we really need 2-3 Elementary
Building one that will be over capacity from day
schools to be built.
one doesn't solve any problems.
The 6th grade moving to the middle school was not well Yes, people would accept it but it our small and
received.
tight community it was not well though of.
ANOTHER PLAN MUST BE CREATED AND
FAST!
Voters don’t understand the issues with an overcrowded
school
We should have a bond that is solely for the benefit of
Everyone wants to see our teachers better paid
the teachers salary and benefits
but not everyone believes new schools are
necessary
Inflated cost to convert BCES back to a middle school

995
Some believe there was a lack of information about how We are losing good teachers and students are
badly the proposed funding was/is needed
leaving the district because of the lack of funds to
pay teachers and overcrowded classrooms
996
I love my wife and support what she does, but she
Demonstrate a need, how it will benefit the
doesn't get an increase in her shoe budget just because community. Be specific and be responsible.
she needs to walk to the mailbox
Borrowing money at unspecified variable interest
997
rates? Get out
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Marketing the Bond/MLO should have focused on an
over crowded MS not ES.
998
999 Most people don't want more taxes
Propose a slight increase in sales tax and allocate a
small percentage that is captured to be set aside
1000 specifically for D-38 needs.
D38 needs to operate within its existing budget better,
and not assume that bonds must be sold in order to
1001 raise money for new construction.
This is a tax-adverse community that doesn't support it's
1002 schools, kids, and teachers.
We want d38 to grow within the current tax structure
1003
Have more meetings with parents/community.

1004

Parents are more impacted at the MS than at any
ES, so solving their problem would have been
more of an inclination to vote for the issues.

This was successful in Woodland Park two years
ago, and had Bipartisan support as well as
support from the community.
It seems difficult to raise taxes or sell bonds in
D38.
People need to see that there is a need in order to
be willing to pay more.
Collecting additional taxes or taking out variable
rate bonds are not sustainable ways to grow the
district
All schools should have meetings, from the
elementary the's to the middle school and high
school. Then meet at churches, senior centers,
etc.

How much was spent in partnering with this feedback
app when we probably still won't be listened to? Could
have went to some teacher support.
1005
It’s important to note that MA high school proposal is to
be 1/4 size of other high schools.

If we’re already outgrowing current buildings, we
should not be funding a high school that will
quickly reach capacity and not meet disctrict
1006
needs.
Keeping our schools safe and secure requires additional Security does not come free, rather will cost
1007 investment.
money.
Remove preschool from the elementary schools.
Provide what is required by the state only and not
the extra preschool classes at the burden of
1008
taxpayers.
The district needs to address the amount of students
Asking for additional funds for overcrowding when
they allow to attend LPSD schools when so many of the there are significant amount of transfer students in
schools are already overcrowded.
already overcrowded schools (esp. LPMS)
1009
There was not enough face-to-face information sharing. We didn't do a good enough job getting info to
Many people after election responded with "I would have community without kids in schools. Door to door
1010 voted differently knowing that."
next time.
Homeowners are overtaxed and for me particularly it
It's important to manage funds and plans so it
1011 would have impacted my property tax greatly.
doesn't impact the taxpayers negatively
Questionable choices
A case was made that rehabilitation of Grace Best
(former LPMS) was a cheaper, more prudent
direction for solving classroom overflow.
1012
Even though we voted against the measures we still
We pay taxes already then get hit up for what
support D38 but would like to see less fees at
seems like endless fees and charges when we
registration and constant asking for money.
register kids and are constantly asked to adopt
1013
D38
Why do residents mistrust school district leaders when We must maintain excellent school district ratings
residents' financial support is needed for excellent
in order to increase our property values.
1014 schools and strong property values?
D38 runs lean in district and building administration.
there are less admin than what there really is.
Other area districts cleverly code their district level
D38 does not do this. There is no bloat of
1015 admins to make it appear as though
adminstration on "big salaries".
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People opposed to increases in their personal finances, Applying short term thinking to a long term need,
such as tax increases are thinking incrementally, or from taxes are short term, children's education is long
a short term perspective.
term, is faulty thinking and even selfish.
1016
I will never vote for a tax increase unless it has a sunset
clause. I am opposed to any tax increase that is
1017 permanent.
I believe there are many retirees and "anti-tax" members They may say that they weren't given enough
of our community that will never support additional funds information to make informed decision - but I
for the district
believe many will never vote for school funding
1018
MLO
Spending $1.5 million on the plans to build a new school It will take a long time before taxpayers get over
yiu dodnt have voter approval for is the definition of
that move .
1019 irresponsible spending .
1020 Cut costs instead of raising taxes
When something is important to someone(district) you
I believe that this district has a money allocation
find ways to cut money in other areas and fund new
issue not a cash flow issue
1021 projects
Members of the community don't trust D38 to be fiscally Without trust, the community will likely never
1022 responsible with more money.
approve more bonds/MLOs.
Don't think the construction option of the new elementary Not sure voters were equipped with sufficient
school next to current Bear Creek was clearly
details to cast an educated vote.
1023 communicated or had a realistic timeframe.
The squeaky wheel gets the oil or in this case the
Social media was a downer for me and the people
attention.
with mean/untruthful/blinding things to say had
1024
their stage.
The bond was to vague as to how the money would have I will never vote to increase funds for anything that
1025 been spent.
is never ending.
Time to bring in ugly portables.
It will hopefully let people physically see our
1026
needs.
Open Forums
We need to have open forum meetings where
parents and community members can get this
information WELL BEFORE ELECTION TIMES.
1027
The comments show me many are the 'keeping up with They spend what they don't have, they tend to be
the Jones's types'.
house poor and financed their vehicles they really
can not afford. Maybe listen to Dave Ramsey
1028
more.
Community didnt really understand that there was a
they are the standard way to pay for schools in
need and therefore fell victim to the bad PR. Plus they
Colorado.
1029 don't understand how bonds work and why
Include the kids! My daughter felt very passionate:
Let those who it directly effects have a loud voice,
"people voting against just need to walk down the halls be the spokes people
1030 of LPMS to witness first hand the crowding
It felt very personal that the bond did not pass. It was
those same parents did not value our work or us
difficult to come to school and have parents demanding as people
1031 of us the very next day knowing that
MLO components for safety were too far reaching and
We all want safety for our kids but not at the
expensive.
expense of turning school into reverse prisons
1032
and paying added staff in perpetuity.
Timeliness of determining 'go' for the MLO and bond
Future district needs data was being compiled for
> 1 year. Faster decision to bond/MLO to allow
community to get the info would have felt less
1033
rushed
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Voters do not have any clue the hoops we are jumping
through to make things work in very less than ideal
situations. Without the second MS and additi

nal elementary programs are suffering and
teachers are being asked to work under
unreasonable circumstances.

1034
Converting Bear Creek from a middle school to an
elementary and back again show the lack of planning.
1035 Money wasted for conversion.
I don’t know how many others split their vote like I did,
but the second proposition (huge debt) seemed like a
1036 death knell to the first proposition
I personally voted for the bond, so I am disappointed.
1037
My understanding of the issue before me was to approve
a perpetual increase, yet the major reason to approve
1038 the increase was to build a new school
Public Schools Waste Money

The reconstruction of Bear Creek back to a
middle school shows that the board is not a good
steward of tax payer money.

I felt it was important for our kids to have a new
middle school and support.
This sounded incongruent, and fiscally
irresponsible.
Until D38 can show it needs more than $10,500
per year, per student, which I find impossible, I'll
vote no on 100% of funding requests.

1039
The consequences of not building a new school were not Need to communicate class sizes increases
communicated clearly enough
causing poorer education. Quantifiable data of a
few scenarios w/ data from other districts.
1040

1041

1042
1043

1044

1045
1046

1047

Enough has been said. I am a proud citizen of
Monument and a loving parent. Our children deserve
better.
Perhaps the laws in Colorado restrict the sources of
revenue for building schools. If so, perhaps it’s time for
a change.
People are still angry about the superintendent who left
and got so much money when he left.
When the school board is so dysfunctional and members
force others out, we have zero confidence in anything
the board does.
The demographic includes many retired individuals who
do not have children in schools anymore and
homeschooled families who are not invested in D38.
I’m extremely disappointed.
The members of the board of education need to publicly
support all aspects of a bond and mill levy. I do not
believe they were fully behind it.
Better explain how school mental health staff are used
and WHY they are important to safety and security. Help
public understand this vital service.

1048
I didn’t feel there was enough public outreach to inform
people of the needs that the school district has.

Poor communication about what happened.

Our entire community will suffer from this dec
This builds trust for the voters.

Our childrens' mental health is as or more
important than the education they receive.
Suicides and school shootings cannot happen
here!
If social media was relied on it missed many
people like me.

1049
These measures seemed to put the school district in a
large amount of debt.

Had the wording been that the school would start
collecting in 2019 and wait a couple years to build,
decreasing the loan amount and interest paid...

1050
You may have done this, but I think it would have been I would have had more information and could
helpful to have a town hall type meeting where you could have shared it with my peers.
1051 give information to the voters.
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I will not vote to increase funds for administration or
anyone other than teachers and support staff for the
school - like janitors.

When you ask for funds for teachers I want to
know how much to whom. In other words 10 %
increase to teachers with 1-3 years of teaching.

The wording or lack there of was horrible in the booklet.
Wasn’t clear, concise, or coherent.

Let’s get transparent. Be specific! Lack of
transparency feels like there’s something to hide.

1052

1053
We need more senior votes, we should pull the senior
1054 center at LPHS for classroom space.
I didn't see (or perhaps I missed) the opportunity to see
a model or even plans of the new school.

Senior citizens were a huge reason the bond
didn’t pass.
D 38 is a great school district, but if the board
wants to build a new school, please be more open
with building plans, and future ways to save $ .

1055
I don't believe that decisions were made in time for the
district to state it's case. The Board of Education
seemed to move from one idea to the next

This is key, the community will not support a
board if it does not respect its staff and listen to its
community

I voted yes because I understand the need for a second
middle school and additional elementary school but the
charter school caused me to pause.
That the opposition is willing to put a lot of money into
defeating any proposed increase to taxes, regardless of
need.
There was not enough time to educate everyone in the
community. Start working on this by January at least
before a November MLO.
Another (in my opinion misguided) criticism was that new
growth in town means more tax revenue, when obviously
it means more kids to teach)
Community is already paying highest taxes, My child’s
school is constantly asking for money in one form or
another.
We need better planning and financial management, not
higher taxes.

The wording wasn't clear about the school owning
the building. Many just think why a charter school
when LP schools are fine.
We probably need to strategize and plan much
further in advance of an election.

4A was mid-leading

It said the $ was for safety updates but failed to
mention that federal & was already in the works to
be given for this exact thing!
It’s irresponsible and unacceptable to have an
interest ONLY loan! Saddles the generations to
come with debt and no end in sight for the term.

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

1061

1062

1063

1064
1065
1066

We need more time to get the word out.

This argument played into the
"corrupt/incompetent" school board misspending
all our money" argument
Money management should be responded to

The district should have been able to save and
plan for expansion - plenty of additional revenue
with the rapid growth.
Be more financially responsible , and when you hold a
Because it is deceitful and self serving . We are
forum make it a debate style and NOT controlled by D38 tired of this dog and pony show .
insiders who control the entire narative
Our community doesn’t trust the school board
Even though it’s a different group of people, the
school board perpetually makes the same
decisions. Like they did with PRHS.
The folks who voted against the proposals care about
Stop demonizing the majority and learn from
the kids too.
them. We have a very highly educated base.
I am disheartened by the outcome as we need another Most of us moved here with the idea of a better
hr high.
education for our children
There needed to include two elementary schools on the The elementary school on the Creekside campus
ballot.
was not going to hold the number of students that
would be attending from Bear Creek alone.

1067

1068
Irresponsible

1069
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Take care of the students in our district first. Reduce
overcrowding of schools by eliminating preschool and
students from outside the district

This solution will reduce the students. This also
ensures that students' parents are taxpayers of
this district and have a vested interest.

1070
Monument was originally supposed to be a retirement
community and that is clashing with the family
1071 community.
Our community needs to understand Charter school
funding. As an MA parent, I get so frustrated with other
who think their kid is cheated.
1072
People don’t want to pay more taxes for anything.

People who are retired are usually on a fixed
income and have different needs then families.
This creates an issue with voting on taxes.
Per pupil tax dollars are simply transferred to MA.
If there was no MA, there would be other schools
for the 900 students! I pay taxes for all Dkids!
You are going to have a hard time building any
new schools with this mindset in the community.

1073
Raising taxes on a select few are not the way to fund
1074 programs.
Elementary School Issue
1075
This community supports well planned and presented
1076 initiatives.
Security is important at our schools but what we have
now seems adequate , I think full time security staff is
1077 unnessary.
There were a few outspoken individuals providing false
or misleading claims about where this money would go.
1078
Blind affirmation to spend more money without
accountability is how I viewed the bond and mill levy
request.
1079
How can we get voters who have no school-aged
children on board with the importance of supporting our
schools as the district grows?
1080
The fact that the payments that would pay back the loan
showed the dollar figure double from the original was
1081 daunting.
Choosing not to support this only hurts the students and
1082 teachers.
Some major point such as how school district quality
affects home prices didn’t seem to be discussed at all
1083
The "no" side was very effective with their misinformation
campaign. The comments here show that many people
1084 believed their lies.
the people moving here should be the ones responsible
1085 for expanding our school capacity.
Tired of my property taxes going up and up instead of
1086 controlling spending.
I voted 'yes' for the bond as I considered it an
1087 'investment in our future' vice a TAX.
Lack of Communication
1088

Everyone needs to share in the responsibility of
funding schools
use is now deamed horrible. There has to be a
better solution for our children.

I think children seeing armed guards at schools
would have an overall negative effect.
What is the most effective way to combat this
false information that others do not verify?
Specific amount and specifically to what are the
very basic elements that a taxpayer needs to
know. To provide less than this is pomposity.
There are a lot of households in our boundaries
who don't have kids, or their kids have grown, and
it can be hard to gain their support.
This showed that there has to be a better way!

More people may support raising taxes if they can
see a personal benefit.
D38 needed to do a better job getting the facts out
there. Too many people don't educate
themselves. They fell for soundbites.
appropriate taxation

These measures are viewed unfavorably as many
people simply say no to taxes
Concerned of WHY dogs were necessary in
schools? Is there a drug problem we are not being
told about?
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Schools cost money. Bonds pay for schools. A
I get frustrated by a community that proclaims
community doesn’t get good schools by hoping for them. financial and personal responsibility but won’t deal
These buildings were needed now.
with these issues before they become a crisis.
1089
Voting yes to build a new school felt counter intuitive to
not wanting to endorse the Town of Monument's poorly
planned rapid housing growth.

The housing growth in the Town of Monument is
out of control. Eminent water shortage needs to
be addressed before more housing is approved .

Let's come together

There was a good effort on FB to shut dissenting
voices down and it worked. Unfortunately
kids/teachers/parents still suffer in over crowded
schools.
I was afraid too many would pass, making it
unaffordable for my family.

1090

1091
There were too many tax issues on the ballot.
1092

Making Developers or State fund school construction will
require state level changes - Individual Districts are
1093 powerless
Money is not the solution
If we gave you $20,000 per student, it wouldn't
matter. The problem is the SYSTEM, not money.
1094
Fix the core problem!
Not allow choicing into the district? Imagine how angry a It's a two way street and perhaps the residents
portion of your voting population would be if the favor
don't realize how many students choice out of D38
1095 was returned by D20 or D49
The board needs to make more attempts to educate the Two sponsored DAAC meetings were not enough.
public.
More coffees, comm. engagements AFTER the
bond/ MLO language was written and more social
1096
media attempts.
The major/significant details of 4A/4B were poorly
1097 communicated to the voters.
Money is scarce and need to make the case for citizens People do a personal cost-benefit analysis, and,
to give up even more of it to taxation in times of already need to be convinced of, what's in it for me.
1098 high and growing taxation.
The district did not show that there is a genuine need for The middle school will feel the greatest impact the
another school, specifically at the middle school.
effect on 7th and 8th graders will be negative.
1099
Many people seem confused local issues 4A and 4B and School construction and security vs. school
1100 state amendment 73.
funding and teacher pay.
There is a very loud fiscaly conservative group in the
Other districts were able to pass bond issues and
community.
mill levy overrides. This wasn't due to a bad
1101
economy as in past votes.
Board members did not respect the individuals, process,
or recommendations that led to the initiatives.
1102
Grace Best is not condemned. It is used for Home
Town of Monument need a new public works
School classes. Could it be sold to the Town of
facility building. Sell the building to them and use
Monument and in turn use those funds to build new.
the funds to build a new school building
1103
elsewhere.
Because part of the plan includes remodeling an existing Why wouldn't we try to alleviate some of the
building, why didn't we pursue the matching grant
burdon to the tax payer.
1104 marijuana funds?
MA Funding
As a parent of a grad of MA and one still
attending, I am very upset their board asked for
$3.5 mil on bond when current school has many
1105
needs unmet.
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The Creekside Middle School Situation (change it to an
elementary school and then change it back) was
Incredibly Wasteful

Voters first funded Creekside Middle School. You
took our money and then changed it to an
elementary school without asking. And now
1106
change it back?
People don't agree or support the way our board makes There's always more than one solution but the
decisions.
board always jumps to a victim mentality and says
that the only solution is needing more money.
1107
1108 This community values education.
Work more with the difficult people in the community that Although I don't agree with the vote, it showed that
make your jobs hard. Make them part of the solution
people are checked out and not involved with the
instead of continuing to be the problem.
issues. A few negative people impact everyone.
1109
Consider moving preschool to a centralized location and
1110 open up more room in existing schools
I didn't vote for the mill levy because of the charter
We already have two wonderful high schools. We
school addition
do not need another one in this small area.
1111
More education for the broader community was needed People I talked to seemed misinformed about the
1112
issue.
There was enough scare tactics and false information
The site is known for it's echo chamber and free
floating around NextDoor.com to read for a month.
exchange of false info. When/if there were
corrections made to the falsities they were
1113
shouted down.
There was some strong, negative opposition and those Anyone who wasn’t sure how to vote on the bond
voices seemed to have been louder and more prominent issues seemed to have been swayed by the
1114 than those pushing for the funding
negativity
Get the information out there!
Though accurate information was available, it was
not as easily accessible as it could have been.
1115
I did not attend meetings or read about the issue. The
It’s my understanding that we have Grace Best
answer was no to any tax increases regardless of
that could be used. And that there were not
reasons. Waste not, want not.
thorough plans for funding the ongoing expenses.
1116
Providing solid examples of the need for more funding, Those who do not have children in school do not
particularly the need for more school buildings is
see that the classrooms are very crowded.
1117 necessary.
I believe the community needs to be reached through
This would make the community feel more
more of a personal grassroots effort
connected-campaigns after school hours at local
business (ie grocery stores), townhalls in
1118
neighborhoods, etc
It is extremely disappointing to see that most residence Quality schools are a important part of residence
do not care about the quality of local students education. quality of life.
1119
It seemed the district was not serious about wanting 4A the yard signs and District ask and answer
and 4B to pass. It was as if they put it on the ballot and meetings but there didn't appear to be an active
washed their hands. I'm aware of
campaign to push the agenda. (Experienced
1120
campaign mngr)?
I think people are frustrated about changing the schools Expensive, wasteful
1121 from middle to elementary and back again.
100% behind supporting teachers and our schools, but We don't always need new shiny things, but
be fiscally responsible, not $20million for a new
building haven't been up kept and will require lots
1122 elementary when there is one, still being used
of work.
1123 Not concerned about out of district students
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Preschool should not be an after thought or optional

Preschool years form the foundation for critical
social skills and early learning skills such as
1124
phonics and numeracy
Poor board communication on the benefit of building
Costs tomorrow will just be higher and we will face
1125 now before construction costs rise further
capacity crunch in the near term.
I am firmly opposed to 6th grade being in middle school. There is too much pressure on kids already. They
In my opinion, 6th grade should be in elementary or in a do not need the increased stress, bullying and
separate 6th grade center.
pressure of middle school in 6th grade.
1126
That the community needs to some to a consensus and The kids and their education drive the future of the
support that consensus as to what is important for the
district and community
1127 schools
Be specific and keep it simple, so that a kindergartner
You loose my interest quickly. I want to
1128 understand.
understand not go to another meeting
The district has funding and needs to budget by priority. Getting more money isn't always the answer.
When my family has $100.00 and we all want things we
1129 have to prioritize how to spend.
I think there are a lot of residents in Monument that are It could be that the "choiced" in students come
more concerned with property values and taxes, and do from lower taxed areas, the residents in
not want to fund "choiced" in students
Monument may feel they are picking up the tab
1130
long term.
1131 Portables are a viable solution
Nothing wrong with portables for MA
Why would people think $30 mil is a real price?
Weren't the blueprints finished after the ballots
were printed? How did they get real bids from
construction companies without plans 2 give
1132
them?
Commercial growth
Commercial tax revenue is greater than
residential tax revenue. Is the school district and
city leadership maximizing their partnership for
1133
budget $?
Learning should be in my humble opinion as voters we
Over spending, spending with care of budgets is
need to keep to a budget as do all including school
what puts not only personal finance but public in
1134 districts
negative areas.
I voted for the bond and was shocked that it didn't pass.
1135
Mental Health (cont) . Oh, and by the way, you don’t
WE AGREE THAT MENTAL HEALTH IS A
need a Phd in psychology on staff at an individual school MAJOR COMPONENT OF SCHOOL SAFETY.
– seems like an overpaid position.
You just need to use your existing resources more
1136
wisely.
School culture is more important than Mental Health
student community owns implementation of
Counselors. School staff is responsible for setting
acceptable cultural norms. Has school admin
1137 cultural standards –
done enough here?
Dark money brought in from out of state needs to be
1138 investigated and called out.
There was a huge grass roots movement by parents and a clear message, signs were placed strategically,
community members where car window painting events and web sites with information regarding the
were held, members canvased neighborhoods with
increase and use of the funds should they pass.
1139
You pay too much for administration. You need to get
If you don't, you will never get a bond passes.
that spending in check, and put more tiwards kids,
1140 classrooms, and teachers.
D38 needs to address community question over offering Show why to have preschool over private options.
preschool programs when it could use those seats for
OTHER than the fact that D38 gets tuition money
keeping 6th grade in the elementary school.
preschool families. Is it all self-funding? Profit?
1141
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Bringing Creekside MS back online is necessary.
1142
D38 has allowed too much "choice in".
1143
It didn't help Admen 73 was on the ballot.

Overcrowding = less opportunity for our
students,...in electives, clubs, leadership, etc.
Why should D38 property owners be saddled to
pay MLO for kids of non-D38 property ownersD38 can't afford free rides!
Putting a statewide initiative and a local initiative
didn't help. Targeted small businesses severely.

1144
I was disappointed the MA gym was included in the
election. I didn't think it should have been included, and
1145 felt like I was being duped by the board.
The political climate of Monument is toxic to public
education. Until that changes through education and
1146 growth, our district will not get support.
My children received a top notch education in D38.I am
relieved and thankful that they are mostly done. I would
1147 not bring kids into this district now.
Opposition set the stage for the discussion. Those in
support were put on the defense quickly. Need more
concise, issue-based tag lines to set the
1148
Accountability with funds
1149
Is there a way to do a mail campaign re: educating them
of funding differences? Individual school meeting
1150 sessions (PTO?).
I think there are people who didn't understand why the
money was needed.
1151
The board of education waisted too much time, months
in fact, getting behind a vetted plan from the long term
1152 planning committee.
Passing school tax is a bit like potty training.

Our teachers, staff, and families of public
education are feeling the disdain from the
community for public education.
It is the community that is failing, not the teachers.
I wish we lived in am more diverse, supportive
and tolerant town.
stage for the community conversations. For
example, "address overcrowding in our schools vote yes", "keep our kids safe at school - vote
yes."
Highest property taxes in El Paso county and
lowest paid teachers.

I believe people are happy with the schools, but
they don't want to spend money without knowing it
is completely necessary.
They waisted too much time and were not able to
establish an effective campaign.
The community has control over few things and
school tax is one of them. Without incentive,
many will vote down just because they can.

1153
My impression is that the bond did not pass bc so many 2nd bc the way the debt was financed.
of our community are retired and education is not a value
1154 for them.
There were many reasons why people voted no. Many Again, they were not listened too and unfairly
people were not worried about a tax hike but were made judged and that turns folks off
to feel like anyone who voted no was stingey
1155
Take a look...
Please look at https://www.wsd3.org/Page/4392
and see how a mere $14 per month is spent.
Broken down by school, Chrome books, STEM
labs, Security Cams
1156
The Bond and the MLO may be separate items on the
One part passed without is not the best scenario.
ballot, but both lead to the same place - making room for The bond is for the building and the MLO is for
those that want a D38 education.
building security and possible staffing needs.
1157
To clearly present items to be voted on.
I believe people did not understand so they voted
1158
negatively
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I’ve never seen any school district take so much input
from a community before. I’ve also never seen a
community so involved in every little detail.
1159
Use current resources instead of making new. Grace
Best already exists and is currently being used for other
purposes. Request funds to fix it up.

We have an elected school board and
administrators for a reason. If it’s best to move
grades around, there doesn’t need to be a
community vote.
Undeniably, it would cost less to fix Grace Best.
Take the time now. If this district keeps growing,
we may need this bldg, as well as a new one.

1160
Get over the sins of the past

Didn't live here when bond for PRHS passed.
Many voters feel deceived. The LPSD board then
was comprised of different people than now.

More advertisement. Find a better way to disseminate
information.

Most people in the community are getting info
from signs and social media. I only saw true bond
info from the district handed out in schools.

D38 talked at a Kiwanis meeting

Only discussed the pros. No other discussion
about the cons.
Do some research on Douglas County and
Thompson Valley schools, they were late, but
figured it out...it's begun here!

1161

1162
1163
Big money being spent to move more charter schools
into Monument, Don't fall for their negative campaign
1164 against public schools.
Felt that not enough information was shared about the
needs for a new school. What research was done, was
1165 MA new school figured in.
It seemed as though quite a bit of the money was going
1166 to Monument Academy
Was this particular email (with this forum) sent to
EVERYONE in the community or just the ones with kids
in school?
1167
D38 should stop allowing families outside of the district
1168 to choice in.
Elementary School Issue

Tax payers should not be responsible for paying
for charters
Get everyone's feedback by including those w/o
kids and/or an option for the not so technology
minded. This app is kind of limited it seems.
As a tax paying homeowner, I don’t want my kids
in overcrowded schools!
I want multiple bids from contractors to find the
best for the least amount of money or better yet
renovate the current old school to get up to date.

1169
It's obvious to me that Grace Best is NOT the solution or any part thereof - so I'd hope that in future that could
be put to rest as a possibility.
1170
The recommendation of the long-range planning
committee shouldn't have been ignored. The Board is
1171 using long-term financing for a short-term solution
Communities including parents get tired of repeated
requests for $$$
1172
I have a hard time trusting the government with my
money.
1173
Educate the community on "Charter Construction" (25
year buildings) to School District operated building
Construction (100 year buildings)
1174
The public needs to be better educated.
1175

So much time, energy and resources wasted
chasing that idea when it's not viable (access,
parking, space, etc). Put those resources to
selling need.
Bonds should finance a long range planning not
needs only 12-18 months out. The data and
Easy for the district to lose confidence and
respect from the community and parents if the first
solution is to raise taxes
I felt duped when PRHS was built, even when the
MLO for its operation failed. We were duped
again when the I-25 expansion was made into a
toll-road.
You have opposition glorifying Charter
construction costs without understanding
ramifications of quality of construction and long
term maintenance
If they are truly educated on the need for the new
school, they are more likely to vote for it.
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1176 No new taxes or debt borrowing.
The MLO seemed to infringe too much into family
matters.

Be financially responsible.
The concept of wellness is best left to the family to
address for their own children. Perhaps adding a
class for parenting could result in less risk.

1177
With state and federal education money increasing, can Asking the homeowners to front the entire cost
1178 some of that money be used for a new school?
seems a big ask.
You First!
For all who say a 70 plus year school GB is an
option, you put your kids in there. It has mold,
asbestos, it stinks every time we go to Farmers
1179
Market
Allowing D38 employees to hammer locals on social
The constant cheerleading and absolute
media on the bond and mlo was not really in your best
hammering of your talking points all over social
interests.
media prevented avg folks from having any
1180
reasonable debate.
Co voting with amendment 73 could have deterred
the Combination of multiple votes on different
support
funding issues could have split the vote or
1181
seemed like a windfall if it all passes
I learned that as an educator that the community doesn't I don't feel valued at all.
value what we do. They are more worried about their
small amount of money that they will save
1182
The community lacks knowledge about school
Schools like LPMS and BCES are way
overcrowding.
overcrowded. The bond and mill levy would have
done much to deal with the problem, like providing
1183
new buildings
There was not enough positive publicity explaining why A knee-jerk reaction against raising taxes has to
voters should vote for the bond issues.
be countered with clear, reasonable and
persuasive arguments for voting for the bond
1184
issue.
The school board needs to make the decision much
This is important as the community needs good
earlier so they have time to educate the community on
information on why the Bond and Mill are essential
1185 the school district's needs.
for the District.
Unused resources.
There is already Grace Best. Get it up to code
1186
and it will be less cost in the long run.
We can't just build better echo chambers
I saw efforts to communicate why we needed this,
but it was always in the form of "come to this
1187
meeting." That doesn't work
1188 We need to learn why it did not pass
This will help us reformulate a new plan
Locals are very suspicious when a Teachers Union
Flashy expensive campaign had lots of
funded lobbyist outside the community donates
information presented and communicated broadly.
thousands of dollars to promote an issue.
Communication isnt the problem; Poor Decisions
1189
are problematic.
I support the construction of the pre-K-8 campus on the Increase in ES and MS seats in southern part of
1190 current BCES property
the community
There needs to be another solution
These drastic changes being discussed are not
the solution and it will be very disruptive to our
children. There needs to be a better solution
1191
found.
Bottom line, you as school superintendent should start
It is too easy for govt entities to ask for more
managing and quit “rubber stamping” your expenses.
money, and more difficult to actually run an
1192
efficient organization.
I was shocked that the two issues proposed were voted I want to know why voters were overwhelmingly
down by a more than 2 to 1 margin.
opposed to building a school for future growth.
1193
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Start promoting programs for all students, not just the
best and brightest.
1194
People may have felt that Grace Best was not fully
1195 explored as an option.
Meet the minimum
1196
The school board is not thinking of the best interest of
1197 our children.
By helping Monument Academy out it helps the whole
community. I'm not sure why the ire against them.

Start promoting kids who are involved in CTE
programs, and alternative paths to graduation,
these kids are no less valuable than your straight
A kid
It may be a big saver of tax money rather than a
new building.
How did we miss the cutoff for including reasons
to vote for bond & mill levy!
Why are they so slow to take action on our
growing community
Charter schools help to cut down on class sizes in
the public schools so by giving them some money
it was a cheap way help the public schools.

1198
I would like to not have YES or NO campaigns, but
thorough, factual, well vetted information provided
1199 directly from the school district.
Tired of Miscommunications

1200
the responsibility to expand student capacity should not
1201 be placed on the existing residence
Overall home ownership costs would be too high.

1202
1203 Didn’t feel I understood enough to support
The D38 community is skeptical of investing in schools
because they want to avoid taxes
1204
Negative elements are louder than the hard workers in
1205 the trenches.
Not all schools involved in Bond
1206
The idea that they want to put this right on the ballot in
Nov 2019 is sad. Fix the problem. Don`t denigrate the
1207 community with yet another failure.
There were ample opportunities to get information about
expansion in our community and the proposed solutions
1208
The community has declined to participate in solving the
problems our district faces. Generating ideas from a
1209 comfortable distance is impotence.
Most everyone knows the schools are overcrowded and
that the community is growing.
1210
D38 has a history of saying one thing in or being vague
in ballot language and doing something else.
1211
At one meeting, I attended, a board member pointed out
that the previous MLO for Palmer Ridge would be
1212 expiring in 1 year.
Get over Grace Best being used! The research showed
1213 it wasn't feasible. Move on!

Having YES or NO factions does not advance
solutions.
I am dreading Wednesdays because I get the TLT
and notice another meeting not informed on
(Connection and Conversation) don't assume
everyone on FB
burdening existing residence
Home costs in the area are already high and
increasing property taxes make home ownership
unaffordable here and soon will approach Denver
area costs.
Interest in bond very unreasonable
A different way of financing the required
investments in education is needed to meet the
needs of students as the D38 community doesn't
value educatio
More people hear the negative and believe them
even if they are inaccurate.
All schools in the district should have been part of
the Bond/MLO

This showed that the district was attempting to
meet the needs of the community by sharing
information in various settings.
The schools need to start scaling back what they
can sustainably offer in order to retain and protect
their staff.
The perception is that the District would not use
the money as voted for if the bond and mill levy
passed.
The 1999 MLO is a great example. Supposed to
be for all schools but MA didn't get any funding
until it sued the district.
This would be good to point out since the net
taxes would then equal out.
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I am tired of being asked for money constantly.
1214
I voted for both the bond and the mill levy and I feel so
angry at our community for not passing it. It’s like no
1215 one here cares about kids.
There are a large group of people in this district that will
always vote NO no matter what the district does.
1216
Our community consists of a majority of people who do
not like taxes, and will not vote for new taxes for
1217 education since their children are now adult
1218 Hold the leader accountable for this debacle
Make extra high school space into temporary middle
school.

You get property taxes, state and federal funding.
Do better with what you already have
Because we need to fund our future.

It will be very hard to pass any sort of mill levy
unfortunately

The middle school is so overcrowded and there is
only one. There is room at both high schools so
make that into middle school space.

1219
Grace Best only holds 250 students.Too small for an
1220 elementary school now.
There were two distinct sides to the issues: one being
pro and the other con. No clear non-partisan summary
1221 of the requirement.
You have chased all of the conservatives off the board.
Now you have an emperor that is naked and the rest of
1222 the board will say nothing.
1223 Raising taxes should not be the first solution
I hope this doesn't happen in LP-38. It's a wonderful
school district that is small enough to recognize hurdles
1224 and the foresight to see upcoming
Understand that it was not a cut and dry decision for
1225 most
1226 I don't want my taxes to go up any higher .
Meeting the needs of Special Needs and Emotional
1227 Needs students.
1228 This community supports its youth.
You need to change your staffing priorities. (Hint: when
private industry has stagnant revenue, it reallocates
1229 resources to meet needs – does not hire
The loss of the superintendent is a major blow. I am
concerned that the school board is going to be crippled
1230 and distracted by this.
Additional taxes to those only making $150k or more is
1231 not a fair way to tax.
I don't want to pay more security guards. Do I care
about safety? Of course!!
1232
Past History
1233
Already learned - the community isn't behind the
staff/leadership who take care of our kids every minute
1234 the students are in our care in our schools.
Instead of utilizing Grace Best you want brand new.
Stewardship is a real thing and I don’t believe the district
1235 stewards what that have at their
The entire community need to know D38 respects
parents, trusts in our students, and puts our local values
1236 ahead of our wallets.

School board is spending a lot of money on
advertising -- get a 3d party to outline the issue.
D38 board members do not build affinity with the
community when it counts when they looks past
those who are funding the district
to save money
challenges

When people feel like they are being lumped in
with naysayers it creates more naysayers
I am taxed enough already .
The Charter does not have the resources to meet
either on e of these groups of students.
additional resources.)

We need stronger leadership on the board. You
have enough information to move forward, act
with boldness.
A percentage of overall tax keeps the tax amount
relevant to individual income.
I feel like there are more innovative ways to
protect our students and adding personnel costs
for security seems ineffective.
Based on the previous MLO and Bonds not
passing, I am not surprised this did not pass.
staff morale, student safety, having what is
needed to provide the best instruction and
environments possible for our kids
Disposal. People work hard for their money and
don’t want support something when there is a
more cost effective solution.
Prove that the district values the community
ahead of common core agendas.
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As a community member, I never saw any information
on what exactly the tax impact would be on my property
1237 tax.
The communications department is bloated. Public
schools are a monopoly and don`t need an advertising
campaign ever. 250k is too much to spend.
1238
We need a longer time frame to educate the community
1239
Through taxation the State of Colorado and the federal
government are responsible for education funding.

For instance I never saw what the tax impact
each month would be on a property based on say
a $400,000 house .

When local taxpayers start accepting additional
financial responsibility for education, then it skews
the true cost of education.

1240
We need a way to make sure administrators are not paid
1241 more than teachers.
Because this is a high performing district...I fear people
1242 wonder why we should spend more money.
Again, people are very uninformed. Local ballot issue are
NEVER in the Blue book. Only state wide issues and
1243 judges.
No one went out to actively explain.
1244

I saw many who we're worried the money would
not go where it needed to.
I'm afraid people don't really understand the
needs of the district

Most people are not going to come to you, you
need to go to them: Stores, door to door, mail
fliers, etc

The sudden, seemingly last-minute inclusion of funds for
Monument Academy turned off many voters and made
1245 them vote against the proposal.
School Bond (cont) Voters realize that there is a natural MA funding (sincere?). You need to set that aside
animosity of the school district with competing charter
and come to the realization that you need to get
schools. Nice carrot though, adding
competitive in your educational offerings.
1246
You say it is more expensive to renovate Grace Best
Who are you getting the estimates through?? I
than to build a new school?? How has every other district don’t think you have really explored enough
1247 in our state eliminated asbetos??
renovation options at Grace Best.
Monument Academy
The district never supported The Academy
previously. But directed ballot wording to be
1248
devious in some way supporting the school.
No more secret meetings - make all meetings in public Transparency = Less Suspicion and stronger buy1249 light.
in from the community.
Many people in this community dont really support public They don’t see if as an investment in the future .
1250 education.
People must believe there is a better approach than new I am trying to be diplomatic about the outcome but
buildings for providing a suitable space for our children I was disappointed for our elementary students to
to learn in.
remain in such a huge school at Bear Creek.
1251
The campaign also needs to appear more grassroots
The opposition campaign had "cute" little
with homemade signs and an active presence on social homemade signs and were very active on social
1252 media including Nextdoor.com
media.
D38 patrons would like to better understand why our
TCAs success appears to be linked to the support
district does not endorse Monument Academy in the
& respect they receive from D20.
1253 same manner that D20 endorses TCA.
I don't want to pay for more mental health professionals. Schools can not replace the role of parents or
medical professionals. School is for learning. We
need to focus on paying our teachers more.
1254
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The outcome is not reflective of what the parents of
school aged children wanted.
1255

1256

1257

1258

1259
1260
1261

I feel our community was not behind this due to
their lack of involvement in schools and
knowledge of the true need we have for space.
I'm an MA parent. It seemed like you included us, then
weren't fully including us as beneficiaries. Are we
you didn't, then you did again. I was confused, still am. I accepted as part of D38 or not?
felt like you wanted MA votes but
Negative D38 social media site spews wrong information ask those on that site, how often they volunteer or
that others take as accurate
check how many positive posts they have about
D38 (ZERO)
Spending/Budgeting
I recently did an experiment in my own check
book about how much $$ I waste on frivolous
things. Communicate to community on how D38 is
managing costs
Administration is BLOATED
Principal, Vice Principal, Dean of Students, and Gd knows how many more. Spend on students, not
on bureaucracy.
I did vote yes and district 38 has given my children a
great education
STOP asking Taxpayers for more money!!! Enough..
Students are getting a quality education at the middle
Getting all that in needed with current setup.
school and are going to high school prepared.

1262
The reason LPMS is so overcrowded is because the
new elementary school to begin with. Poor
district decided to turn Creekeside Middle school into an planning !!!!!
elementary school instead of building a
1263
Can you provide data on how many split their votes
between the two propositions? That would be important
1264 to inderstanding what happened
Lack of getting the importance of the MLO out.
1265
One of our main concerns with the failure to pass the
1266 bonds is security improvements at PW.
The majority of the public DID NOT pass this bond.

Were people opposed to raising all revenue, or
just the methods proposed?
Voters had really no idea about the MLO and what
it consisted of.

Based on past shenanigans of the board (8-10 +
years ago- primarily the building of PRHS), the
public has no confidence in how the board
1267
handles money
You spoke about growth but don’t have the proof that the Plus the time it would take to build a new building
town is growing at the rate you claim. Certainly not $60 would the growth rate be what you claim?
1268 million worth.
Doubtful.
4.Have you done enough with improving the “inclusive” In this case, inclusive means ALL STUDENTS.
culture within schools and the student community?
Especially at the high school level, pressures to
feel accepted can be brutal.
1269
As property values increases property taxes increase
automatically and d38 revenue increases it is
1270 disingenuous to ignore this.
I have been very saddened by how anti-teacher so many
people in Monument (e.g on social media like NextDoor)
1271 are.... it kind of makes me want to move
MA/Charter Schools are in direct competition with public Your growing your competition when they are
schools for students/funds, I would never support any
included.
1272 issue that includes charter schools
We live in Village Center Estates in monument . They ... Need is more taxes.
have slowly been increasing our fees and our taxes over
1273 the last two years. The last thing we
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'Vote No' signs overwhelmed the meager 'Vote Yes'
showing--who paid for all that, and why didn't the District
1274 budget for a better showing? Flyers?
Charter schools want public education to fail...some of
1275 you are falling right into their plan
I wrote postcards and had signs on my property. It’s a
sad reality about our community. Shortsited and selfish.
1276
Have one down one to go.

If you don't do this right, you lose--as the District
did in the last several years. Time to get the
campaign act together

We will need lots of families to move in and
demand quality for our schools. We will lose many
talented teachers. I wouldn’t work in this
environment.
We choiced one kid out of dist this fall, will do the
other soon as other districts near us appreciate
staff, kids and parents better then here.

1277
If you live near the school then traffic is a concern of
adding another school. Parents already drive too fast
1278 and don't pay attention.
Tired teachers makes for poor education and the kids
suffer the most. Maybe having more teachers to
students our suicide rate would go down.
1279
Tax rates do not require increases when area growth
organically provides increased revenues.We are now
1280 realizing that it is all about increased
1281 Additional growth will produce additional revenue
2.In terms of middle school enrollment, you need to
continue some critical thinking in the area of efficient use
1282 of existing/projected facilities.
I was surprised that it didn't pass. There was an
orchestrated effort against it the week before the
1283 election.
In this area, tax increases will most likely be voted down
1284 due to political reasons.
The results of the recent election are extremely
disappointing.
1285
From watching a the last board meeting it seemed that
the modular the seniors used was an option to be used
at middle school
1286
I attended the community forum before the election and
anyone who tried to offer a different opinion then the
School Board was shut down.
1287
1288 Dont raise taxes
Use what you have more wisely. This is a well provided
1289 for school district.
The growth of our community is undeniable and yet
1290 continues to be unaknowledged by so many.
I thought the district took the appropriate steps to explain
the impact of growth on our schools.
1291
When we first moved here in 1979, we approved of the
district and the way it was run.
1292

How about building Creekside to go through, and
adding lights and getting that first setup to maybe
handle the additional traffic.
The teachers would have more time to know the
student, less time to categorize them with others,
and allow more time in class for students to work.
salaries and benefits and NOT about improved
services.

One idea is to expand 8th grade into high school
facilities (out of the box thinking, but that is what
you are paid for).
It seemed a no brainer...but the anti people were
better organized.
Some support the privatization of education and
believe taxation is theft.
It seems that a majority of residents in District #38
don't understand the crowding issues that are
taken place in our schools.
I feel like this is wrong and seems like a back
handed way to "punish" seniors for not voting yes.
Many Many families voted this down not just
seniors
It was insulting to be in the audience at the
community forum and see how the Board treated
community members who wanted to voice
different opinions
I am a taxpayer who pays attention. I will not
support new taxes.

It seemed that our community understood the
need, but still chose not to vote for more funding.
You had a person in charge at one time who
ruined our faith that the right things were being
done. That has not been restored.
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It's the age of crowd funding

People crowd fund all sorts of stupid stuff why not
put it out there and see, you might be surprise.

1293
I voted NO, because I felt the district wasn't maintaining, Why give more assets when they have shown
managing, scheduling and leveraging the resources they they can't manage what they have.
1294 already had.
Must be all the Californian's!
That like to say tax's will fix the problems, at what
point is enough enough? Tax's never fix problems
1295
they just cause debt.
Regarding the bond issue:
I don't want to borrow money and pass this debt
on to future generations. Once we start paying
additional loan payments, how will we ever stop?
1296
Ignoring existing building infrastructure shows a
I could see a future of a Middle school and
complete waste of resources.
elementary school in Jackson Creek AND Grace
1297
Best being open in Monument.
Concerned for the future
With the lack of room and possibly major changes
being talked about for middle school, preK, and
elementary we may not end up staying in this
1298
district
I have had no problems with school resources.
If not broke, then really nothing to fix. Extra
money would just get extras and I am not willing to
1299
pay for extras.
People in this community specified they wanted more
The measure to fund these staff members was
mental health and security personnel in our schools.
not passed.
1300
Throwing more money at an entity/situation in no way
IRT facilities/infrastructure/learning materials,
guarantees the desired outcome.
LPSD appears to be more-than-adaquately
1301
provisioned.
Too many things in each initiative.
People may want to support part of the bond but
1302
not all.
1303 The budget went up $4M over the last 2 years
Why do you need even more?
Room for Interpretation
By generically saying the money "maybe used" for
is not okay. As a parent I first see this as abuse of
"power" and that the money would be taken.
1304
The retiree and empty nester population has to be
Educate why our students deserve the appropriate
reached.
learning space and the severe consequences if
the bond/MLO doesn't pass (ie. portables,
1305
crowding)
I need to know every avenue for money is exhausted
This election seemed like the District was just
before you ask for more.
being lazy and asking for more instead of using
1306
what they have.
Fiscal Relativism is not the equivalent of fiscal
the district previously considered a $90M plan for
responsibility
two schools - reducing the expanse and cost to
$36M does not justify unnecessary debt
1307
Our community is selfish and doesn't support our kids or As long as the majority of our community doesn't
our teachers.
value our kids, teachers, and schools then
1308
ultimately nothing will get passed.
Very upset the bond/mill levy didn't pass. I am very
It is extremely short sighted to have valued a
frustrated with my community and frankly, I'm
small difference in property taxes more than a
1309 considering moving out of this district.
strong, thriving school district.
Grace Best needs to be renovated.
It's in poor condition and is utilized by clubs and
home schoolers. Could have more options if
1310
renovated as well.
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The problem is you are not responsible with the money
you get and expect to raise taxes every time you need
1311 something.
Stop pushing more taxes when other options are
available
1312
Grace best
1313

1314

1315

1316

There are additional options available to us than
just building a very expensive new school.

I'm not familiar with the building but hearing you
have a building you won't use, tells me you are
wasteful.
This district needs to recognize that significant growth is sizes and improve teaching methods.
occurring and we have to manage it effectively with more
schools to decrease classroom
Message was that the schools are expanding/at capacity Many in this community resist growth and will
and we needed more
work against it. The message needed to focus
more on decreasing their property values.
The community has to feel the impact of the
Once parents are inconvenienced maybe they’ll
overcrowding and lack of resources.
vote to improve the situation. Make split MS
schedule: 6am- noon and noon-6pm to have room
for all kids
Our current BOD does not manage $ well.
Not gonna vote for more $ to be used IF the
current board is in power. They have not proven to
me that they can handle funds appropriately.

1317
If you had separated the bond from the tax, I would have The nature of a bond is an acceptable method in
voted yes on the bond.
which to get D38 the funding they need while
1318
keeping in check our taxes.
Current facilities
Are we utilizing all current facilities? If not why?
Could renovations to places like BEST be more
1319
cost effective?
VERY UNHAPPY the district is thinking centralized
The worst idea. How would parents who live 30
preschool is a solution
minutes from Monument get both their elementary
and preschool kids to school on time.
1320
Voters did not educate themselves by participating in
The opponents were loud and aggressive so
district meetings. More explanation of money and
those who are not aware of bond and MLP easily
1321 location needed.
swayed.
Getting support from the entire community to pass next Go visit with senior citizens as much as possible
time
so they feel included in how the mill levy impacts
1322
them
New staff
To contine.. we need more support to help our
students sort through all this stuff for their well
1323
being.
New staff and mental health professionals
Times have changed. Our kids’ face so many
different challenges. They are not always able to
1324
understand what is going on.
People think that the schools have been success so far Unfortunately this is just some peoples rational.
on a shoe string budget - why should they need funding
1325 or improvement?
Timing of the next mill levy election
Not to hurry right back next year but use modulars
for specials or support staff until it passes
1326
maybe explain what you are asking us to give our
1327 opinion on. Show the levy you are referring to.
Consider year long schooling or perhaps shift schedules The solution must be a holistic approach with
for elementary and middle school while keeping siblings multiple avenues and options. This is not a binary
1328 together.
problem with a binary solution.
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Figure out how to be part of 2/3 club.

According to Chalkbeat, of all the MLO and bonds
put on ballot in all Colorado, 2/3 of districts said
yes, 1/3 said no. Figure out how to 2/3 club.

1329
Board needs to do what they choose and quit trying to
1330 please entire community
Shouldn’t have converted Bear Creek in the first place
1331
The relationship between D38 schools and Monument
Academy is confusing. Do they provide the same
1332 access, athletics, and education options?
I feel as if the community dislikes educators and pins us
as the enemy of their taxes. Taxes are more valuable
than a child's education.
1333
The opposition is motivated by partisan money and
greed. Opposition tells people its about local control
when they are in fact outside money.
1334
Conservative mindset

Enough with all the discussions on what to do.
Board should make decisions and do it.
Complete waste of tax payers money
can’t we just share student seats across all
schools?

Voting no on 4A/4B evidenced that people do not
care for the work load we carry. Class siz and
safety make our job more enjoyable regardless of
$.
Our community has been too silent and mannerly
as we have watched outside money come into our
elections and influence voters. The effort is
crafted.
The overwhelming preponderance of D38's
population is WASP. Paying more taxes scrapes
their inner core despite the effect of increased
1335
property values
School Bond (cont) Monument Academy is expanding its impact of their capacity on your projected student
facility and student capacity. We do not believe that you enrollment. It is hard to believe that this area can
have accurately accounted for the
support 3 high schools w/o excess capacity.
1336
I am extremely grateful for the current school board and I am very concerned we won't be able to keep a
the superintendent who have tirelessly fought for
strong school board with the attitude of the small
1337 increased funding despite personal attacks.
but very vocal opposition.
I don’t understand why we can’t pass tax increases to
Why do local voters vote down education funding?
fund our kid’s education?
If you think education is expensive, try ignorance.
1338
People don’t want new/more taxes
There are a lot of retired folks in our area, on a
fixed income, and/or who don’t care about our
1339
students
Stop trying to silence the objectors , of which there are
When you lose 2 to 1 you cant simply ask for the
now at least 13,500 of us .
anything for awhile . Because 1 year is not enough
1340
to fix your 11 yqae problem.
1341 Thank you
Negativity towards Charters
This is an exclusive and intolerant mindset. It’s
detrimental to our community and district. Won’t
vote for something that tries to exclude charters.
1342
Opting In
stop allowing so many in our school district to
make that room for students who actually live in
the district. We moved here to be guaranteed a
1343
spot.
Borrow the money!
Why would you take a Bond with horrible rates vs
a bank loan at historic low interest rates? A
1344
payday loan would be cheaper.
Priorities in this community are out of whack!
Parents have no problem putting Guci slides on
kids feet, buying Iphone 10x phones, even a few
kids at PR have Teslas for goodness sake!
1345
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Many retirees in the area prioritize minimizing their taxes Retirees make up a significant portion of the local
over the education of the next generation
population and are voting against tax increases.
1346
1347 No more taxes for over-priced schools
30M is way to much for only 600 seats
The old MLOs/bonds should expire before new funds are
1348 requested.
Building another school is a waste of money
Has the district consider redoing boundary lines?
This should be the first step. Is Palmer Ridge at
1349
full capacity? Please address this
Use Grace Best. Stop wasting taxpayer $.
Grace Best is there. Use it! Stop trying to fund
shiny new expensive schools and use the assets
1350
that are available.
You ask why the mill levy override did not pass.
are NOT being efficient with the more than
Residents feel that OVERALL, we are taxed ENOUGH. adequate funding they already receive.
The message being sent is that our public entities
1351
Where is the Pot and Lottery money?
These activities promised support to our schools
1352
1353 Need to fix Tabor and state funding.
Shouldn't the State help? More and more move to CO
the more that is collected it benefits the school to
and with that they pay CO income taxes the more people try and get money from the State so the State can
1354 that move to the state
grow even more.
Continued from above - regarding mental health
I don't think mental health professionals have the
professionals. I do believe many children benefit from
freedom needed to address the problems in a
1355 mental health professionals.
school setting so its a waste of money.
Past financial indiscretions hurt this measure.
Some people cannot let go of the past and them
bringin up hurts from 10 years ago derailed this
1356
measure.
It is no secret that our community consists of a large
These people do not have children in the school
percentages of over school aged children age. They
system and do not have a horse in the race, as it
1357 voted accordingly.
were.
Better Communication
We need to reach those who are inclined to vote
1358
against tax increases
Don't build another convectional school, move with the
Waiting list for schools that flip learning the lesson
times and build a school to compete with charter
at home or in a lab before teachers interacting
schools. Build a magnet school with labs.
with students to solve the challenging part.
1359
Stop spending money like it endless. Use the current
school year round. Before you talk of building new
1360 schools.
MA is adding 800 new seats. This will help the
overcrowding. Time to admit this is a fact. D38 is adding
1361 zero.
1362 Was not justified for the TRUE needs
The cost was TOO high and felt fudged.
You are asking for our money. We aren't a
1363
money tree.
St. Peter Catholic School Monument
St. Peter Catholic School is planning on
expansion of it's K-8 school. If GB is reopened,
that will impact traffic in that area greatly.
1364
I feel political motivations played into citizens voting
People could not see beyond a political party’s
decisions more than common sense.
compulsory voting norms to consider the actual
1365
needs of our growing community.
4A was not a good measure. Need for security and dogs It looked like an attempt to appease those that
1366 is overstated.
want to arm our teachers.
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Do Better

1367
Opting In

for these bonds because I was misinformed.
Clean this mess up and try again and keep
EVERYONE involved and not just behind closed
doors.
One fact I found interesting that went against
these bonds was that there was so many students
opting into this school district. Maybe its time to

1368
Why should we say yes to more taxes when the high
taxes we're already paying are mismanaged and
1369 wasted?
School Bond (cont) 3.Year round school was too
quickly discounted as an option. This would provide
more efficient use of existing facilities.
1370
There’s a group of people who don’t think the
government should be involved in educating children.
1371
It’s very hard to ‘star’ anything on here when people
1372 keep putting multiple thoughts in.
1373 I voted yes
Need to find alternative ways to raise funds
1374
Charge for "choice" students
1375

The government has already proven over and
over again that they are not going to be good
stewards of our tax dollars.
We understand the allure of a shiny new school
and that obtaining more funding to build that
school would be the EASIEST OPTION for you
as admins.
They will never support public schools; they will
only support charter schools and vouchers.
What if I agree with one thought but not another
one?
I support the School District 110%
We live in an area that has a majority of people
who are retired, don’t have kids in the district, or
are transient with military.
If a student comes to D38 from another district,
they should pay for the education. "Choice" to
other districts is BAD BUSINESS!

Interest Only Loan? Who in their right mind would think
it was a good idea to take out that kind of loan, just to
1376 make the initial payments seem low?
I am frustrated that those most outspoken against the
They were not interested in an honest
mill levy have little to no professional experience working assessment of our local situation but seemed to
in public education.
care only about following some national
1377
conservative agenda.
My guess is bonds/taxes won’t pass because community You would think property prices would affect their
members without kids in school vote no.
decision but the school seems to still rank well
1378
without increased funding.
Admin wasted too much time trying to convince people
1379 we need two schools.
Preschool needs to be in private buildings unless special Too many 4 year olds taking up needed space.
1380 needs.
1381 I'm all for improving security and safety
For safety an dpeace of mind
a large part of the population seems to believe that ANY need to mobilize the majority that don't think this
tax is inappropriate a priori
way to perceive these efforts as part of a
comprehensive community investment strategy w
1382
ROI
Reduce non-teaching staff as much as possible to
Perhaps start what other districts nationwide have
reserve more funds for teachers and educational
done and actively recruit parent and community
1383 material.
volunteers.
Is security really needed?
We have no reason to have security, maybe allow
retired veterans to volunteer! Just a thought
1384
Overcrowding is a MYTH
"Although research has highlighted the perks of
reduced class sizes... there is little evidence that it
benefits students" - Opencolleges.com
1385
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D38 Administration and School Board was not
transparent when presenting info to voters- example
1386 actual cost to homeowners to build new schools
Centralized preschool is a bad idea

How can we trust an organization who tried to hid
the long range cost to build the schools in the
district
If this is how the district goes we unfortunately
would not be utilizing their preschool option. It just
wouldn't work for us as a family.

1387
People are not wanting to pay for unnecessary things.
1388
Our kids are not as good as everyone thinks and the
vocal parents are demanding and unappreciative. I’m
happy my kids will be graduating soon. The fut

The future is bleak. How do you explain the
importance of a highly respectable district to
ignorant people??

1389
District 38 provides a quality education- why pay more?

LP is an excellent school district and I think the
community doesn't see a need to pay more when
they are already receiving the best education
1390
around.
I greatly appreciated that Monument Academy was
MA helps relieve district pressure for seats. We
included in some way (finally)
pay taxes for this public school, like all other
1391
schools in the district.
D38 appears to be biased against MA which gives D38 a MA offers a competitive alternative (re: fiduciary)
negative public opinion.
to educate our kids and should be welcomed
within D38 - maybe D38 could learn from them.
1392
Unfortunately, what it took for voters to realize that
additional funding was important, was a district that has
1393 been in demise for almost 10 years.
Colorado residents seem cheap when it comes to taxes They don't accept many increases in taxes.
Therefore it's harder to get them to agree for
1394
taxes to increase
Drug problems at schools are concerning to public If we no longer have a "zero tolerance" policy, why
school volunteers, substitutes, community members in
support our schools.
1395 the know.
The resistance to the district initiatives seems to be
Those who are uninformed can be easily
1396 relatively influential.
manipulated.
1397 We need to make do with what we have.
The East side of the district seems to be ignored when
The district growth is huge east of I25. Folks
sites for a new school are considered
would like to see a building closer to the students
1398
in Black Forest
I do not live in the district, but in Douglas County. It took want any tax increase. It seems that the retirees
many years to even have a mill & bond on the ballot.
did not feel a tax increase for school funding was
1399 Many conservative voters did not
relevant to them.
Better inform the community, I was not aware of the
I voted no because I wasn't aware of the specifics.
specifics. Mail out information? Possibly this was done
1400 but I don't recall ever seeing anything.
3.Hiring this bevy of “Mental Health” counselors will be a mental health counselor due to the stigma if and
waste of money. We have raised teenagers and there is when their classmates found out.
1401 no way they would want to see a
So many fail to understand!
A new elementary would have still been
1402
overcrowded the first day it opened the doors.
What I continue to see is the State of Colorado not
this to continue. It seems like the mill levy and
taking care of it's responsibilities. By passing a mill levy bond issue were the easiest solution, not the best
1403 and a bond issue, taxpayers allow
solution.
Do Better with what you have
Re-use Bear Creek. Why do we need a NEW
building when we have a perfectly good one on
1404
the West side of town.
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No new taxes

We spend more per capita on education than any
civilization in the history of mankind and our
results get worse ever year. No new taxes.

1405
Why don’t we build schools on the west side as
well?
Why can't schools operate beyond their facilities. Middle By staying facility focused, we are limiting our
school teams should be aligned to / leverage open space options to solve the problem.
1407 in other facilities.
I am disappointed in this community who is a middle to This community does not value education for the
upper class community who wouldn't pay $14/month
greater good and they are selfish and holding
grudges against Superintendent and Board.
1408
I have significant concerns about the Trilakes community This community's failure to pass a bond or MLO is
and the lack of support for our schools. I've never met so criminal. Our children are at risk and our teachers
1409 many CHEAP wealthy people.
and staff deserve more.
I have EXPERIENCE with D38
I have 4 children and have lived here for 10 years.
3 kids graduated, thank G-d. I've seen the
vileness of D38, money won't fix your problems!
1410
The district has many areas to cut costs. How many are Like many districts, the bloated staff takes dollars
on staff and have no direct contact teaching students?
that could go to higher teacher pay.
1411
The Tri-Lakes are is dominated by political conservatives
who are hostile public education and tax increases of
1412 any kind, and nothing will change.
I am frustrated with our community’s lack of support for I believe actions speak louder than words
our schools . I hear people say they support the
1413 schools, but the actions don’t align.
I am extremely disappointed in our community in not
passing these bills that would benefit our schools and
1414 children.
1.In terms of school safety, manage your priorities.
teaching assistants for special education and
Why aren’t school safety resource officers now the
many additional resources for ESL students.
highest staffing priority? You have many
Those are apparently higher priority than school
1415
safety.
Grace Best and Traffic
I know a lot of folks say just reopen GB. But what
will that do to traffic downtown. How do the
churches and residents there feel about that?
1416
Door to door canvasing of neighbors could bring positive Canvasing could provide face to face information
impact.
about the ballot measure and help clear up
misconceptions about the cost to homeowners.
1417
I found the community outreach/discussion sessions to They made me feel like I was an important team
be very inclusive and informative.
member in the development of the best plan for
1418
the district's expansion.
I’m sad it didn’t pass, for the sake of our kids.
However, i know that if another measure passed,
it would have raised taxes too much, so I
1419
understand voters didn’t want that.
Retirement community
Until the demographics change, voters without
school age children will not vote to increase taxes
1420
No new taxes
This city already has higher taxes than many.
Adding additional taxes is to much of a burden on
1421
the community
More schools

1406
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Why can't we push for a bond? Have government funds If the cheap citizens of the community don't want
build us a new middle school.
to pay a few extra dollars a year on their taxes
then we should try to find another way of payment.
1422
There were many issues on the ballot suggesting tax
increases for many different situations.
1423
Need to take into consideration those who have kids
being moved to middle school a year early. This would
1424 be scary for any parent to know their child
I wonder how many folks voted "no" because of the 6th
grade moving into middle school?
1425
Manage your payroll (cont) These are your highest paid
educators. Our experience with our kids was that they
1426 experienced a better educational
Why don't we use our schools all year?
1427
1428 Felt uninformed about the vote
I don't feel the District publicized the Mill Levy or Bond
1429 well.
By not fully supporting ALL of the school options, by
NOT following the INTENT of past votes and NOT
1430 sharing funds with Monument Academy
People pushing both the YES and the NO on both 4A
1431 and 4B were overly aggressive.
2.Manage your payroll. We guarantee that you have
teachers on staff with 10 to 20 yrs of experience that are
some of your poorer performing teachers.
1432
Recruit more teachers by going to year round schedule.
1433

People more likely will not say yes to all. So, it
may have just been bad timing to have it on the
ballot this go around.
Would be moved year early. A transitional plan
would have comforted some and maybe help
determine their vote to yes.
I would rather have my 5th grader move into a not
so crowded middle school if it means my 6th
grader would have a less crowded 7th grade
experience!!
experience with their younger/creative/innovative
teachers.
Letting classroom space sit idle for 3 months each
year is a waste - need new schedule approach.
Unclear why I should want to pay higher taxes
If people don't know about it...they won't vote for
it.
Results in the recent and past MLO vote failures!!

It turned off many people.
These are your highest paid educators. Our kids
had a better educational experience with their
younger/energetic/innovative teachers.
A majority of teachers like a year rounds schedule
because it allows them to plan their
breaks/vacations throughout the year.

All of you mad about Creekside being turned into BCES
years ago, where would you have the 900+ elem kids
1434 at??
District is not prepared with activities and athletics for 6th At elem. School they have more opportunities to
graders to be in middle school.
be involved in clubs, student council, sports
(Landsharks running). Let them grow as leaders!
1435
Confiden
We need school choice and Monument Academy is a
Helping MA helps the over crowding in ALL the
good choice for many. They don’t get state money for
district schools.
1436 capital costs.
Not happy about armed personnel in schools
They liklkey lack training and experience to react
1437
I believe that we live in a community that is anti-tax. I
People are so set in their way of thinking that it is
worry that you can continue to ask for support and you
a near impossibility to change their minds.
1438 will continue to get the same result
The opposition was very strong in their marketing . For I think it may have swayed some voters to voting
example, saying the district already had the money to
No.
1439 build the new schools, etc.
Is Grace Best preparing kids for the future?
Does GB have internet access? How do we
prepare kids for jobs in the future in a building that
1440
was built in 1946?
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I voted against the security measure. More guns is NOT
the answer. I do not want armed guards or teachers in
1441 our schools!
Grace Best Not an Option.

1442
Too many people without kids
1443
We did not "socialize" the need enough
1444
Year round school alternative
1445
1446 Don’t want any more bonds or MLOs
People in the community Care more about money the
children's education

There are important security measures that
should be passed, such as the parent trap/ fish
bowl included in the buildings measure
We are in Jackson Creek. In 2009 GB was our
homeschool. We took one look GB & walked out
and were going to choice out of district and settled
on MA.
The information as to why the bonds where a
good plan and not as bad as they made it out to
be.
Needed to share your underlying message create a tagline, attach it to what is your
overwhelming need
The main benefit is that at the K-8 levels, a school
can increase their student capacity by 25% or
33% with no additional classrooms.
No new taxes, live within current budget
Not enough resources, overcrowded schools and
lost opportunity to reach those who need the most
help. If teachers aren't paid well education suffers

1447
We need support from our government.
1448
We continue to make do without the communities
1449 support. At what point do we
Charter schools
1450
Include some funding for Charters

Having a state rep and local rep who support
charter over public education is horrific for public
education.

At this point I think the district might have to
negotiate with the charter school. I know it’s
private but you are running out of options.
You need every possible vote to win. If Charter
families do not benefit, they will not vote yes.

1451
The history of Monument is a clean community, little
crime and great school district. Most people that moved
here wanted those exact things. If we wan
1452

1453
1454

1455

1456

1457
1458
1459

The bond language did not include Monument Academy. People may want money divided amongst all the
children in the District, including those who chose
to attend Monument Academy.
We understand the crowding
One school wasn't going to fix that anyways.
I know we have had suicides but you did not address
More safety staff is not necessary,
the issues when you only talked about safety staff. I
want our kids helped not jailed.
Our property taxes will more than likely continue to
Taxes are already high enough.
increase and the bond/levy taxes would only increase
with property taxes as well.
Why did the district decide to only have 1 middle school If the district chose to build a new high school and
and to build a new high school in the first place? Was
only have one middle school, and that was a
that a good decision, based on what?
mistake...why should taxpayers pay for that
mistake?
Utilize GRace Best
Use existing school assets
Not happy about armed personnel in schools
lots of accidents around guns, even with police
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Our school board took logical steps to inform the public
about our overcrowding situation before the election.

Having an informed voting public should be
encouraged. I don't think that the majority of
residence pay attention to local school issues.

1460
You want to build an elementary school when you
already have one established.
1461

1462

1463

1464

If the money goes specifically to build a middle
school and only a middle school I would vote for
it.
Monument Academy
MA Students who's parents tax dollars support the
D38 Education Funds are actually victims right
along with there children.
Year round schools provide qualified substitute teachers. This means that if a teacher needs a sub, they
State of Colorado only requires substitute teachers to
have to simplify their lesson plan. Year round
have a High School diploma.
schools allows teachers the option to sub for each
other
There was no guarantee that Monument Academy would
receive the $3 million dollars to build new facilities. Why
no guarantee?
Elementary School Issue
We need to utilize what we already have and to fix
it to make it right. I have a hard time imaging a
school that was fit not that long ago for school

1465
Reaching out to elementary parents to vote for bond
1466 issues
Grace Best is an eye sore and should be turned into a
community center by partnering with the Town of
1467 Monument.
The school was to be built on preble mouse habitat.
1468 How did you get a federal exemption?
Put all kids in Bear Creek over at Grace Best

1469
1470 Give MA $2M to add 900+ seats with no new taxes
Transparency.

Let see how fast a bond will pass if all kids in BC
had to be put in moldy GB, and put up some
shabby, cold unsecure trailers at GB while you are
at.
The honest truth needs to be stated and not just
put in lamens terms. We voted no because there
was more information about why not to than why.

1471
Less homework, more time with teachers, and more
focus on kids cannot do any harm. Right now the kids
are FORCED to go outside when the temps are bel
1472
You will get my vote if you keep 6th graders in elem.
school. Our kids are pushed so hard academically and
socially. They need more time to be kids!

ow freezing so teachers can have a break from
them. Change the focus all the way around, give
some respect to our kids and more respect to the
teache
Kids can be so mean. Give them more time to
grow and mature in smaller arena with kids they
are friends with and know.

1473
Do Better

1474

1475
1476
1477

because of the schools and the excellent
opportunity it gives children to succeed in any
areas of life. But this district is clearly making us
now
Taxes are extremely high for this district and little is seen Dist. already pays $16K/year for pool rent to
as improvements to the schools. The district is in need private pool. That is just plain wrong. Budget for
of a pool for the students.
a pool.
Unfortunately we live in a very ME FIRST community.
It's all about their bottom line. Screw the kids. It's
shortsighted and selfish.
Teachers want more money for easier job.
I am not paying more taxes just to make the
teachers job easier.
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I truly believe that some people think in terms of "If we
build it they will come". Growth scares people and they
1478 don't want the added traffic.
The D38 bus parking lot and equipment storage yard is
1479 an eye sore in the middle of Monument.
The community doesn't care about our children's future
1480
We need to learn who voted
1481
Very disappointing that affluent Monument said NO to a
mere $15 per month.
1482
1483
1484
1485
1486
1487

1488

1489
1490

1491
1492
1493

1494

1495

1496

1497

1498

1499

There is a negative outlook on our areas growth,
some want ignoring it- and hope it just goes away.

They will operate your retirement home one day

This will help us learn how aggressive we need to
be and who to target
Avg salary in WSD3 and HSD2 is $55 k per year,
up her in Monument, avg household income is up
to$115 k per year! Hood districts keep saying
YES!
Invest $2M to fund MA's new building
This is cost-effective and efficient.
Not enough advertisement
Voters didn't get a chance to see commercials
about why they should vote yes
Is the district required to provide preschool?
Is there solid research to say that preschool
education is beneficial?
Monument Academy
The school will have open seats available.
There are many residents that do not have children.
It will be hard to pass bond measures.
Do Better
question our decision. We need trustworthy adults
who will advocate for all of us, not just our
children. Spending MILLIONS of DOLLARS that
would end
I honestly didn't think it would pass with such a high
ballots cast participated in this issue. So
margin given the county demographics, but it did by less apparently, the efforts proved successful and
than 10%. The majority of total
were able to reach across party lines.
I have not forgotten the Emanate domain issue from the
past and never will.
I don't have solutions for this problem. Perhaps
Or flyers with facts distributed throughout the area
billboards showing the difference in a child with
education and a future potential
Population growth
Please don’t use this platform
It is unfair
School schedules for dual working parents is terrible
Think outside the box and start looking forward for
with the mandatory delayed starts and district
more dual working parent schedules.
transportation is not addressed
Transportation is a joke and not meeting the
needs of many
Start raising class sizes. The fact that our kids do well
The level of excellence in D38 has now begun to
hurts chances for more tax dollars. Until results start to hurt it since the community isn't seeing any
fall - no more $
negative impact. Time to show some failures as a
wake up
I voted against the bond because I was concerned
I think we are in desperate need of more school
"safety and security" were code for MORE guns in our
counselors (student mental health support) but the
schools (arming teachers and bus drivers)
bond did not make it clear where the money would
go
This community has a disproportionate number of retired Property value and school districts hold no value.
people. They don’t want any new taxes and will probably
leave their houses to their kids.
MA Preschool
We used MA preschool for 2 years and then put
our child to all day kindy at MA. There would have
been NO way we have put our child in GB if it had
PS.
What about going to a year round school?
It's (usually) easier for working parents to find
child care in 3-week chunks, than an entire
summer.
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Do Better

Overall I am very disappointed with this school
bond and feel that we are being lied to and strung
along. I moved my children into this district

1500
Very difficult website to share your reasons why you
1501 voted NO!
Don't build more school to keep a school in class 3
1502 sports.
D38 encompasses a large retired community
1503
1504

1505

1506

1507

Don't waste money building schools to keep
sports in Class 3 sports.
Retirees do not have children in D38 and should
not have to increase their tax base to better the
district.
We duplicate work done by other districts. Combine D38 More resources for new schools and better
and D20 and cut the staff by half.
teachers.
Elem. & Full-Day Kindergarten: 7:50 AM - 3:30 PM
Middle & High Schools 8:30 - 4:32 is an example of a
schedule in a different district in Colorado.
Do Better
up being wasted or end up in the wrong pockets
makes me very upset. If it wasn't for the group
promoting No on these bonds I would have blindly
voted
This could be used as a recruitment and retention tool.
Other districts have moved to this model to save money
and to attract teaching staff.
I keep hearing about MA. You need another charter
I for one wont be taking my 6 kids there simple
school.
because the location is unsafe. I would like to see
an Expeditionary school in Monument.

1508
I hear D38 is building the schools anyway so didn't really
1509 need the money.
1510 The architectural design was dull.
I'd like a building to reflect the community.
Don't move the financial burden from tax payers to
Increasing fees on developers to cover education
developers
costs will increase the cost of real estate
depressing the demand for selling our homes.
1511
Stop the culture within the school staff and admin which Attendance matters
seeks weather reasons to cancel school. It's ridiculous.
1512
1513 projects together.
1514 It
1515 ?
1516 .
After a board member quit midterm it really looked like
This was never explained to voters. We don`t trust
1517 the board had problems.
them for this lack of professionalism.
After a board member resigns from the board in the
middle of their term then it does look like the board has
1518 problems that are trying to be kept quiet
Are you meeting with other districts who have passed
I spoke to Samantha Briggs in WSD3 in June for
MLO and Bond?
close to an hour on how it took them a year of
communications to voters before they even put on
1519
ballot.
As a D38 parent, I am currently looking at other school The BoE is more concerned with doing Lundeen's
options for my children. I do not trust the BoE to make
dirty work then making hard decisions and
the right decisions for our children.
working with the community for buy-in.
1520
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Ask the Community
1521

If several funding requirements are needed and
put in a mill levy, ask the D38 community before
election what their priorities are

Because you won’t release the tapes, therefore you have
something to hide, therefore you cannot be trusted
1522
Be Specific, Explain Your Math & Reasoning

1523

1524
1525

1526

1527

Tell the people about specific numbers about
students, $$/pupil, per school and grade level,
growth level of D38 children and choiced-in
students.
Be specific with your questions
Don't assume everyone knows the details that
come from your consultants and board
discussions, give specific info to and ask specific
questions.
Betsy DeVos says public education is a “dead end”
Board members Taylor and Upchurch are putting
that value into practice
Bullying/drugs a problem at middle school, but school
Districts are finding success with BRIGHT, $1.5
board won't consider trying a program that isn't "home million Department of Defense Education Activity
grown" (P2E) due to favoritism of staff
grant but our district is close-minded and has
croni
Claiming D20 and others will refuse to take our students This isn't a sandbox. D20 has overbuilt, and they
if we close to opt-ins is ignorant
need students to fill their schools. Admins want
the per-pupil revenue.
Classes are too big K-8. Take away choice enrollment.

1528
Classic government operations for this area

1529
Con Job
1530
(Continued from above)
1531
D38 has definitely a perceived (and I believe real)
problem of arrogance that the board and its members
know best to push agenda.

Look around at the dysfunction in the area
government -- school board and Monument
bodies are a joke. Good luck raising taxes until
adults take over.
I'm so happy the funding requests failed. You
trick citizens into thinking "it's for the children"
when it's really for bureaucrats.
If the public sees that the district continues to do
well (with no apparent downside), then the public
thinks that the funding was not needed
Yes, we elected some of you to represent us but
you don't listen to us. This history of action
creates distrust on every decision made.

1532
D38 superintendent's commitment is questionable.

The fact that she recently applied for a new job
and is now quitting indicates her total commitment
may not have been there to start.

1533
District 38 has squandered money in the past why
1534 paying their teachers very low income.
Do a better job educating the community. Target
younger families who recently moved. Encourage older
1535 generation
Focus the tax increase like cafeteria style

Be open and honest about financial

Specify what the tax increase will fund and do it
separately : teacher salary, new school,
1536
renovation of Grace Best, safety updates, etc.
For many years there has been a lack of transparency.
No accountability and transparency means a no
Why did a superintendent leave and received a payout? vote on more funding.
1537
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From what was written in the Gazette’s recent article, it
sounds like the school board has already decided what
1538 to do?
Grace Best stinks
1539
Having a board member who was supported by the
community leave before this made the ballot indicated
1540 that the board had inner problems .
Honestly, I am hoping for a new, positive era with Pfoff
nearly term limited and Broft showing herself the door.
How can we reverse the damage?
1541
How does a board member remain active on the board
for more than 2 terms!? When a school board member
is tied to corruption in the city, it makes me ?
1542
I am disinclined to vote for measures that continue to
support the Monument Academy.

Just came from the Farmers Mk in GB. School
had a bad smell of urine and sulfur. This is not
21st century school!

Pfoff engages in amazing political maneuvering
and deception. He has found his little empire, and
it’s sad. The man is spiteful, vengeful and toxic.
How is that person still involved in the school
board, and WHY? Why would we trust anything
he supports?
The Academy is an unneeded drain on district
resources & represents an elitist attitude which is
detrimental to the spirit of community.

1543
I believe the local community, who are comprised of
many senior citizens, did not want the hardship of an
1544 MLO.
I don't have a lot of confidence in the D38 leadership, so
why vote to give them more money? Administrators get
big raises and support. School don't
1545
If Don Griffin is allowed to become superintendent, the
district will lose its Excellence.
1546
I have been to several D38 board meetings and even
spoke at one. I almost ditched what I was going to say
completely after how the meeting went.
1547
I have not forgotten the "gentleman's agreement" with
1548 the pay off to a prior superintendent
I have read many comments. The majority show that
most people are uninformed. They don't know CO laws
that govern ballot language, school choice,
1549
I knew the board will come back again and again trying
to get a tax increase year after year.
1550
I lost confidence in the district's ability to direct funds to
the students' education.

With increased costs, those on with a fixed
income cannot afford the funding of new schools..
In old D38, kids came first. No longer. Put the
money where it helps the kids. Stop district
administrat'n from growing with no kid benefit.
The future of the district, the Tri-Lakes community
and our property values are at stake.
Pfoff, especially, says he respects community
involvement, opinion & time. He wasted 40 man
hrs while we sat there 1hr and he politcally
maneuvered.
I have no trust in the d38 board.
school financing and grants, they don't even know
the district's boundaries. This process seemed
just another way for the negative ninnies to whine.

The next time I will start donating to the anti tax
increase organization. Please make do with what
you have.
I observed an unbalance of administrative
personnel and funds directed to people creating
curriculum for the teachers rather for student
1551
needs.
I'm done w/crappy politicians, board members, elected Let the roads go to crap then say you need more$
officials, etc. placing an ever increasing tax burden on us to fix. Finally fix I-25 then make it a toll.
1552 to compensate for their incompetence
I'm saddened that it seems that the public doesn't trust I think many people continue to hold onto the past
the board to do the right thing.
and don't trust that the district is more fiscally
1553
responsible now.
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I’m very frustrated that we can’t get any MLOs passed in If we can’t get additional funding, D38 will have to
recent years. No matter what we put on the ballot.
make more cuts that will most likely have an
inpact in the classrooms, maybe 4-day wks etc
1554
Information about the bond did not reach all aspects of
1555 the community.
In order to reach the retired population in D38, positive
conversation and collaboration needs to be a priority
1556 amongst retired educators.
I saw three articles in the local newspaper that the
superintendent wrote but the bonds were never
mentioned in those articles.
1557
I simply do not trust the current D38 board and
leadership with my money. My extended family pays
taxes on many properties in this district.
1558
Is the superintendent looking to leave district? She did
not seem engaged at the Community Forum and could
have stopped some bad behavior at meeting
1559
I think that whenever a bond or MLO isn't passed , the
school district may be a bit too positive. It is OK to talk
1560 about shortcomings ie students now
It's pretty clear
1561
It will be difficult if not impossible to retain and attract
quality staff without the financial support of the
community.
1562
I will actively support and fund board members at
elections who are opposed to tax increases and work to
1563 defeat those who support tax increases
I would like to see support for a bond for the build of a
new district school, whether or not, it includes MA.
1564
Know your community and customer. This community is
extremely caring and giving and cares about education.
But they won’t be fooled by a racket.
1565
Lack of direction, transparency and a complete inability
1566 to work together from our school board.
Last minute, editorials written by outspoken, wellmeaning but poorly informed people can sway an
election.
1567
Looking Elsewhere
1568
MA needs to get their own Mill Levy

1569
Many older empty nesters need to be contacted in
traditional ways; snail mail, phone calls, or friends, than
1570 through electronic and internet media.

These educators have chosen to continue to live
in the area and would support the district if called
upon to do so.
I never saw, as a community member, where
exactly the money was going to be spent. In other
words a breakdown of how this money was going
to be spent
They have not demonstrated fiscal responsibility,
priorities that make sense (i.e. teacher pay), there
is admin bloat, & disingenuousness towards MA
The superintendent sets the tone for district. The
community forum was my first encounter with her
and she did not exhibit strong leadership qualities
have to pay to ride the bus, they have to share
text books, spend time cleaning the classroom
floors etc.
Round up the liberal's and send them elsewhere
Teachers, custodians, & office staff can go to
neighboring districts who have passed bond and
MLO measures & make thousands of dollars
more.

We needed a new school! Whether or not MA
received a small share shouldn't have mattered.
It is not “retirees who are too stingy to fund
education”. I know many families with school-aged
families who did not support the ballot issues.
Why would we give more money under these
circumstances?
Although district 38 school board tried to educate
the public for months prior to the election, many
people do not pay attention until just prior.
This weekend actually looked into putting house
on the market due to the toxic climate this
community has turned into.
Why another High School in D38, that MA is
pursuing, if the district needs another Middle
School and Elementary School (to replace Grace
Best)?
If one third of your potential voters are not
contacted they will not usually vote to support a
tax increase.
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Many opposed to the mlo/bond were actively posting
false information on popular social media sites.

How can we encourage a culture that does not
take the time to research facts to want to educate
themselves...especially if the facts support tax?

1571
Mark is still on the board, as long as he or any of his
minions (and unfortunately Theresa is clearly a minion)
1572 is running the district from behind
MA says it has a solution for overcrowding with its bogus
math (aka, mathmagic) and new ad campaign asking for
1573 2M for its high school. NO!!!
MA seats do not equal district seats. An MA build does
not solve crowding issues we're currently facing.
1574
Members of D38 are anti-charter school (specifically
Pfoff in 11-28 issue of Tribune) blame MA for bond
failure. Thankfully Clawson corrected
1575
Monument Academy is a big school in the district and
not treated with respect. Pfoff hates MA though he says
otherwise in public meetings. MA parents
1576
Monument Academy Mafia

The scenes, then we won’t support it

Our neighborhood schools are bursting. Be an
advocate for D38, not the special interests behind
MA.
It's unrealistic that parents will move their kids
from LPMS to MA for seats, as school choice was
made years before for those families.
him. We have MA, embrace it and if we all work
together, we could have a better D38 for
everyone. D20 supports TCA fairly & look how
successful it is!
wouldn’t support election due to him & not
assured they would get money. MA parents are
tax payers too but their taxes wouldn’t go to help
their kids!
Let's face it, they are organized and being tossed
the tiny morsel of a gym/theater was not enough.

1577
Most of the negative people are current or past MA
parents. QUIT protecting MA. Let's see their budget!!!!
1578
most people in El Paso county don't realize how
underfunded this school district is compared to others in
1579 this state as well as those in other states
Mr. Pfoff's attitude is palpably negative, and his clear
lack of understanding or support for PUBLIC charter
1580 schools is annoying at best.
Need to learn who is padding their pockets by allowing
1581 all of the silly new construct
No matter how much voters believe in the value of
education & want to support teachers & students, they
won't support a district making bad decisions.
1582
One board member implied that the consultants for the
district had a financial incentive to conclude a new
building was needed
1583
Our students will suffer...and all for just 30 to 50 dollars a
month for the average household. Shameful.

Helps to put things into perspective.

I will never trust his opinions or support any of his
efforts.

There is a perception that the school board
members support the Monument Academy to the
detriment of the other schools is the district.

The implication the boards consultants were not
independent in their conclusion that Grace best
was not an option for future growth Hindered
support
I have been told that the same consultant was
used to help pass these measures. He has been
unsuccessful multiple times. I suggest hiring a
1584
new one.
Outside of a few signs supporting/opposing the bond and publicized. If people are not aware of the election
mill levy and a hand full of articles in the Tribune and
and its significance, they will either not vote or will
1585 Gazatte the election was under
reject tax initiatives.
People suspect foul play and do not trust the board
This must have been why the community does not
want to throw money at a sketchy cause
1586
Perception
Let us say GB was never repurposed and was still
an elementary. Imagine how many people would
1587
choice out based on that.
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Pfoff is Crooked
1588
Please make sure the next superintendent hired
supports ALL schools in the district, including charter.
1589
RE: They sure did feel it was a done deal

1590
Sadly, there are too many people that just don't want to
pay higher taxes, no matter how important the issue.

The words coming from Pfoff don't match the
budget
D38 has a long history of not fully supporting or
encouraging MA, we can do so much more when
we all work together. We are 1 district!
BCES principle had ordered all new furniture for
the new yet built office. WTF is wrong with these
people! For that I voted NO. Not a done deal
Peggy
Need to keep stating facts over and over about
the growth and the need for more schools.

1591
School counselors will never be able to detect and
neutralize threats from teen-age misfits. They don't have
1592 daily contact with the kids.
Seniors on a fixed income will not pay for schools.
People in our district remember giving $1.5 million
dollars to the previous district admin as a good
bye package and don’t want to pay ever again for.
1593
Simplify the education of how schools are funded and
Again, lazy people who want to believe the click
share it as many times as possible. People don’t
bait. Let’s make our own clickbait.
understand TABOR and the Gallagher Amendment
1594
Stop relying on the same folks to sell your ideas to the
When I hear the same people spouting the same
community. Get some new faces and voices behind
talking points, I stop listening. New people = new
1595 your cause.
ideas.
Successful bond elections in the past involved small
Allowed the voters the opportunity to ask
neighborhood hosted meetings to present the reasons
questions in a friendly non-intimidating
for the election & why it should be supported
environment. More give and take than in large
1596
public meetings.
1597 Tax
Taxes are worthwhile if they clearly advance the
As a parent of children in D38 schools, I am
responsible education of our children.
fearful of the effects of overcrowding, security
issues and minimal access to mental health
1598
services.
Teacher salaries stir enthusiasm. Bonuses for
Teachers are the backbone of education.
administration, new buildings and programs for a few do Buildings are useless without them, yet they seem
1599 not encourage many to pay out even more.
to be the last to benefit from funding.
Terrible Education even for the money spent
Zero economics, three semesters of gym required
even for disabled children, HORRIBLE history
class. Even as a highly rated district, D38 still
1600
sucks!
1601 The
The abrupt leaving of a valued board member turned off This is another reason we dont trust the board .
many voters . We felt the board forced out a valued
1602 member
The argument that new MA seats will solve our
My family is one of many that would not consider
overcrowding issues is not valid.
enrolling our children at MA for many reasons.
D38 schools are superb and deserve support!
1603
The Board decision to include Monument Academy in
they received something. It appeared that the
the bond issue appeared to be a result of Monument
Board caved to threats and allowed the tail to wag
Academy threat to work against the bond unless
the dog.
1604
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The Board's decision to sell the land on 83 and 105 to a Appears to the public that the School Board is
developer who used to be on the Monument Academy
fiscally naive and irresponsible. Why should they
Board member prior to election was not wise.
have more opportunities to waste money
1605
The board's micromanaging of our superintendent by not Listen to your school leadership. Karen was an
trusting and listening to her sabotaged the process.
outstanding superintendent who, I imagine, just
couldn't take the abuse from parents anymore.
1606
The Board would do well to stop hiding meetings and
1607 major decisions behind closed doors.
The BOE Pres. allows members to talk unnecessarily
long, have a negative tone, be critical of the district. He
is not stepping up .
1608
The BOE president is not showing any leadership. He is
not managing meetings so the district appears to be in
1609 chaos.
The district appears to be in shambles so why would
1610 anyone want to be superintendent here.
The District needed to simply ask for money to fun a
needed elementary school, teachers, and to turn b es
1611 back to lpms. Those points to were not state
The idea the school mgmt didn't see the need or was too
lazy to explain their thoughts in the voting blue book
show a lack of caring for the election
1612
The language for the ballad issues created a slush fund
and did not promise the money to be used for a specific
1613 purpose
The next time you asked for money people are going to
remember this
1614
The Opposition Campaign wasn't about being "fiscally
conservative."
1615
The outcome of the election reflected a divided
community with very different perspectives on what our
1616 schools need to be successful.
There are members of the community who are out to
destroy our district with lies in a misguided attempt to
1617 reform and privatize education .
The recent bond/MLO issue result was discouraging.
Clearly the community was not educated regarding
overcrowding and security issues within schools.
1618
There is no trust in admin or the board. CFO financial
decisions of the past continue to haunt D38. The
community wont forget the past with the same
1619
There will always be misinformation and often times
1620 perception outways the facts for some.

The Board needs to earn the trust, not assume it.
There is no leadership so the community cannot
be expected to support the district, especially
those without children in the school.
The president of school board is not leading or
helping keep the district strong.
The chaos in the district will destroy Monument
and hurt property values.
Adding more security on both measures, did not
drive this need home. Too confusing g
This gave the impression the school mgmt
assumed election success and /or felt
communicating the needs for the bond passage
was unimportant.

As the teacher's boss to our children we need to
know you are competent or we will find someone
who is. If you wont accept our kids late work why
shou
The people behind MA want to tank our public
schools so they can advocate for charters to be
the solution. They'll make us sick and then sell the
cure

These knowingly people spread misinformation.

Opportunities to learn the facts were offered, but
clearly not pursued. It is critical to educate that
this is a tax increase that is responsible.
people.

Continued diligence being factual and getting the
word out in all media forms to the public.
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1621

1622

1623
1624

1625

1626

The school board needs to make decisions in a more
The school board's lack of action until the last
timely manner, in order to allow for more time to educate minute was a real problem, as did the lack of a
the public
"pro" argument in the blue book. (No time to
submit)
The School Board should have made an decision early Waiting until summer to decide, made the Board
in 2018 for the bond issue and started campaigning no appear indecisive and not fully supportive of the
later than May for its passage.
issue.
The superintendent saying they should pull the senior
Seems a back handed way to get back at the
center away from the Hs and use at the middle school
seniors she perceives voted this down. Many
families with school age children voted no.
The superintendent was prepared to take a job out of
That speaks volumes.
district...
The way a former board member was treated was
Stop silencing those who don't agree with you ,
unacceptable . The public saw this as bullying . No
and only allowing yes men on your committees
support for d38 after this .
this district has a pattern of banning certain thoughts
from the conversation and this website demonstrates my
point
This part of the "very loud minority" (66%!) is tired of
Insulting others because they have different ideas
being shamed & ridiculed by the pro 4a/b who seem to
or don't agree with you isn't a way to get that 66%
think only THEIR ideas matter/ are best.
to change minds, compromise, or work with you.

1627
This website is being monitored by a thought police, and
certain thoughts are not allowed, therefore this entire
1628 process can’t be trusted.
Tired of board blaming the community
Wangeman isn’t a good spokesperson for the
1629
district
Too much was included in the tax increase
We need to focus on teacher retention and a solid
solution on D38 students (not choices-in students)
1630
and the growth of D38.
Two D38 board members, Chris Taylor and Tiffiney
In solving the district’s problems
Upchurch, seem much more focused on helping
Monument Academy with their plans to expand than they
1631 do
Wealthy powerful evil geniuses conspired to deprive the
community of the most perfect Bond and MLO to ever
1632 have been conceived of.
We are clearly not happy with the way this district is
I understand the growth, but I don’t understand
running. The Mill was very poorly written and not a smart M.Pfoff and his dictatorship leadership style. The
business decision.
mill was also very poorly written.
1633
We can NOT let higher taxes always be the automatic
Don't sit on your ass and then come to me for
easy solution and compensation for failed leadership.
more money when you should have been planning
1634
for this all along.
We DON'T want more charter school seats. We want to The local charter is a thinly veiled religious
send our children to public, non-charter schools.
institution. They've hired a fundamentalist teacher
who has stated females shouldn't be educated.
1635
Well placed and timed editorials in the local
These would have ensured that last-minute voters
media/newpapers etc which were written on behalf of
were still hearing a lot from district 38
1636 district 38 would have been great.
When the current board chased away the most
They would release the tapes of executive
conservative member of the board off the board , those session .So no one knows what happened beside
who voted for her lost their trust .
closed doors . No trust when they do.business in
1637
secret always
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When the school board is so dysfunctional and members ether . Remove the 11 year board member who
turn on other members to force others out, we have zero has been the cause of all the disruption
confidence in their ability to work togh
1638
When the School board turned on one of their own in a DISTRUST. We can't give people who act this
public meeting where that member wasnt present , it
way any more money .
1639 was unprofessional. That instilled MORE
When the superintendent tries to leave in the middle of
her contract, and a Board member resigns, it make us
1640 feel like there are big problems
Where's the money you should have been saving and
Let's put a methodone clinic downtown across
planning for this this years ago? Waisted. Instead,
from a park and kids playground. Let's approve a
here's some sweet ideas for D38 and Monument:
drug and alcohol rehab next to the middle school.
1641
why couldn't we get a statement into the voters blue
I have worked in dozens of organizations and
book. Don't we have a whole communications team at D- leadership and communication are ALWAYS the
38? What do they do all day...snap chat?
most important things to focus on. Apparently
1642
D38 has neithr
Why didn’t anyone stand up to the lying negative nayThese lying “facts” infiltrated the minds of others
sayers? They were louder than our administration and
when there was no one to oppose these
1643 board!
statements.
You are not reaching all the community members that
It is important to reach out to the retired members
could have helped you with this election.
of D38 in order to help you with the roughly 70%
of the district population that are retired.
1644
You did not listen to the community
The community voiced their opinion at meetings
1645
against the mill levy
You don’t hesitate to raise admin salaries and add staff The teachers are the ones working with the future
as needed yet adding teaching staff or unfreezing their
of our nation everyday, staying day and night while
salaries takes too way too long
the admin are pushing their political agendas
1646
You want us to know why we (the community) aren’t
Simply because you have not been responsible or
giving you money? (Grace best backlog matenance)
open with the money we have already given you
we are hesitant to give you more out of distrust
1647
You were dishonest about the data breach because you
do not put kids first, it’s all about the district reputation,
1648 therefore you cannot be trusted.
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Flagged
Reason

Flagged
Comment

Include the kids! My daughter felt Let those who it directly effects
Identifies
very passionate: "people voting
have a loud voice, be the spokes students
against just need to walk down
people
the halls of LPMS to witness first
hand the crowding

Potentially
identifies a
student?

Thought Summary

Thought Detail

Kept or
Flagged by Removed
?
Moderator Kept

1
The board's micromanaging of
our superintendent by not trusting
and listening to her sabotaged
the process.

Listen to your school leadership. Names /
Karen was an outstanding
identifies
superintendent who, I imagine,
positively
just couldn't take the abuse from
parents anymore.

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

2
Spam budget details as well as a
very thorough "layman's terms"
interpretation of the details via
mail/email/gazette/OCN etc.

While many people only vote
Rude /
with their pocketbook, factual
hurtful
information can help those of us transparent
who use our brains to convince
3
others.
Get over Grace Best being used!
Rude /
The research showed it wasn't
hurtful
feasible. Move on!
transparent
4
Lack of Planning
MLO/Bond seemed rushed. This Rude /
was the equivalent of putting 9
hurtful
women in a room and expecting transparent
a baby in a month!
5
Are you meeting with other
I spoke to Samantha Briggs in
Names /
districts who have passed MLO
WSD3 in June for close to an
identifies
and Bond?
hour on how it took them a year positively
of communications to voters
before they even put on ballot.
6
Priorities in this community are
Parents have no problem putting Identifies
out of whack!
Guci slides on kids feet, buying negatively
Iphone 10x phones, even a few
kids at PR have Teslas for
goodness sake!
7
I was very disappointed by the pro Any opposition to the MLO was Names /
MLO crowd on social media.
equated with hatred for
identifies
D38/teachers/students, greed, or negatively
blind following of the vocal anti8
D38 suspects.
Tired teachers makes for poor
The teachers would have more Names /
education and the kids suffer the time to know the student, less
identifies
most. Maybe having more
time to categorize them with
negatively
teachers to students our suicide others, and allow more time in
9 rate would go down.
class for students to work.
Having a principle that bought all This shows me how lacking the Names /
new office furniture before a
Administration is to spend money identifies
school was even build
they don't have for a building
negatively
10
they don't have yet.
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As a teacher, I question working
in an area that doesn’t support
the schools. My wife-a teacher-no
longer wants to work here
because of this.

I’ve thought about quitting a lot. Other
It’s hard to work where people
say we’re “great teachers” who
then don’t support what we need
to teach students.

It's pretty clear

Round up the liberal's and send
them elsewhere

That's how Participant
supply and
demand
work, if you
are
dissatisfied
with the
pay, you
should find
a place that
offers better
budgets.
Good luck
on your
search.

Kept

11
Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

Personal engagement is
Names /
necessary to overcome the
identifies
community's hesitation to commit negatively
to long-term projects that may
seem to have no defined end.

Moderator

Kept

Preschoolers take classrooms
from ES students and then the
administration complains there
isn’t enough room. Limit the
number of preschool rooms.

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Folks without kids are not seeing Names /
the relevance beyond schools.
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Having an informed voting public Names /
should be encouraged. I don't
identifies
think that the majority of
positively
residence pay attention to local
school issues.
Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

12
There were two distinct sides to School board is spending a lot of Names /
the issues: one being pro and the money on advertising -- get a 3d identifies
other con. No clear non-partisan party to outline the issue.
negatively
summary of the requirement.
13
Board members must actively
and consistently engage with
community members. There is a
deep reservoir of distrust in
community about the school
14 board.
BCES preschool and PRE-K
seems to be growing faster than
needed to meet the needs of
special needs students.
15
I believe that the community will
not be on board if the city
administrators are not on board.
The city needs to communicate
16 support.
Our school board took logical
steps to inform the public about
our overcrowding situation before
the election.
17
I was disappointed the MA gym
was included in the election. I
didn't think it should have been
included, and felt like I was being
duped by the board.
18
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Schools cost money. Bonds pay
for schools. A community doesn’t
get good schools by hoping for
them. These buildings were
needed now.

I get frustrated by a community
that proclaims financial and
personal responsibility but won’t
deal with these issues before
they become a crisis.

Other

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

I'm all about our children's
education

Other

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question
Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Other

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Other

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

can this
group of
parents be
identified

Removed

Other

Doesn't
Participant
answer the
question

Kept

Moderator

Kept

19
I would very much like to approve
a new middle school with tax
20 dollars.
We need more schools because
we are overcrowded.

We have too many kids in
Other
elementary and more importantly
in the middle school. The
education for the kids takes the
hit. The teachers are tired.

Kept

21
Grace Best Not an Option.

We are in Jackson Creek. In
Other
2009 GB was our homeschool.
We took one look GB & walked
out and were going to choice out
of district and settled on MA.

The MLO seemed to infringe too
much into family matters.

The concept of wellness is best
left to the family to address for
their own children. Perhaps
adding a class for parenting
could result in less risk.

Voting "no" without discussing
feasible alternatives leaves the
district in a tight spot for
remedying issues related to lack
of funding/space.

Every single student is affected Other
by not having an alternative plan
and resorting to scrambling as
more and more students influx
into the district.

22
Names /
identifies
negatively

23

24
Enough has been said. I am a
proud citizen of Monument and a
loving parent. Our children
25 deserve better.
maybe explain what you are
asking us to give our opinion on.
Show the levy you are referring
26 to.
Shut down the nelly naysayers.
There is a group of Facebook
parents that are misinformed at
best and bullies at worst. Figure
out how to a "get ahead" of the
27
misinformed.
I am extremely disappointed in
our community in not passing
these bills that would benefit our
28 schools and children.
The sudden, seemingly lastminute inclusion of funds for
Monument Academy turned off
many voters and made them vote
29 against the proposal.

Names /
identifies
negatively

Participant
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The comments show me many
are the 'keeping up with the
Jones's types'.

They spend what they don't
Names /
have, they tend to be house poor identifies
and financed their vehicles they positively
really can not afford. Maybe
listen to Dave Ramsey more.

Moderator

Removed

School board members need to
do their research, act with clear
intent, and lead the way in
creating a clear, timely plan for
moving forward.
That speaks volumes.

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively
Districts are finding success with Names /
BRIGHT, $1.5 million
identifies
Department of Defense
negatively
Education Activity grant but our
district is close-minded and has
croni
Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

keeping Creekside a middle
school.

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Citizens must first trust the
Names /
district if they are to consider
identifies
providing further financial support negatively

Moderator

Kept

Excluding alternate points of
view is harmful to productive
collaboration and sows deep
community division

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

People are tired of being sold on Names /
“Vote for Recreational pot, where identifies
$35M will go into funding public negatively
schools. Seriously???

Identifies
Moderator
individuals?

Kept

It hurt the time frame in which to Names /
educate the public. The board
identifies
was wishy washy on estimates
negatively
and the new board members
were not 100% educated.

New board Moderator
members

Kept

30
School board members were
under-prepared, uninformed, and
unnecessarily dragged their feet
in moving the bond forward in the
31 way they did.
The superintendent was prepared
to take a job out of district...
32
Bullying/drugs a problem at
middle school, but school board
won't consider trying a program
that isn't "home grown" (P2E) due
to favoritism of staff
33
The relationships between the
School
Board/Superintendent/Community
seem strained and lack Trust.
Poor communication makes for
34 poor relationships.
D-38 needs to learn to live within
a budget and not pay
administrators much more than
teachers and make better
operational planning decisions
35 like
Citizens have a high degree of
distrust in the leadership and
board
36
School Board members and key
supporters have demonstrated
ruthless tactics and bullying to
achieve "justified ends"
37
It failed due to miss-trust of State
politicians who use our taxes
inappropriately.
38
The Board needs to become
more involved in cohesive
decision making in a timely
manner.
39
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We need support from our
government.

Having a state rep and local rep
who support charter over public
education is horrific for public
education.

Names /
identifies
negatively

State rep
Moderator
and local
rep
indentified?

Kept

Administration is BLOATED

Principal, Vice Principal, Dean of
Students, and G-d knows how
many more. Spend on students,
not on bureaucracy.
Zero economics, three
semesters of gym required even
for disabled children, HORRIBLE
history class. Even as a highly
rated district, D38 still sucks!

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

I'm so happy the funding
requests failed. You trick
citizens into thinking "it's for the
children" when it's really for
bureaucrats.
Shows complete lack of
accountability and understanding
of financial responsibility.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Participant

Removed

Moderator

Kept

Demeaning Participant
ALL voters,
Some of us
ARE
EDUCATE
D people
and we
don't need
to be
lumped as
ignorant.

Kept

a large part of the population
seems to believe that ANY tax is
inappropriate a priori

need to mobilize the majority that Rude /
Marginalizin Participant
don't think this way to perceive
hurtful
g ALL
these efforts as part of a
transparent VOTERS!
comprehensive community
investment strategy w ROI

Kept

The community doesn't care
about our children's future

They will operate your retirement Rude /
HATEFUL Participant
home one day
hurtful
and
transparent disrespectf
ul!

Kept

40

41
Terrible Education even for the
money spent

42
Con Job

43
D38 Pissed Away $400,000 7
years ago on the Creekside to
Bear Creek move, that was
STUPID and you are suffering
because of BAD decisions like
44 that.
Those opposed were very vocal.
They made some good points
although others weren't accurate.
They were consistent and they
dominated the discussion.
45
Voters do not have any clue the
hoops we are jumping through to
make things work in very less
than ideal situations. Without the
second MS and additi

Other

Difficult to approve a tax
Names /
increase. Need strong voices
identifies
leading the effort. Tri-Lakes Fire positively
got their bond passed -- consult
with Chief Truty.
nal elementary programs are
Rude /
suffering and teachers are being hurtful
asked to work under
transparent
unreasonable circumstances.

Language
and tone

46

47

48
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I have significant concerns about
the Trilakes community and the
lack of support for our schools.
I've never met so many CHEAP
49 wealthy people.
Strong schools need to be tied to
successful and strong
communities.
50
I am frustrated that those most
outspoken against the mill levy
have little to no professional
experience working in public
education.
51
My children received a top notch
education in D38.I am relieved
and thankful that they are mostly
done. I would not bring kids into
52 this district now.
We need to figure out a better
way to educate the community on
why funding is so very important.

This community's failure to pass Rude /
Divisive and Participant
a bond or MLO is criminal. Our
hurtful
derogatory
children are at risk and our
transparent
teachers and staff deserve more.

Kept

Kids and teachers matter, and
the message from the
community is that they don't.

Participant

Kept

Participant

Kept

Participant

Kept

Rude /
hate
hurtful
speech
transparent

They were not interested in an
Rude /
honest assessment of our local hurtful
situation but seemed to care only transparent
about following some national
conservative agenda.

Assuming
all voters
are dumb!
WE ARE
NOT!

It is the community that is failing, Rude /
bigoted
not the teachers. I wish we lived hurtful
comment
in am more diverse, supportive transparent
and tolerant town.
Not having any information in the Rude /
voter's guide was very damaging. hurtful
Unfortunately, there are a lot of transparent
ignorant people who just don't
research.

assuming Participant
no voters
are
ignorant.
QUITE THE
CONTRAR
Y!

Removed

This will help us learn how
aggressive we need to be and
who to target

threatening Participant
comment

Kept

53
We need to learn who voted
54
Unfortunately, what it took for
voters to realize that additional
funding was important, was a
district that has been in demise
55 for almost 10 years.
The Board did not listen to the
community or the staff members.
56
The Board was to slow in its
decision making.
57
The social media campaign
against the measure was very
effective.
58
Our community is selfish and
doesn't support our kids or our
teachers.

59

Other

Rude /
Not true?
hurtful
transparent

Names /
identifies
negatively
There was not adequate time for Names /
the public to learn about the
identifies
proposal.
negatively
I don't know how to combat the Rude /
Slandering
hatred and bitterness in this
hurtful
a group as
community.
transparent hateful and
bitter
As long as the majority of our
Rude /
Calling
community doesn't value our
hurtful
another
kids, teachers, and schools then transparent geoup
ultimately nothing will get
selfish is
passed.
rude and
hurtful

Participant

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Participant

Kept

Participant

Kept
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Colorado residents seem cheap
when it comes to taxes

Calling the Participant
other side
"cheap" is
rude and
hurtful.
For all who say a 70 plus year
Rude /
Rude
Participant
school GB is an option, you put hurtful
language
your kids in there. It has mold,
transparent about
asbestos, it stinks every time we
putting
go to Farmers Market
other kids
in perceived
harms way.

Kept

The resistance to the district
initiatives seems to be relatively
influential.

Those who are uninformed can
be easily manipulated.

Kept

It is extremely disappointing to
see that most residence do not
care about the quality of local
students education.

Quality schools are a important
part of residence quality of life.

I am disappointed in this
community who is a middle to
upper class community who
wouldn't pay $14/month

This community does not value Rude /
education for the greater good
hurtful
and they are selfish and holding transparent
grudges against Superintendent
and Board.

Why can't we push for a bond?
Have government funds build us
a new middle school.

If the cheap citizens of the
community don't want to pay a
few extra dollars a year on their
taxes then we should try to find
another way of payment.

60
You First!

They don't accept many
Rude /
increases in taxes. Therefore it's hurtful
harder to get them to agree for
transparent
taxes to increase

Kept

61

62

Rude /
Painting the Participant
hurtful
other side
transparent as
manipulator
s benefits
no one.
Rude /
Painting the Participant
hurtful
opposition
transparent as uncaring
is rude and
hurtful

Kept

63
Painting the Participant
other side
as "selfish"
is rude and
hurtful

Kept

64
Rude /
Calling
hurtful
fellow
transparent citizens
"cheap" is
hurtful and
not
conducive
to
producive
65
discourse
The school board is not thinking Why are they so slow to take
Names /
of the best interest of our
action on our growing community identifies
66 children.
negatively
The school needs to start telling Reasonable, planned growth is Rude /
the commissioners that growth
growth that is capable of
hurtful
MUST start following sane and
financially supporting itself. The transparent
reasonable plans or this problem mental neanderthals in govt. are
will never be solved.
not able to understand.
67

Participant

Kept

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Kept
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You have chased all of the
conservatives off the board. Now
you have an emperor that is
naked and the rest of the board
68 will say nothing.
In the Gazette article this link was
in on December 7 one of the
board members dissented on
going right back to the voters next
69 year.
Be more financially responsible ,
and when you hold a forum make
it a debate style and NOT
controlled by D38 insiders who
70 control the entire narative
High interest bond

71
Monument tends to be a fiscally
conservative community. If you
expect to make a mill levy and
create massive bonds palatable,
you had better not

D38 board members do not build Names /
affinity with the community when identifies
it counts when they looks past
negatively
those who are funding the district

Moderator

Kept

We agree. Seek first to
understand why it failed, tell us
what YOU learned, then come
back to us. This is exchange is a
good start.
Because it is deceitful and self
serving . We are tired of this dog
and pony show .

Names /
identifies
positively

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

No one explained why this was
the best choice. A High interest
bond would have put us in debt
forever.
include a slush fund. IE safety
and security improvements at all
schools, including adding more
staff. If you genuinely need
another school, show it

Rude /
ridiculous
hurtful
Tea Party
transparent nonsense

Participant

Kept

Rude /
Slush fund Participant
hurtful
is a form of
transparent slander

Kept

72
As fiscal conservatives the
rationale for these ballot initiatives
was not well articulated, at least
as pertains to our household.

73
The reason Grace Best Closed
needs to be readdressed. The
reason why it is STILL CLOSED
needs to BE EXPLAINED.

As residents on a fixed income
Rude /
we want to also hear what you
hurtful
can do to stay within budget and transparent
the consequences of same. That
is only fair.

Abusive
Participant
comments
from senior
citizens
who pulled
the ladder
up after
their own
kids went
through
school
As a community I don’t think
Rude /
the building Participant
many know why the school is still hurtful
is
closed-I don’t know.
transparent condemned

Kept

Kept

74
Very disappointing that affluent
Avg salary in WSD3 and HSD2 is Rude /
Monument said NO to a mere $15 $55 k per year, up her in
hurtful
per month.
Monument, avg household
transparent
income is up to$115 k per year!
Hood districts keep saying YES!
75
Money won't solve your problems The education establishment
Rude /
thinks the cure for what ails
hurtful
America’s public schools is more
money. But spending a fortune is
no guarantee. IBD & Cato.
76

"Hood
Participant
Districts" is
offensive
language
for lower
income
areas.
right wing Participant
seniors
hostile to
children
should
move to
florida

Removed

Kept
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School board members should
work with teachers, not just
administration.

Meet us where we live and work. Identifies
Tour the building during the
negatively
school day and find time to be
available for conversations after
students leave.

Moderator

Kept

Participant

Kept

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

77
The Tri-Lakes are is dominated
by political conservatives who are
hostile public education and tax
increases of any kind, and
nothing will change.

Rude /
hurtful

78
Option to reuse Grace Best
Thinking people aren't buying the
appeared not to be very thorough case its cheaper to demo and
and biased.
rebuild than to remodel, esp.
since the advice is from same
79
contractor.
In public forums, D38 reps.
How can you trust a decision if
appeared to be biased and not
not all the facts/opinions are
willing to hear/consider dissenting considered? This was a BIG
80 opinions
negative for the MLO.
D38 superintendent's
The fact that she recently applied
commitment is questionable.
for a new job and is now quitting
indicates her total commitment
may not have been there to start.
81
Solutions provided by the same
Cost estimates and proposed
organizations bidding on the work solutions should be provided by
reduce the board's credibility.
qualified, independent groups for
82
improved credibility.
The next time you asked for
As the teacher's boss to our
money people are going to
children we need to know you
remember this
are competent or we will find
someone who is. If you wont
accept our kids late work why
83
shou
Grace best
I'm not familiar with the building
but hearing you have a building
you won't use, tells me you are
84
wasteful.
Board still isn’t listening to the
Until board acts like the
concerns of the community - tired community is in control and not
of the board thinking they know it them we will continue to vote no
85 all
Our community doesn’t trust the Even though it’s a different group
school board
of people, the school board
perpetually makes the same
decisions. Like they did with
86
PRHS.

Calling
annother
side of an
argument
"hostile" is
tude abd
hurtful.
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The problem is you are not
responsible with the money you
get and expect to raise taxes
every time you need something.

identifies
negatively

From what was written in the
Gazette’s recent article, it sounds
like the school board has already
decided what to do?

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

87

is "you"
Moderator
referring to
the Board?
Suggests
they are
irresponsibl
e
Moderator

Kept

Removed

88
Why should we say yes to more
taxes when the high taxes we're
already paying are mismanaged
and wasted?

The government has already
proven over and over again that
they are not going to be good
stewards of our tax dollars.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

We can NOT let higher taxes
always be the automatic easy
solution and compensation for
90 failed leadership.
I'm done w/crappy politicians,
board members, elected officials,
etc. placing an ever increasing
tax burden on us to compensate
for their incompetence
91
Where's the money you should
have been saving and planning
for this this years ago? Waisted.
Instead, here's some sweet ideas
for D38 and Monument:
92
Unfortunately we live in a very ME
FIRST community.

Don't sit on your ass and then
come to me for more money
when you should have been
planning for this all along.
Let the roads go to crap then say
you need more$ to fix. Finally fix
I-25 then make it a toll.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Let's put a methodone clinic
Rude /
downtown across from a park
hurtful
and kids playground. Let's
transparent
approve a drug and alcohol
rehab next to the middle school.

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
This
Participant
hurtful
comment is
transparent devicive,
rude and
hurtful.
Names /
could find Moderator
identifies
out which
negatively board
member
was let go

Removed

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Removed

89

It's all about their bottom line.
Screw the kids. It's shortsighted
and selfish.

93
When the current board chased
away the most conservative
member of the board off the
board , those who voted for her
lost their trust .

They would release the tapes of
executive session .So no one
knows what happened beside
closed doors . No trust when
they do.business in secret
94
always
In general, the community does
No increase in taxes will be
not trust the decisions that the
approved until the community
District leadership makes and the understands the public criticisms
information that the board makes are unwarranted or
95 public.
addressed/corrected.
When the school board is so
ether . Remove the 11 year
dysfunctional and members turn board member who has been the
on other members to force others cause of all the disruption
out, we have zero confidence in
their ability to work togh
96

Names /
identifies
negatively

district
leadership

Removed
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Stop trying to screw the taxpayers Because we work very hard for
and treat us like idiots
our money and are NOT Idiots

Rude /
hurtful

The Board would do well to stop
hiding meetings and major
decisions behind closed doors.

Names /
identifies
negatively

97
The Board needs to earn the
trust, not assume it.

let's not call Participant
people
names
Moderator

Removed

Removed

98
Is there a way to do a mail
campaign re: educating them of
funding differences? Individual
school meeting sessions (PTO?).

doesn't
answer

Moderator

Kept

Need to learn who is padding
their pockets by allowing all of the
silly new construct

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

I have been told that the same
Names /
consultant was used to help pass identifies
these measures. He has been
negatively
unsuccessful multiple times. I
suggest hiring a new one.

Moderator

Removed

These knowingly people spread
misinformation.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

This lack of real support hurt
public acceptance.

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

99

100
Our students will suffer...and all
for just 30 to 50 dollars a month
for the average household.
Shameful.
101
There are members of the
community who are out to destroy
our district with lies in a
misguided attempt to reform and
102 privatize education .
Some members of the Board
showed great indecision and no
public support of the election
initiatives. They seemed to
purposely drag out the process.
103
Board members did not respect
the individuals, process, or
recommendations that led to the
104 initiatives.
Monument Academy Mafia

105
Stop doing back deals with MA,
they are a charter school!
106
Developers have reaped
enormous profits at the expense
of existing residents. They
should be forced to contribute to
school infrastructure.
107

Let's face it, they are organized
and being tossed the tiny morsel
of a gym/theater was not
enough.
Once you added them in a secert
backdoor deal you lost my vote!
Be up front and hold to it, stop
babying MA!
Schools are already
overcrowded and teachers
underpaid. The outlook is
dismal.
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Conservative mindset

108
The bond failed because the
school board deceived the
community. Voted for the bond
publicly and then added MA
funding in a secret meeting.

The overwhelming
preponderance of D38's
population is WASP. Paying
more taxes scrapes their inner
core despite the effect of
increased property values
The school board has to be open
and transparent if they expect
voters to support them; they
were neither.

rude /
WASP
Moderator
hurtful
might be
transparent considered
hurtful

Kept

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Identifies
positively

Moderator

Kept

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

109
Do not make any secret deals
about a bond issue like the D-38
Board did this past July

Earning the public trust is
essential. Making backdoor
deals in private destroys that
110
trust
LPSD Admin needs to take a
In Douglas County, the
more active role in promoting the superintendent canvassed
next bond/mill levy to the
neighborhoods and knocked on
community.
doors. Principals were legally
active in campaigning. And it
111
passed.
Be more clear on the vision and More support for teachers and
the D38 infrastructure , where
space not additional admin staff
exactly the money would go.
112
I am disinclined to vote for
The Academy is an unneeded
measures that continue to
drain on district resources &
support the Monument Academy. represents an elitist attitude
which is detrimental to the spirit
113
of community.
I think the School Board did a
The Board has a fiduciary
poor job of explaining the need
responsibility to the community
and importance of adding more
and if they’re going to propose a
class room capacity.
bond increase they need to get
actively involved .
114
The School Board and
Information provided should be
Administration did not provide
targeted to the audience. Most
good data to educate the
D38 residents are professionals
community on the need.
and the district should give them
quantitative data.
115
Grass roots work was not done or The Board and Admin should
done in effectively.
have developed a plan for
communication and community
116
involvement.
The Board, Administration and
Perception is that there's
Community all need to be on the infighting on the Board and that
same sheet of music
the Board doesn't reflect the
117
community's needs.
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You must counter the mistaken
impression that the District has
been given plenty of money of the
years and has squandered or
118 mismanaged it.
Board credibility is an issue but so
is voter ignorance

It's why you lost. You're never
going to get the retired military
high rank folks who settled here
but have no connection to the
community.
Those who base their decision
on something that happened 10
years ago are fooling
themselves. It's a new board
119
and a different situation.
The Opposition Campaign wasn't The people behind MA want to
about being "fiscally
tank our public schools so they
conservative."
can advocate for charters to be
the solution. They'll make us sick
and then sell the cure
120
The board needed to start much We have a crazy anti-school antiearlier with much more unified
government fringe here who are
and public support of more
very loud. They can convince
schools.
people if there isn't a sound
message opposing them.
121
Too many make their decision on Be smart. Learn the real facts,
emotional basis
learn the real history, don't just
listen to a bunch of malcontents
who hate everything.
122
Stop relying on the same folks to When I hear the same people
sell your ideas to the community. spouting the same talking points,
Get some new faces and voices I stop listening. New people =
behind your cause.
new ideas.
123
For many years there has been a No accountability and
lack of transparency. Why did a transparency means a no vote
superintendent leave and
on more funding.
124 received a payout?
People opposed to increases in
Applying short term thinking to a
their personal finances, such as long term need, taxes are short
tax increases are thinking
term, children's education is long
incrementally, or from a short
term, is faulty thinking and even
term perspective.
selfish.

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

Participant

Kept

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

Rude /
hurtful

Calling
others
ignorant

Rude /
Painting
Participant
hurtful
one side as
transparent malcontent
s.

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Participant

Kept

The charter school plans were not It appears that the charter school Identifies
part of original bond
community has influence on the negatively
current school board members
and is trying to generate funds
from public taxpayers.

Moderator

Kept

The board needed to be more
involved during the campaign.
More importantly though, a
decision should have been made
earlier.

Moderator

Kept

Rude /
hurtful

125

Calling
another
group of
people
selfish is
rude and
hurtful

126

127

Difficulty in deciding what to
include in the language doesnt
give the community a very good
sense that they'd be able to
decide how to use the money.

Identifies
negatively
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The proposals were overly
inclusive of more than one issue
or funding item. It led me to think
that the Board either doesn't
know what to do or wants

the public to not know what they Identifies
are thinking. You want funding
negatively
for a school building, ask for that
one specific amount of funding.
Don't lump several

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

The next time I will start donating Names /
to the anti tax increase
identifies
organization. Please make do
negatively
with what you have.
Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Removed

Why is there mistrust of district Identifies
leadership? In order to move
negatively
past this, would a town hall,
planned in advance, open forum,
benefit?

Moderator

Kept

128
School counselors will never be
able to detect and neutralize
threats from teen-age misfits.
They don't have daily contact with
129 the kids.
District 38 has squandered
money in the past why paying
their teachers very low income.
130
I have not forgotten the
"gentleman's agreement" with the
pay off to a prior superintendent
131
I knew the board will come back
again and again trying to get a tax
increase year after year.
132
I will actively support and fund
board members at elections who
are opposed to tax increases and
work to defeat those who support
tax increases
133
District Mistrust

134

I have no trust in the d38 board.
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The charter school was never
mentioned as being part of the
bond until the last minute when
they bulldozed their way onto the
ballot.

They need to secure their own
Other
financing, it's not the
responsibility of the community to
finance their school when a small
% attends their schools.

This is a
Participant
detrimental
attitude.
People
need to
realize that
charter
schools are
a public
school and
therefor do
infact
qualify for
tax funding!
Also,
people
need to
understand
that having
school
choice is
vital to who
we are as
Americans
paying into
the tax
fund! It's
ignorant
and
intolerant to
thin

Kept

As a Monument resident who had
3 kids graduate from LP, the
current school mgmt is distant not
willing to leave their offices to
engage the community.

On-line surveys (this is a good
example) promotes the idea the
school mgmt is scared to meet
or discuss their ideas with the
community.

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

The way a former board member
was treated was unacceptable .
The public saw this as bullying .
No support for d38 after this .

Stop silencing those who don't
agree with you , and only
allowing yes men on your
committees

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Simplify the education of how
Again, lazy people who want to Rude /
schools are funded and share it
believe the click bait. Let’s make hurtful
as many times as possible.
our own clickbait.
transparent
People don’t understand TABOR
and the Gallagher Amendment

Moderator

Removed

Looking Elsewhere

Moderator

Removed

135

136
Potentially
identifies
someone?

137

138

139

This weekend actually looked
Rude /
into putting house on the market hurtful
due to the toxic climate this
transparent
community has turned into.
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The abrupt leaving of a valued
board member turned off many
voters . We felt the board forced
140 out a valued member
Wealthy powerful evil geniuses
conspired to deprive the
community of the most perfect
Bond and MLO to ever have been
141 conceived of.
I saw three articles in the local
newspaper that the
superintendent wrote but the
bonds were never mentioned in
those articles.
142
People are still angry about the
superintendent who left and got
143 so much money when he left.
Lack of Meetings in Schools

This is another reason we dont
trust the board .

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

Removed

I never saw, as a community
member, where exactly the
money was going to be spent. In
other words a breakdown of how
this money was going to be
spent
Poor communication about what
happened.

Names /
identifies
negatively

identifies
Moderator
superintend
ent

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

We live in JC and there was not
one meeting in Bear Creek to
discuss the impact this would
have on the neighborhood. One
was scheduled and then cancel

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

I observed an unbalance of
Names /
administrative personnel and
identifies
funds directed to people creating negatively
curriculum for the teachers rather
for student needs.

Moderator

Removed

144
I lost confidence in the district's
ability to direct funds to the
students' education.

145
There is no trust in admin or the people.
board. CFO financial decisions of
the past continue to haunt D38.
The community wont forget the
past with the same

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

This part of the "very loud
minority" (66%!) is tired of being
shamed & ridiculed by the pro
4a/b who seem to think only
THEIR ideas matter/ are best.

Insulting others because they
have different ideas or don't
agree with you isn't a way to get
that 66% to change minds,
compromise, or work with you.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

This was never explained to
voters. We don`t trust them for
this lack of professionalism.
Not gonna vote for more $ to be
used IF the current board is in
power. They have not proven to
me that they can handle funds
appropriately.

Names /
identifies
negatively
Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

146

147
After a board member quit
midterm it really looked like the
148 board had problems.
Our current BOD does not
manage $ well.

149
Having a board member who was
supported by the community
leave before this made the ballot
indicated that the board had inner
150 problems .
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Teacher salaries stir enthusiasm.
Bonuses for administration, new
buildings and programs for a few
do not encourage many to pay
out even more.

Teachers are the backbone of
Names /
education. Buildings are useless identifies
without them, yet they seem to
negatively
be the last to benefit from
funding.

administrati Moderator
on

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
positively

Moderator

Removed

Not clear. Participant
Agree D38
has not
supported
MA well,
but not sure
what this
person is
saying
about ballot
language
being
devious to
support MA.
Do they
mean
underhande
dly
support?
MA is a
school in
our district
and should
be
supported
as such.

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

151
D38 has definitely a perceived
(and I believe real) problem of
arrogance that the board and its
members know best to push
152 agenda.
Members of D38 are anti-charter
school (specifically Pfoff in 11-28
issue of Tribune) blame MA for
bond failure. Thankfully Clawson
corrected
153
Monument Academy

Yes, we elected some of you to
represent us but you don't listen
to us. This history of action
creates distrust on every
decision made.
him. We have MA, embrace it
and if we all work together, we
could have a better D38 for
everyone. D20 supports TCA
fairly & look how successful it is!

The district never supported The Other
Academy previously. But directed
ballot wording to be devious in
some way supporting the school.

154
Please make sure the next
superintendent hired supports
ALL schools in the district,
including charter.

D38 has a long history of not fully
supporting or encouraging MA,
we can do so much more when
we all work together. We are 1
155
district!
Seniors on a fixed income will not People in our district remember
pay for schools.
giving $1.5 million dollars to the
previous district admin as a good
bye package and don’t want to
pay ever again for.
156
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Monument Academy is a big
school in the district and not
treated with respect. Pfoff hates
MA though he says otherwise in
public meetings. MA parents

wouldn’t support election due to Names /
him & not assured they would get identifies
money. MA parents are tax
negatively
payers too but their taxes
wouldn’t go to help their kids!

Moderator

Removed

In old D38, kids came first. No
longer. Put the money where it
helps the kids. Stop district
administrat'n from growing with
no kid benefit.
I have worked in dozens of
organizations and leadership and
communication are ALWAYS the
most important things to focus
on. Apparently D38 has neithr

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Look around at the dysfunction in Names /
the area government -- school
identifies
board and Monument bodies are negatively
a joke. Good luck raising taxes
until adults take over.

Moderator

Removed

Our neighborhood schools are
bursting. Be an advocate for
D38, not the special interests
behind MA.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

As a community, we must stop
Rude /
accepting bad info from websites hurtful
like integrityD38. Ever heard of
transparent
checking your sources? That
website is propaganda.

Identifying Participant
differing
opinions as
propaganda
is rude or
hurtful.

Removed

The measure to fund the middle Rude /
school was not passed. The
hurtful
current middle school building
has deferred maintenance and is
crowded.

stop
Participant
disparaging
our middle
school . It is
awesome

Kept

"Board
Moderator
member"
and
"consultant
s"

Removed

Moderator

Removed

157
I don't have a lot of confidence in
the D38 leadership, so why vote
to give them more money?
Administrators get big raises and
158 support. School don't
why couldn't we get a statement
into the voters blue book. Don't
we have a whole communications
team at D-38? What do they do
all day...snap chat?
159
Classic government operations
for this area

160
MA says it has a solution for
overcrowding with its bogus math
(aka, mathmagic) and new ad
campaign asking for 2M for its
161 high school. NO!!!
Our community accepts the
falsehoods of those whose only
concern is "no taxes ever" and
who want to see our amazing
district reduced to mediocrity.
162
One worn out, crowded middle
school building is insufficient for
our students in the critical
transitional years between child
and teenager.
163
One board member implied that
the consultants for the district had
a financial incentive to conclude a
new building was needed

The implication the boards
Names /
consultants were not
identifies
independent in their conclusion negatively
that Grace best was not an
option for future growth Hindered
164
support
Most of the negative people are
Names /
current or past MA parents. QUIT
identifies
protecting MA. Let's see their
negatively
165 budget!!!!
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Claiming D20 and others will
refuse to take our students if we
close to opt-ins is ignorant

This isn't a sandbox. D20 has
Rude /
overbuilt, and they need students hurtful
to fill their schools. Admins want transparent
the per-pupil revenue.

Moderator

Removed

Moderator

Kept

166
Because part of the plan includes Why wouldn't we try to alleviate
remodeling an existing building, some of the burdon to the tax
why didn't we pursue the
payer.
matching grant marijuana funds?

Other

unsure of
marijuana
laws

I am not a fan of Monument
Academy .

I do not care to see them get
several million to build their “we
are not sure”. Put them on their
own voting line.
When the School board turned on DISTRUST. We can't give
one of their own in a public
people who act this way any
meeting where that member
more money .
wasnt present , it was
unprofessional. That instilled
MORE
I voted against the security
There are important security
measure. More guns is NOT the measures that should be passed,
answer. I do not want armed
such as the parent trap/ fish bowl
guards or teachers in our
included in the buildings
schools!
measure
I voted for the measure for more MA is a charter school that is
buildings, but hated doing so
already taking taxes from our
because MA, a barely disguised real schools. They should not
Christian school, would get some get any $ from this!
of the funds.
I don't trust the board.
They is not transparency. They
say one thing and do the other to
meet their agenda.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

The opposition is motivated by
partisan money and greed.
Opposition tells people its about
local control when they are in fact
outside money.

Our community has been too
silent and mannerly as we have
watched outside money come
into our elections and influence
voters. The effort is crafted.

rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

D38 talked at a Kiwanis meeting

Only discussed the pros. No
identifies
other discussion about the cons. negatively

small group Moderator
kiwanis

Kept

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174
Grace Best stinks

Just came from the Farmers Mk
in GB. School had a bad smell of
urine and sulfur. This is not 21st
175
century school!
I think the amount to build one
We are asking why you need $60
new building was outrageous! $60 million for one building when
million when D20 was building 2 Grace Best could be renovated
new buildings for around $20
for $11 million. How is the $60
million.
million justified? It’s NOT
176

Rude /
hurtful
transparent
Other

I believe
these
numbers
are false.

Moderator

Removed

Participant

Removed
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Overinflated cost of new school
compared to District 20!

District 20 is building 2 new
elementary schools at 21mil
each this year. Our new school
cost was overinflated. Be
responsible with our money.

Other

Not true.
Participant
This
referencing
an addition
to a school
not a brand
new school.

Kept

177
When the superintendent tries to
leave in the middle of her
contract, and a Board member
resigns, it make us feel like there
178 are big problems
Is the superintendent looking to
leave district? She did not seem
engaged at the Community
Forum and could have stopped
some bad behavior at meeting
179
Why didn’t anyone stand up to the
lying negative nay-sayers? They
were louder than our
180 administration and board!
The district appears to be in
shambles so why would anyone
want to be superintendent here.
181
I have read many comments.
The majority show that most
people are uninformed. They
don't know CO laws that govern
ballot language, school choice,
182
The School Board should have
made an decision early in 2018
for the bond issue and started
campaigning no later than May for
183 its passage.
The Board decision to include
Monument Academy in the bond
issue appeared to be a result of
Monument Academy threat to
work against the bond unless
184
No matter how much voters
believe in the value of education
& want to support teachers &
students, they won't support a
district making bad decisions.
185

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

The superintendent sets the tone Names /
for district. The community forum identifies
was my first encounter with her negatively
and she did not exhibit strong
leadership qualities

Moderator

Removed

These lying “facts” infiltrated the
minds of others when there was
no one to oppose these
statements.
The chaos in the district will
destroy Monument and hurt
property values.

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Removed

school financing and grants, they Rude /
don't even know the district's
hurtful
boundaries. This process
transparent
seemed just another way for the
negative ninnies to whine.

Moderator

Kept

Waiting until summer to decide,
made the Board appear
indecisive and not fully
supportive of the issue.

identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

they received something. It
appeared that the Board caved
to threats and allowed the tail to
wag the dog.

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

There is a perception that the
identifies
school board members support negatively
the Monument Academy to the
detriment of the other schools is
the district.

Moderator

Kept
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The Board's decision to sell the
land on 83 and 105 to a
developer who used to be on the
Monument Academy Board
member prior to election was not
186 wise.
Last minute, editorials written by
outspoken, well-meaning but
poorly informed people can sway
an election.
187
You were dishonest about the
data breach because you do not
put kids first, it’s all about the
district reputation, therefore you
188 cannot be trusted.
The language for the ballad
issues created a slush fund and
did not promise the money to be
used for a specific purpose
189
After a board member resigns
from the board in the middle of
their term then it does look like
the board has problems that are
190 trying to be kept quiet
You don’t hesitate to raise admin
salaries and add staff as needed
yet adding teaching staff or
unfreezing their salaries takes too
191 way too long
I simply do not trust the current
D38 board and leadership with
my money. My extended family
pays taxes on many properties in
this district.
192
The school board needs to make
decisions in a more timely
manner, in order to allow for more
time to educate the public

Appears to the public that the
School Board is fiscally naive
and irresponsible. Why should
they have more opportunities to
waste money

Moderator

Removed

Although district 38 school board identifies
tried to educate the public for
negatively
months prior to the election,
many people do not pay attention
until just prior.
Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Removed

Rude /
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

Kept

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Removed

Identifies
negatively

Moderator

Kept

The school board's lack of action Identifies
until the last minute was a real
negatively
problem, as did the lack of a
"pro" argument in the blue book.
(No time to submit)

Moderator

Kept

Moderator

Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)

The teachers are the ones
working with the future of our
nation everyday, staying day and
night while the admin are
pushing their political agendas
They have not demonstrated
fiscal responsibility, priorities that
make sense (i.e. teacher pay),
there is admin bloat, &
disingenuousness towards MA

Names /
identifies
negatively

193
?

194

Doesn't
answer
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.

Doesn't
answer

Moderator

195
As a D38 parent, I am currently
looking at other school options for
my children. I do not trust the BoE
to make the right decisions for
our children.

The BoE is more concerned with Names /
doing Lundeen's dirty work then identifies
making hard decisions and
negatively
working with the community for
buy-in.

Moderator

Betsy DeVos says public
education is a “dead end”

Board members Taylor and
Upchurch are putting that value
into practice

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Honestly, I am hoping for a new,
positive era with Pfoff nearly term
limited and Broft showing herself
the door. How can we reverse the
damage?

Pfoff engages in amazing
Names /
political maneuvering and
identifies
deception. He has found his little negatively
empire, and it’s sad. The man is
spiteful, vengeful and toxic.

Moderator

How does a board member
remain active on the board for
more than 2 terms!? When a
school board member is tied to
corruption in the city, it makes me
?

How is that person still involved
in the school board, and WHY?
Why would we trust anything he
supports?

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

If Don Griffin is allowed to
become superintendent, the
district will lose its Excellence.

The future of the district, the Tri- Names /
Lakes community and our
identifies
property values are at stake.
negatively

Moderator

196

197

198

199

200

Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
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I have been to several D38 board
meetings and even spoke at one.
I almost ditched what I was going
to say completely after how the
meeting went.

Pfoff, especially, says he
Names /
respects community
identifies
involvement, opinion & time. He negatively
wasted 40 man hrs while we sat
there 1hr and he politcally
maneuvered.

Moderator

Lack of direction, transparency
and a complete inability to work
together from our school board.

Why would we give more money Rude /
under these circumstances?
hurtful
transparent

Moderator

201

202
Mark is still on the board, as long The scenes, then we won’t
as he or any of his minions (and support it
unfortunately Theresa is clearly a
minion) is running the district from
behind

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Mr. Pfoff's attitude is palpably
negative, and his clear lack of
understanding or support for
PUBLIC charter schools is
annoying at best.

I will never trust his opinions or
support any of his efforts.

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Pfoff is Crooked

The words coming from Pfoff
don't match the budget

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

RE: They sure did feel it was a
done deal

BCES principle had ordered all
Names /
new furniture for the new yet built identifies
office. WTF is wrong with these negatively
people! For that I voted NO. Not
a done deal Peggy

Moderator

203

204

205

206

Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
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s (not
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review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
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review by
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Moderator
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review by
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Tax

Doesn't
answer

Moderator

The

Doesn't
answer

Moderator

207

208
The BOE Pres. allows members
to talk unnecessarily long, have a
negative tone, be critical of the
district. He is not stepping up .

There is no leadership so the
Names /
community cannot be expected identifies
to support the district, especially negatively
those without children in the
school.

Moderator

The BOE president is not
The president of school board is Names /
showing any leadership. He is not not leading or helping keep the identifies
managing meetings so the district district strong.
negatively
appears to be in chaos.

Moderator

The idea the school mgmt didn't
see the need or was too lazy to
explain their thoughts in the
voting blue book show a lack of
caring for the election

This gave the impression the
Rude /
school mgmt assumed election hurtful
success and /or felt
transparent
communicating the needs for the
bond passage was unimportant.

Moderator

The superintendent saying they
should pull the senior center away
from the Hs and use at the middle
school

Seems a back handed way to get Names /
back at the seniors she
identifies
perceives voted this down. Many negatively
families with school age children
voted no.

Moderator

209

210

211

212

Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
Removed
by Te
Moderator
s (not
flagged for
review by
LewisPalmer
leaders)
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by Te
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review by
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leaders)
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Tired of board blaming the
community

Wangeman isn’t a good
spokesperson for the district

Names /
identifies
negatively

Moderator

Two D38 board members, Chris In solving the district’s problems Names /
Taylor and Tiffiney Upchurch,
identifies
seem much more focused on
negatively
helping Monument Academy with
their plans to expand than they do

Moderator

We are clearly not happy with the
way this district is running. The
Mill was very poorly written and
not a smart business decision.

I understand the growth, but I
Names /
don’t understand M.Pfoff and his identifies
dictatorship leadership style. The negatively
mill was also very poorly written.

Moderator

We DON'T want more charter
school seats. We want to send
our children to public, non-charter
schools.

The local charter is a thinly veiled Names /
religious institution. They've hired identifies
a fundamentalist teacher who
negatively
has stated females shouldn't be
educated.

Moderator

213

214

215

216

Removed
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Moderator
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review by
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by Te
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